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A 252+ page tec hni ca l manual with index and detailed table of conte nt s.
Commands SYSTEM and PDRIVE allow the user to configure/customize
his/ her own DOS
Depending on installed hardware, NEWDOS/80, via the PDRIVE command, supports within' one system , mixtures of single/double density,
single/do uble head, 5 or 8 inch drives with single/double volume
diskettes of up to 7680 standard 256 byte sectors. 80 track drives can
read 35/40 track diskettes. Parameters for 10 drives may be prespecified though only a maximum of 4 are in use at anytime. ADR not
provided.
LNW 5/8 and Omikron mapper boards supported ,
APPARAT, AEROCOMP,AM, LNW,and PERCOM, disk doublers suppo rted ,
Most CPU speed up mods may be used though not specifically supported,
Modell/III data diskette Interchangeabi lity when both compu ters are
operating under NEWDOS/80 version 2,0,
M ode l I 2,3 TRSDOS co mpatible
COPY to/from Model I 2.3B and Model III TRSDOS diskettes (no other
useage allowed).
Single drive COPY and Copy By File features.
Depending on installed ~ardware, the system volume may be sing le!
double density, singl e/do uble sided, 5 or 8 inch and up to 7680 sectors.
RUN-ON LV program mode restricts the operator to program defined
input o nl y.
MINI-DOS allows the executing program to be interrupted by the
operator to perform one or more of the 5 1 DOS com mands exec utable
under MINI-DOS, and then continue the interrupted program's execution.
CHAIN or DO commands activate c haining whereby keyboard input
comes from the specified disk file , allowing a pre-determined set of
co mmand s and/or parameters to be automatically inputted.
Dump display to printer function.
Enhanced DEBUG facility ( 14 co mmands) allows interrupting current
program 'exec ution, inspecting/altering memory or disk, and resuming
executio n, con tinuous o r single step, with / without stops.
DOS vectors defined for Assembly Language programmers.
DOS -CAL L al lows user programs and BASIC to execute DOS comma nds.
Th e programmer may create his own resident DO S commands.
Programs may e nable/ disable user routines driven off th e timer interrupt.
The programmer may create his/ her own resident DOS com mands.
Model I built-in lower case driver, blinking cursor, auto key repeat.
ROUTEing of keyboard , display, printer and (Model III only) RS 232C.
May be routed to a user routine in memory, but not to/fro m disk unl ess via
a user routine.
Except fo r the spooler, there are no high memory routine s for DOS o r
BASIC : this includes ROUTE and CHAIN functions,
Lower case DOS co mmands honored.
Full error messages displayed instead of error codes.
31 en hanced CO PV paramet e rs .
Copy By Fil e allows 6 criteria for file selection.
15 enhanced FORMAT parameters,
Partial diskette reFORMAT permitted.
File PURGE by wildcard extents and!or user files.
01 Rectory command allows wildcard extents, user files, short or extended
format, dump to printer,
User may specify diskette's directory location.
Expanded directory provides for up to 222 fil e entries.
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Some DOS commands may be aborted without reset.
R co mmand repeats last performed DOS command.
CREATE command to pre-allocate a disk file.
ERROR command displays error message associated with error code .
HIMEM command sets/displays DOS/BAS IC high memory address,
DATE command sets/displays computer's date.
TIME command sets/displays computer's time,
Model III FORMS command for printer control.
Model III SETCOM command for RS232 control.
Enhanced L1ST/PRI NT commands for ASCII files with pause, abort and
partial file listing.
• Alter c haining state via ~he CHNON command or commands within the
cha in file.
• A program or a c haining sequence may display a message with / without
pause.
• CLEAR co mmand to zero memory and to purge routes , user DOS
co mmand s and user timer routines.
• Commands to enable/disable BREAK key, blinking c ursor, lower case
driver
• PROT command to change diskette NAME/DATE/PASSWORD
• ATTRIB command to c hange a file's attributes.
• CLS co mmand to clear screen.
• AUTO spec ifies the command to execute automatically at reset/power-on .
• SYSTEM specifies the default system configuration values (usually
enable or disable) which become effective on RESET/ POWER UP.
Diskette/file password checking
RUN-ONLY mode
Keyboard debounce (Model I)
Screen dumD to printer (JKL)
DEBUG 123 entry
MINI-DOS
Break key as keyboard key
Hardware lower case (Model I)
Assign default drive number for DIR
Assign default drive number for file creation
Memory protect value
Clear key as keyboard key
Disk master password required for full diskette or CBF COPY
Auto Repeat key function
TIME/DATE question on power-up
TIME/DATE question on reset
Display disabled until operator/program reenables
Manual operator chaining pause/abo rt
Manual operator AUTO command override
R = repeat last DOS command performed
Built-in lower case driver (Model I)
Lower to upper case toggle
Blinking cursor
Number of physical drives on computer
Number of disk I/O retries
Time delay for 1 st repeat of auto repeat key
Specify the cursor character
Specify the write of the directory sector's address mark for Model i
single density diskette in Model III formatforeasy Modell, Model HI
diskette exchangeability

Apparat,lnc.

800/525-7674 (order line only)
303/741-1778
4401 South Tamarac Parkway
Denver, Colorado 80237
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Why nGnLlu~/ou VER. 2.0
Is the Best DOS for your IRS·SO
Model I or III Computer
DISK BASIC FEATURES
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In one statem e nt from DOS READY. BASIC can be brought uP. the
number of files set. the memory size set and a program LOADed or RUN .
RUN-ONLY prevents the operator from getting to READY or DOS
READY. thus giving the program almost total control.
Via the CMD function . all DOS commands are executable from
BASIC. either directly or dynamically.
MINI-DOS is available from BASIC.
DEBUG is available from BASIC.
CHAINing is available from BASIC.
Variable passing between programs via the V parameter of RUN .
Abbreviated commands:
(A)uto; (D)elete; (E)dit or comma; (L)ist or period
Accidental text line deletion more difficult
Text line scrolling foreward or backward.
Text page scrolling foreward or backward.
01 moves text line to new position
DU duplicates text line to new position
Built-in RENUMber with line number and limited syntax error check .
A portion of text may be moved to another part of the program with all
references to that code resolved .
Built-in REFerence function will display/ print references to all line
numbers. integers and variables. It will display referen ces to a single lin e
number. integer. string. function code (reserved word) or a group o f
packed or unpacked characters. and then allows displaying of each
referencing text line in turn with editing as necessary.
A program may be loaded into reserved high memory via CMD or MI NI DOS and its execution address extracted from the two bytes at 17411
(4403H).
MERGE functions with packed or ASCII text files.
Built-i n text space eliminator and / or remark deleter.
Built-in calendar date conversion .
Dynamic ERASE of selected variables. keeping all others.
Dynamic KEEP selected variables. CLEARing all others.
After c learing an array via ERASE or KEEP, the array may be redimensioned
via DIM _
Dynamic text line deletion.
Dynamic text line insertion via MERGE, which with dynamic DELETE ,
allows use of overlays.
SWAP contents of 2 variables of the same type.
Single Stepping starting at specified text line number.
In-memory sort of up to 9 arrays in either ascending or desce nding order
RENEW fun ction to reinstc:te NEWed program.
Full BASIC error messages. including associate DOS error message. if
applicable
With default start up parameters and no reserved high memory. 48K
RAM has 38261 bytes available.
SUPERZAP. DIRCHECK and other programs using only memory from
5200H to 6FFFH ca n be executed directly from BASIC without di sturbing the program tex t or variables (if 8K BASIC free memory available.
exclusive of string area).
FEATURES of NEWDOS/80 enchanced BASIC disk file I/O.

In addition to TRSDOS sequential and random file typ es. NEWDOS/80
has two new file types (Marked Item and Fixed It em) divi ded in to fi ve
subtypes (MF, MU, MI, FF and FI)
• Th ese five s ubtype s do not require LSET, RSET, MK/S, MKSS, MKDS,
CVI, CVS or CVD ; instead. GETs and PUTs are don e directly to/ from th e
va riables named in a lis t.
• Th e string separating c haracter sequence ; ..... ; used with PRINT is not
used with the new file types ; instead only a comma is used as th e
separator.
•

•
•.
•
•

MU files are used as an option to the older PRINT/INPUT files .
FF files are used as an option to the older RANDOM files.
Record lengths up to 4095 pytes supported.
Records may be all of the same length (MF and FF). of varying lengths
(MU) or unknown length (MI and FI) .
• Sequential files may be accessed randomly.
• Files may be accessed by Relative Byte Address to allow accessing of
variable length or unkown length records.
• Existing files may be extended.
UTILITY PROGRAMS INCLUDED WITH NEWDOS/80
•

SUPERZAP is a disk/ memory display and modification program. also
used as the vehicle for installing pat c hes to NEWDOS/80 .

•

DISASSEM is a Z80 load module (CMD) disassembler that builds cross
reference tables for all location references including tho se by JR
instructions. includes in the disassembly printable characters for all hex
bytes to help locate character strings and sends the disassembly to the
display. printer or a disk file . The disk file can then be edited and/ or
assembled using EDTASM . if it is not too large .

•

DIRCHECK is a program that displays directory co ntents and c hecks
directory integrity (it s primary function ). displaying specific error co des
to assist user attempts at directory trouble shooting and/or repair.
Optionally will zero out unused (dead) file names.

•

EDTASM is Apparat' s enchancement of Radio Shac k's 19 78 tape
editor/ assembler program to operate from disk and with dis k files .
Requires purc hase of that Radio Sha ck progra m (not a newe r one) as a
pre-condition of use of Apparat' s EDTASM .

•

LMOFFSET allows load module (CMD) transfer between disk and tape .
Di s plays program start. end and entry addresses. Optionall y allows load
address relocation(not execution relocation) and s ubsequent execution
as from n on-d isk BASIC vi a SYSTEM .

•

CHAINBLD is a mini-tex t editor to r crea ting / maintaining c haini ng files.

•

NEWDOS/80 manual c hapter titles and pag e co unts
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13 .
14.
15.
16.

Introduction (5)
DOS Library Commands (52)
DO S Routines (12)
DOS Features (14)
DOS Modul es. Dat a Structures. and Mi sce llaneou s
Information (1 2)
Additional Progra ms Supplied on NEWDOS/80 Di skette (22)
D isk BASIC . non -I/O Enhance ment s (17)
Di sk BASIC I/O Enhancements and Differen ces (21)
Error Codes and Messages (2)
Glossary (9)
Error Reporting. Inco mpatibility Handling. and Pat c hing (8)
Conversion Information and Mi scellan eo us Comments (9)
ZAPs (increasing with time )
Appendix A: M arked and Fi xe d Item Fil e discussion (47)
Appendix B: Marked and Fixed Ite m Fil e exa mpl es (18)
Index (4)

.Full time support staff
.Inform ation. minor enhancements and co rrections to NEWDOS/80 are
iss ued. at no c harge. to reg istered owners only.

NEWDOS/80 Version 2.0 for the model I is a separate and distinct
product from the model III. Each is sold separately .
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Rich Bouchard
Klondike, the addictive one-player card
game that just about everyone knows
simply as "solitaire," is beautifully
implemented here for all three computers.
The constant problems of shuffling the
deck and rearranging the sloppy piles of
cards are finally solved!
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about a future breed of ComputerAssisted Role Playing Games.
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one object gradually into another through
a series of computerized calculations.
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by Edward Ting
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show you about the possibilities of adding
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APPLE F.O.O.L.S. by Jon Voskuil
Media subscribers got this one last month for an April
Fool special. Here's the listing and the explanation of how
it works and what it does .
MICRO-MAN by William Pu
This excellent Apple version of George Delp's TRS-Man
will keep you busy for many hours eating all the monsters
your diet will permit.
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A FIX FOR THE APPLE MICROTEXT TAPE
PROBLEM by Tom Pollard
If you've been waiting with bated breath to use the
Microtext word processor with your Apple cassette system,
the solution is here .
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Enhanced Disk Version
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SUPER SNAKE by Trevor Porter
Guiding your snake around the screen to gobble up points
becomes more and more challenging as you go along .
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K-Byter
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Article
JOYSTICK MODIFICATION FOR THE TRS-S()®
by Tigre Wenrich
Add an AT ARI® joystick to your TRS-8Q® for a new
dimension in playing action games . This article shows you
how to do it.

Programs

ROBOT BATTLE by Randy W. Massey
This is an exceptionally well done arcade game which will
keep you going for a long time as you attempt to
penetrate alien defenses and retrieve the vital cloaking
device which is Earth's only hope.

60

K-Byter
MINI-INVADERS by V. A. DeGiorgio
Here is an exceptional K-Byter which POKEs a Machine
Language invaders game into memory for some smooth
and fast action.
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Enhanced Disk Version
BREAKTHRU by Larry Meister
This is a fast and challenging Machine Language game
which offers a variety of options and will test your reflexes
and perceptions to the limit.

ELECTRIC DUET by Jon Voskuil
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Article
EXPLORING THE ATARI® FRONTIER by Alan J . Zett
This first installment of a new series on hidden features of
the AT ARI® discusses the importance of the ANTIC chip
and the display list for the BASIC programmer.

Programs

42

Review
GHOST HUNTER; CRUSH, CRUMBLE, AND
CHOMP; SPACE CHASE; and OUTDOOR GAMES
Review by Bruce Chapman

K-Byter
REMARK WRITER/FORMATTER by Jon Voskuil
Internal documentation of your program with REM lines
has never been this easy and looked this good.

WORD SEARCH by Skeet Nevil
Why wait for the daily paper when your A TARI® can give
you a new word-search game whenever you want one?
Discover the joy of using a joystick instead of a pencil to
find those hidden words.
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LADDERS by Rik Pierce
The goal of this competitive game is to work your way up
the ladders before your opponents do. It requires generous
portions of luck, logic, and clear thinking to win .
NEWDOS-SO ENHANCEMENTS TO SEQUENTIAL
DATABASE by Robert Jacobs
Special NEWDOS-80 features are exploited to make the
sequential-access version of So!tSide's Database program
even better.
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MISSILE ATTACK Review by Michael McKenna
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MICROWORLD Review by Allen L. Wold

t..'R.OSS-REFERENCE by Luis Wuhl
A utility which finds and lists the lines in which variables
are used can be an invaluable programming tool. Here is a
simple one in BASIC that can make your work a lot easier.
So!tSide
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Over 150,000 computer owners and novices attended the 1981
National Computer Shows and Office Equipment Expositions,
and more than a quarter of a million are expected to be at the
1982 shows.
Each show features hundreds of companies using thousands
of square feet of display space to showcase and sell millions of dollars
worth of micro and mini computers, data and word processing equipment,
peripherals, accessories, supplies and software.
Under one roof you'll see - and be able to buy - all of the hardware
and software made by every major computer manufacturer for business, industry, government, education, home and personal use.
The show includes computers costing as little as $100 to computers selling for $150,000.
Don't miss the coming of the new computers - show up for
the show. Admission is $5 per person and $3 for children.

--------- -..--------------------- -----_.
-----------------------------------------------------------..-.------------------- -----.---..-.

.-..-.-

Ticket Information

Send $5 with the name of the show you
plan to attend to National Computer
Shows, 624 Boylston Street, Chestnut
Hill, Mass. 02167. Tickets can also be
purchased at the show.

Dallas
Dallas Market Hall

Uniondale, Long Island
Nassau Coliseum

Thursday-Sunday
April 15-18, 1982
11 AM to 6 PM Daily

Thursday-Sunday
April 22-25, 1982
11 AM to 6 PM Daily

DIRECTIONS :
2200 STEMMONS FREEWAY
(AT INDUSTRIAL BLVD)

DIRECTIONS: TAKE L.I . EXPWY
TO EXIT 36 NO . STATE PKWY
TO EXIT 31A MEADOWBROOK
PKWY SO. TO EXIT M5
HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE
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Washington, DC
DC Armory/Starplex
Across from RFK Stadium
Thursday-Sunday
October 28-31,1982
11 AM to 6 PM Daily
DIRECTIONS:
2001 E CAPITOL S1 SE
(E. CAPITOL S1 EXIT OFF 1-295
- KENILWORTH FRWY)

5;;= :;-;

Chicago
(Arlington Heights)
Arlington Park Racetrack
Exhibition Center

Boston
Hynes Auditorium/
Prudential Center

Minneapolis
Minn. Auditorium
& Convention Hall
Third Avenue
Thursday-Sunday
September 16-19,1982
11 AM to 6 PM Daily
DIRECTIONS : HWY 94 to
11th st. Exit to Third Ave.
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Atlanta
Atlanta Civic Center

Thursday-Sunday

Thursday-Sunday

Thursday-Sunday

November 5-7, 1982
11 AM to 6 PM Daily

November 11-14,1982
11 AM to 6 PM Daily

December 9-12,1982
11 AM to 6 PM Daily

DIRECTIONS: EUCLID AVE &
WILKE RD. TAKE NW TOLLWAY
TO RTE 53 EXIT AT
EUCLID AVE EAST

DIRECTIONS: TAKE MASS
PIKE TO PRUDENTIAL
CENTER EXIT

DIRECTIONS:
395 PIEDMONT AVE NE
(AT RALPH McGILL BLVD)

The National Computer Shows are produced by Northeast Expositions Inc. who also produce Electronica - shows featuring home entertainment equipment and personal
electronics - which are held annually in major US cities. NEI also produces the Applefest Shows. For more information about any of these events call us at 617-739-2000
or write to the above address.
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EDITORIAL

By Jon R. Voskuil

One thing I have noticed lately. People have an awful lot of opinions about
an awful lot of things. This sometimes
puts me in an awkward position when I
sit down to write editorials, because
I'm basically wishy-washy. And what
good is an editorial if it doesn't rant
and rave about something or another?
The solution to this problem was
suggested to me as I was out shopping
the other day . I'm a pretty valueconscious consumer, always trying to
find the best deal on products that I
buy. You'll never catch me supporting
all those TV commercials by buying
Brand B aspirin, when I can buy the
store's Brand X generic stuff for a
tenth the price. Likewise, I go for the
generic sandwich bags, hamburger
buns, and Klee . .. uh, I mean, facial
tissues. (But never the toothpaste; it
tastes too awful.)
Anyway, if people can accept
everything from generic laundry
detergent to generic paperback mystery
novels, why not a generic editorial? I
hereby declare war on all the verbose,
one-sided, self-serving editorials ever
produced, and offer the following concise, open-minded, insipid alternative.
It's high time that something be
done. The future is approaching, anct
the past is already gone. The common
people and the uncommon, together
and se\lamtely, live together on planet
Earth in harmony and discord. If the
situation does not change soon, it may
change later, but it may not. And then
there will not be another chance, unless
we decide to try again.
For too long people have sat idly by,
or worked their fingers to the bones,
while others have not. Exhaustion,
renewal, peace, and war have proliferated. Computers have not only
helped, but even hindered the situation. They are at once part of the problem and part of the solution, working
both for good and ill within the tightly
'woven ecological fabric which is
unravelling and being re-woven before

our eyes and behind our backs. As
someone has said, "Is it time yet?"
Nevertheless, in spite of the gravity
and levity of the situation, there are
many who couldn't care less and others
who are deeply involved. Is it too much
to ask that people either stand up and
be counted or hide behind the facade
of the silent majority? Where have we
succeeded, and where have we failed;
and where have we simply ignored the
facts and speculations? These are vital
and insignificant questions with which
. some of us might want to consider
wrestling, or postponing until another
time.
Those who oppose us in these matters do, however, deserve some credit.
Their views, while false and childish,
demonstrate some validity and mature
thinking. If we should discover that
some of our own opinions do not hold
water after the test of time has run its
course and tried them by fire as
through a needle's eye, then we should
be proud and humble enough to admit
that our opponents may have been
either right or wrong. Not to do so
would merely cause our own position
to lose credibility and become more
believable.
I realize, of course, that there are
problems and advantages to all this.
Where others have succeeded, we may
fail, and vice-versa. But this spectre of
fame and obscurity should not blind us
to the possibility that computers may
yet provide unique and universal
analyses and deductions which will
leave us unchanged through metamorphosis. The Pollyannas and doomsayers, in their convergent differences
of opinion, may yet stand back-toback and see eye-to-eye. The final verdict, predetermined by the weight of
circumstances, is not yet in.
Let us not be the ones to stand by in
passive lethargy, burning our candles
at both ends as the dawning sunset
recedes in the approaching gray spectrum of the transient and immutable
present.
~
SoftSide

SoltSide Publications is actively seeking
programs, article and review submissions
for the TRS-8Q®, Apple and AT ARI®
home computers. This is a chance for programmers as well as users to make some
money to help pay for the "computer addiction" and get their efforts out where
they can be appreciated.
Programs - SoftSide has always been
the leader in the field of BASIC software
and BASIC remains our specialty.
However, with the advent of Disk Version
(DV), we can now also offer an outlet for
Machine Language and multiple language
programs which do not lend themselves to
printed versions. Games, utilities and
educational software, as well as any other
applications for the home computer user
are preferred, although we will consider virtually any type of program. Hybrid mixes
of articles and programs also welcomed.
When submitting a program, please be
sure to include full documentation of
subroutines and a list of variables, as well as
a brieJ article describing the program .
Well written, informed
Reviews reviews of all software for the systems we
cover are a regular feature of SoftSide.
Reviewers should take into consideration all
aspects of a particular software package,
from speed of execution to programming
creativity to the estimated length of time
that the product will hold the customer's
interest.
Articles - We welcome article submissions of all types, but prefer those
specifically geared to the home computer
market. We give our readers information as
a first priority, but vary our content to include some humor and commentary.
All text, including documentation and
descriptive articles for programs should be
typewritten and double-spaced. Extra
monetary consideration will be given to articles and reviews submitted on machinereadable media (Scripsit, Super-Text II,
etc.). Programs should be submitted on a
good cassette or disk . TRS-8Q® BASIC programs should function under both Level II
and Disk BASIC.
Please be sure to pack your cassettes and
disk carefully and to include your return
address and phone number.
Send to:
SoltSide Publications
SUBMISSIONS DEPARTMENT
6 South Street
Milford, NH 03055
We regret that due to the volume we
receive, we are unable to return submissions.
Be sure to send for our Free Author's
Guide. It further outlines the Specifics of
our submission procedure.
TRS-SO is a registered trademark of Tandy corporation.
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From our readers

THE FIRST RESPONSE TO THE MISSILE
COMMAND CONTEST IN DECEMBER 1981.
Dear SojtSide,
After reading Dean Macy's review of
A TAR/®'s Missile Command game in your
December issue i decided to assert myself to the
task of being the first to score 1 million points
and gain the illustrious, if somewhat vaguely
specified prize. My motivation was further
sparked by the fact that my wife had recently
begun beating me with regularity {at the game}
and this would provide the opportunity to regain
my self esteem. I had once scored 350,000 points
using the "smart missile" option only and I
knew if it were possible this was the way to go . I
waited for the proper time, my wife studying,
our 2 year old, known affectionately as "El
Destructo" was finally asleep and I could concentrate on the task at hand . I will spare the
details of my assault on the summit save to say
that it did take incredible concentration for more
than an hour with only minimal time outs. {Hitting the space bar to pause}. As I approached the
magical goal my mind wandered to thoughts
such as, "Where is the Polaroid Camera and is
there any film in it," to "Wonder what the prize
will be?" The overriding theme was that once
and for all I could lose to my wife on a continuing basis without concern. I could forever point
to this achievement with pride and state that
since achieving this pinnacle the game held little
challenge for me. What glory! And there it was!
One more Smart Bomb and I was home free .
000000"··· ..
What cruel twist of fate! I was crushed. The
game doesn't record a score higher than 999,999.
Why hadn't I played it safe and taken a picture at
that point - it would have been easy to pause,
snap a picture and go on but in my haste I just
kept on going!! Curses!!
All sorts of thoughts raced through my mind.
Maybe it was a setup! Maybe Dean Macy knew 1
million would never show up on the screen - no
wonder the prize was so vaguely specified! I was
mad! I could get even by running the score up to
999 999 then sending in a picture of "EI
De;tructo" next to the score with some wise
commments about it being easy or that the I
millionth digit didn't appear on the film.
But also I realized the futility of it all . My
dreams were crushed, there was simply no way I
could prove that I honestly did score 1,017,852.
My wife refuses to believe it even now, and I appear doomed to despair.
And so, "Ed'" that is my story. Like so many
others my accomplishments may never be
acknowledged. There is a certain amount of in ner pride mixed with feelings of why did I ever
waste my time in such an "unfruitful endeavor.
6
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But it seemed so glorious at the time.
Perhaps you could warn others, save them the
heartache, the depression, not to mention the
anxiety and despair . The only thing I would really like answered is did anyone know that 1
million was not possible when the article was
published. Thanks for your consideration and
patience.
Buzz Taylor
Latrobe, PA

Dean's Reply: I enjoyed your letter. I could feel
both the excitement and despair you experienced
through your good use of verbiage.
We were told by the ATARI® people that
Missile Command would indeed display all
points up to one billion; however, no one here
had the time and inclination to prove AT ARI@'s
boast.
For your assistance in proof testing Missile
Command I have enclosed your reward in the
form of a $15 Software Certificate which can be
used for almost anything to fulfill your dreams.
(Had you sent a photograph showing a score of
1,000,000+ points I would have known you
cheated.)
I hereby acknowledge that you, Buzz, did indeed score over one million points on Missile
Command. Put away your anxiety and despair.
You are a sung hero at SojtSide.
SojtSide review contest letters usually are not
listed in our reader" input section (Yours is so
good, however, we decide to print it.) I hope you
can be satisfied with this letter and prize only.
Thank you, Buzz, for your honesty.

A LETTER SENT TO LANCE MICKLUS
Dear Mr Micklus,
Your series in SojtSide has pretty effectively
scotched any ideas that I had entertained of
switching my hobby from fun to profit. I guess
I'll stick with my 0730-1600 job, programming
IBM dinosaurs for the Army. On the other hand,
from my experience with The Mean Checkers
Machine I'm sorely tempted to go on the tournament checkers circuit. I've never considered
mysel f to be more than an occasional player, so I
was quite surprised {disappointed!} To find that I
could beat TMCM so easily . Perhaps it's just
that I have an early version (TI.3). I've also
found that the code does not totally agree with
the documentation {a situation I've gotten myself
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into, quite a few times.} Specifically the IQ is
initialized to 3 (not 2) at start-up, and, the program does not prompt for subsequent jumps in a
single jump situation . I haven't had the occasion
to checkout the tape save & restore routines, but
everything else seems to be working as stated .
Regarding your comments on pride in one's
work (part 4 of your series.) I believe another
term would be "craftmanship." I know it goes
against the current wisdom of "Team programming," but any code I write in COBOL, BAL,
BASIC, or whatever, has my name on it. If a bug
shows up, I'll do my best to fix it, even if I'm no
longer assigned to that project. I guess that
qualifies me as a genuine anachronism .
But enough rambling - Thanks for a good
program, & an informative series .
Kenneth E. Thompson
Saint Louis, MO

THE SENSUOUS WHAT??
Dear SojtSide,
I know that there is a big prize waiting for the
identifier of "J" in the Sensuous Programmer, I
thought I would take a chance .
The obvious choice, since I don't know any of
you, is to run down the list of "CUlprits" on page
2. "J" could be Jon, a just too obvious choice .
"J" could also be Jean, only because the
customer service rep has a need, occasionally, to
be sensuous . Perhaps Jerry , because anyone at
the bottom of the list has ambitions, ana, well,
you know .
My guess - "J immy" Carter - for several
reasons.
I} He disappeared about a year ago.
2) He has a good reason to change hi s name.
3) Rumor has it that he has been writing - but
won't tell anyone what, or even if it is worthwhile.
Now that I have guessed your little secret, you
can deliver my new DECwriter with the 25 year
supply of paper to my home. I'll be waiting!
Stanley E. Rulapaugh
Phoenix, AR

Editors Reply: Sorry but your guess of Jimmy
Carter is wrong! And as for the DECwriler with
the 25 year supply of paper if you find a contest
with that as the prize let us know because we'd aU
be interested ...

A LEITER ADDRESSED TO "J"
Dear "J",
When you announced that you would no
longer print letters which contained "systemist"
slurs, I felt that this was a very intelligent move
on your part. However, don't you think it would
be a good idea to refrain from printing them in
your articles as well? I am speaking of the March
installment of the Sensuous Programmer, which
contained one of "1's" typical slurs staining her
otherwise excellent column: "But then, why
would you want an ATARI'" if you weren't going to exploit all its graphics versatility?" Is "J"
so jealous of the ATARI""s graphics that she
imagines the computer to be of no use anywhere
else? I have friends who own both Apple and
TRS-8()®'s, and although they are both excellent
computers, I do not see any field in which they
are so superior as to justify that statement.
By the way my entry into the Guess the identity
of the Sensuous Programmer contest is Jerry
Butler.

MATTEL ELECTRONICS INTElLiVISION . . ... $279.99
WIDL VIDEO . ..... . .. . .... ........... ... .. $24.95
LYNX ... .. ... . .. . ... ..... ... .. ..........• $244.77
MICRO.S TAND ............................ $45.95
SNACK ATTACK .... ... ..... .... ....... . ... $29.95
SPACE AGE PRINTER STAND/Clear .. .......... . . . . $27.50
SPACE AGE PRINTER STAND/Color .. . .. ... . .. ..... $29.95
NO FRILLS PRINTER STAND/Clear ........... : ..... $12.00
NO FRILLS PRINTER STAND/Calor . .......... .... .. $14.50
PASCAL FOR BASIC PROGRAMMERS ..... ... $10.95
EXECUTIVE COMPUTING ... ............. .... $8.95
PASCAL·80 ...... . ..... .. .. . ........... . .. . $89.95
DISKETTE DRIVE HEAD CLEANING KIT ., .... $26.95
PERCOM DISK DRIVES/TFD 100 ..... ... .. . . ' ' . . , ,. $329.00
CASSETTES C·10 ..... .... . . . ........ ...... .. $6.95
CASSETTES C·20 .. .......... . . ....... .. ... . . $7.95
REMEMBER ELEPHANT MEMORY SYSTEMS
5 v. " Single Sided Single Density , , , , , , , ...... , . , , . , , , , .... , $26.95
5 v. " Single Sided Double Density .... ........ , ... ' .... , .... $29.95
PASCAL: A PROBLEM SOLVING APPROACH . . $14.95
REALTIME PROGRAMMING .... . ............ $8.95
THE SRW IIMASTER LIBRARY
AND INDEXING SYSTEM" ............. , .. ... $19.95
OKIDATA MICROLINE 83A . . ..... . .... .. .. $749.95
FLIP 'N' FILE'M/s " Mini No. FFS . . .. ' , . .. ............. , .. $29.95
Cassette & Game File FF20 .... , . , , .. , , . . . ... . ' ,' , , , , ' ... . , .. $31.95
REMDISK·1, ... . . ... .. ..... . .. ...... . . , . ... $24.95
VOYAGE OF THE VALKYRIE/Apple Disk, .. ... . ..... $39.95
TRS-80®1/111 Tape. ' ... . .... , ., , . , .. .. ... , ,. " .... . .. . ..... $34.95
TRS-80® 1/111 Disk ... , . , , , , ......... , .... , , .. , . , . , , .. , , , , .. $39.95
AXLON RAMDISK MEMORY SYSTEM . ....... $599.00
STARWRITER F·10 .... . .............. .. .. $1695.00
SCARFMAN Tape., ., ...... , ...... ,', . ... , .. . , .. " . ... $15.95
Disk ,. , ' ....... , , , . , . , ' .... . ' , . . ' ...... ' ....... ' .... . , ... $19.95
TIME LORD ............................... $25.95
AOS UTILITIES 1 TRS·80® 1/111 DISK . '.. .. ... .. $99.95
KA YOS™/Cassette, , . , , , ... . . , ... ' , ' , ...... , ..... , .. ... . $34.95
Disk, , , ... , ............. .. . . . , .............. , ... ......... $34.95
ATARI® VIDEO COMPUTER SySTEM ........ $179.99
MACRO·MONITOR ... THE SHADOW Mod I Tape .. $54.95
Mod I Disk , , . ' . . ...... .. , ... , , , ............ . .......... .. : $59.95
Mod III Disk .. ' " .. , ..... , ...... .. , , , , , .... , .. , . . .... , ... . $69.95
SPACE CASTLE/Cassette.,. ,., ..... , , , , ........ : .. ' ... $1.3.95
Disk .......... .... ...... " .. , .......... , .. .. . . ..... .. . .. . $17.95
2/4/6 HOUR VIDEO TAPE RECORDER ....... $809.99
MOSTLY BASIC HOUSEHOLD PROGRAM PACKAGE
Apple Disk ... , .......... ....... , ..... , .. , . . , ....... ',"" . $29.~5
........IIIIIIII, TRS-80® Mod 1/111 Tape ........... . .. , .. $24.95

Daniel Davidoff
Brooklyn, NY
'J" Replies: You wrote in reference to the statement in my March column, "But then, why
would you want an AT ARI'" if you weren't going
to exploint all its graphics versatility?," calling it
one of my "typical slurs."
I can assure you that any slurs which you may
have perceived in my columns have not been intentional. I have great respect for all three of the
computers I use. At the same time, I recognize
the strengths and weaknesses of each system, and
when one computer does something with greater
(or less) ease than the others, saying so is not
a slur.
In re-reading the statement you Quoted,
however, I can see how it could have been interpreted as a backhanded remark, even though it
was intended as a compliment. Please accept this
rephrasing: "But then, if you have an AT ARI'" ,
it would be a shame not to exploit all its graphics
versatility. "

PRAISE AND PROBLEMS
Dear SoftSide,
I have purchased every back issue I could find
in Denver. My family enjoys your magazine so
much that I have included a card for all back
issues available that we do not presently own.
Keep up the good work.
The primary reason for not buying the D V or
CV is that it would take away the educational &
learning value derived from typing and debugging programs. I do not subscribe to magazines,
because it gives me an excuse to visit local computer stores, but I am experiencing difficulty
finding copies in Denver.
Why do some of the program lines exceed
three lines of data? My ATARI'" 400 is unable
to handle four lines as is found in many programs listed in your magazine.
Don Carson
Golden, CO

Editor's Reply: We are trying to get the magazine
distributed to as many stores as possible. If there
are stores in your area where you think SoftSide
should be found, send us the names and addresses; we'll be glad to contact them. As for
your problem with the program lines, they have
~ 14 South St., Milford, NH 03055 (603)673, 51441[• • 1 .~lll
to be entered without spaces and using abbrevia~ TOLL fREE OUT·Of·STATE 1·800·258·1790
I
tions for the BASIC keywords. For abbreviations see the appropriate list in the '"
ATARI'" manual.
~ . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..

.......
.......
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HINTS & ENHANCEMENTS

From our readers

OLD BUSINESS, NEW BUSINESS

I have been wanting to write for a long time,
but have never got around to it, so please excuse
the length of this letter, as it takes care of a large
number of things, going back quite a while.
Starting in chronological order, the disk update times given in the article "DOS" by Lance
Micklus, in the September, 1979, PROG-80, are
incorrect. Not that they don't function, but in
changing the stepping times, he is removing functions that the same commands take care of,
which explains his errors using APF (re: Old
Business, February, 1980, PROG-80). Correct
stepping times are given below, along with both
POKE addresses and track, sector, byte for
SUPERZAP . In addition , a ZAP address is
given for changing the stepping time in the boot
sector, as well as a BASIC program if you don't
have SUPERZAP.
For the majority of you that have not read the
article, it is possible to speed up the stepping of
the head from track to track, which consequently
speeds up disk access time. By POKEing the
given values into the given addresses, or using
SUPERZAP if you have it, you can speed up the
40 millisecond access time used by the operating
system.
If you have very, very old Radio Shack drives,
you must keep it at 40. If you have non-Radio
Shack drives, see the specifications; otherwise,
you can run your Radio Shack drives at 20 mS . If
you have the newest Radio Shack drives, purchased after January, 1981, you can run at the
almost stripping speed of 5 mS, which is what I
do. These are the same drives as used for the
Model III, which runs at 5 mS and 40 tracks .
In the article "TRS-80® FORTRAN
Subroutines" in the August, 1980, PROG-80,
ICODE = 1 in line 300 of POINT should be
changed to ICODE=O, and ICODE= 1 should
be changed to ICODE = -I in the next line to correspond to TRUE and FALSE.
COPYCAT+ in the November, 1980, SoftSide and L1VEKEYS in the May, 1980, issue,
designated "The World's Smallest Word Processors," are badly written and horribly inefficient. Below is a TWO-LINE program that performs all of the functions of COPYCA T + and
more efficiently to boot, replacing the ridiculous,
arbitrary, and silly "#" for a backspace with a
simple backspace! Perhaps Mr. Werbeck's thinking in repetitive loops, duplicating entire sections
of code unnecessarily, when he could have built
it around the simple statement B$ = A$ causing a
rotation, caused him to miss the fact that you can
test for a backspace! The cursor in my program
is the real cursor, not a badly handled programdefined one.
If you add the PRINT CHR$(14);: to the
beginning of line 20 in my program using the? in
the EDIT mode, which will cause the line to go
8
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over 255 characters and LIST badly, then type
DEFSTRA-Z:CLS:GOT020, you can make this
a loose one-liner . Although this is a one-line program, it is still not the world's smallest word processor. That honor is held by the following
program :
OLPRINTINKEY$;:GOTO
It even offers printer functions such as underlining and extended character modes using the shiftdown arrow control function, which even the
Electric Pencil doesn't give .
In reference to the "Hiding Your Code"
series, a much simpler way is to simply

POKEI6863,195:POKEI6864,25 :
POKE16865,26
which will completely disable LIST .
POKEI6863,201 to restore.
That brings me to another point: string packing. If I saw "the slashes are POKEd with a
Machine Language program SO SAVE IT
BEFORE YOU RUN" again I think I would be
sick! The idea of packing a Machine Language
routine into a string in a program is so that you
can leave it there, remove the DATA statements
and POKES (most of them), and save string
space and initialization time at the same time.
RUN it, then remove the packing section (leaving
the USR initialization), and THEN save it.
The MODPROG program in the August,
1980, SoftSide and the AUTO MODPROG in
the April, 1981, SoftSide will not work as shown.

If a byte in a line number or line pointer corresponds to the byte being searched for , the line
number will be changed, causing improper functioning, or the line pointer will be changed , causing the computer to lock up.
"Adventures," listed in the index on page 68
of the May, 1981, issue, actually went in the first
issue on the next page. Look carefully at my correction to Kidnapped In the Bugs, Worms, etc.,
section of the June, 1981, SoftSide, especially the
first line. This is for the "MAKE" verb. The last
three letters of the noun are in E$. I wonder what
room 37 is ... Hmm .. .
Finally, sound. Everywhere I see "use an
amplifier." You do not need an amplifier, as you
have a nice tape recorder sitting right there next
to you, with the AUX plug already plugged in. If
you're just interested in hearing the sound, not
having it sound real, just plug your earphone into the EAR jack and press RECORD and PLAY
at the same time. If you want good quality , plug
a speaker with a phone plug into the EAR jack or
find a patch cord. I have an eight-inch speaker
hooked up through a phone-to-RCA female
cord.

John S. Owens
Virginia Beach, VA

Editor's note: Mr. Owens' comment about saving programs which use packed strings is a good
one. But we stilI advise you to SAVE the program before RUNning it, until you are certain
that it's thoroughly debugged; and then to keep a
final, pre-RUN version so that modifications
may be made more easily later.
Following is the chart and BASIC program
relating to disk stepping speeds:

50lS

O,7,OF tl7484£l44CH 01300,
O,9,OF
\

'

10.(29,) . 08t8)

0,1,5,2 18007 ,4657~ 1F(3J). 1!E(l,@) 1DI29} lC(28)
0.7,C5 18122,46CAH ' OB(U~) OA(lO) 09(9)
08(8)

!)OT,II(BOOT) O,O,BA

SoltSide

(i)A(~)

J8007;4657H~ IB(21} lA(26) 19(25) 18(24)

IB(Z7) . iA(26) 19(25) 1;,8(24)

1 CLEARlOOO: OPEN "R",I,"BOOTI
SYS.F3GUM": FIELD 1,255 ASAS: GET 1,1:
BS = AS: MIDS(BS, 187,1) = CHRS(26):
LSETAS=BS: PUTl,I: CLOSE: 'Change the 26
to the value in the table (24-27).
2 '(I decided not to give them the real password
for BOOT/ SYS, Randy . Who is she, anyway?)

And here's the two-line word processor:
10 DEFSTR A-Z: CLS: PRINT CHRS(l4);
20 A = INKEYS: IF A = "" THEN 20 ELSE IF
A = CHRS(8) THEN B = "": PRINT A;: GOTO
20 ELSE PRINT 8;: B = A: IF A = CHRS(l3)
THEN LPRINT: 8 = "": PRINT CHRS(l38):
PRINT CHRS(30);: IF PEEK(l6416)
+ 256*PEEK(l6417) > 15808 THEN POKE
16416,0: POKE 16417,60: PRINT CHRS(30);:
GOTO 20 ELSE 20 ELSE PRINT B;: GOTO 20

next two are the address of the first character of
the st ring . I wrote a real fancy version of that address conversion subroutine and had it working.
Then my TRS-8Q® Model II arrived and I have
been neglectin g m y Model I ever since.
Before abandoning my Model I, I did find an
even si mpler method of substitutin g functions
selected at run time in a numerical express ion.
Write the expression using the USR fun ction as
the dummy function and then at run time set the
address for the USR function as the address
given in Pathways Through the ROM for the
desired function. This works for most single
a rgument function s .
Th e Model II BASI C has a fun ct ion , INPUT$ ,
which has as its argument the number of
characters to be input and when that man y
characters have been typed in, it return s them as
a string . The charac ters are not displayed on th e
screen whi ch m akes it very use ful for passwords
or ot her item s that yo u do not want advertised.
The following Level II BASIC subroutine
achieves similar results usi ng the I NKEY$ function. NCOJo contains the number of characters
and the string from the keyboard is returned in
KS$.
1000 KS$= ""
1010 KS$ = KS$ + INKEY$ : IF
LEN(KS$) < NCOJo THEN 1010 ELSE RETURN

WHICH WAY IS UP?

I thoroughly enjoy being the aircraft commander in William J. Edmunds' Instrument
Flight Simulator program (December, 1981) . I
do, however , experience vertigo on occasion
when rolling out of a 90 degree bank or flying inverted, because there is no reference as to "which
way is up ."
To solve this problem , I added two vertical
tic k marks, one on each end of the artificial
horizon on the attitude indicator. The tick mark s
point toward the ground. To make the change in
the program, the following sta tements should be
changed or added as shown :

230 SCALE= 4: ROT= R
4070 SCALE= 4: ROT= R6
9010 DATA 84,0,91,0,100,0,109,0,
125,0,127,0,27,231
9090 DATA 59,63,63,63,63,70,73,7
3,73,41,45,45,45,45,6,0
9095 DATA 4,0,79,23,36,4,0
9100 FOR X= 768 TO 899: READ V:
POKE X,V: NEXT: POKE 232,0
: POKE 233,3
Harvey M . Paskin
Dayto n,OH

TRS-80® MODEL II

In my last letter, which you published in the
July issue, I said that I would find out how-string
arguments are handled by the USR function of
Level I I BASI C on the TRS-8Q®. I did, and it is a
simple but rather indirect system. Naturally , the
number type flag is set to 3 for a string variable,
and sitting right where a two-byte integer value
would be is an address. This address points to a
three-byte "string descriptor." Thi s "string
descriptor" is exactly like what you find at the
address given by VARPTR for a string variable.
The first byte is the length of the string and the

David S. Tilton
Manchester, NH

DELETING BLOCKS
After readin g J . Arthur Gleiner' s method of
deleting blocks of lines in A TARI® BASIC
(November , pg . 7) , I remembered a program I
had see n in so me notes on BASI C that Atari
sen ds out. Here is a modified version:

1 PRINT 'Low, High'j:INPUT LON,HIGH:ST
=20
2 FOR I=LON TO HIGH STEP ST:GRAPHICS
:POSITION 2,2:FOR J=I TO I+ST-1:PRIHT
J:IF J(>HIGH THEN NEXT J
3 PRINT 'CONTH:POSITION 2,0:POKE 842,1
3:STOP
4 POKE 842,12:NEXT J:STOP

°

The program ca uses the screen ed itor to go into a "forced read" mode, so that lines on the
screen are entered without the carriage ret urn being pressed. Line 4 MUST be a separa te line,
because "CO NT" resta rts execution on the next
line . To use, just type "RUN" and enter the
limits of the range of lines to be deleted. Warn ing : this program has occasionally caused BASIC
to stop functioning (you have to turn the power
off and on to fix it), so save your program before
running it!
John S. Kalstrom
Goleta, CA

RESCUE MADE EASIER
I have played and enjoyed Space Rescue many
times. However, I have found that (on the TRS80® version) it is difficult to maneu ver the ship
one space at a time. At present, one mu st hold
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down the CLEAR button and an arrow key. The
following changes allow you to use the down arrow in conjunction with the arrow keys instead
of the CLEAR key.
Line
300
305
315

Change
98 to 112
34 to 48
66 to 80

I find this easier to use .
Dan Singer
Washington, DC

SWEEP STAKES
The Maze Sweep program for TRS-80®
(February, 1982) was great , but it was lack ing th e
routines to keep the ten highest sco res on a fil e.
Below are the modification s.

25 GOSUB 9100
30 REM DELETE LINE 30
2140 PRINT: PRINT 'PRESS (ENTER) TO PLA
VAGAIN • : PRINT 'PRESS 'Q' TO QUIT •
2150 IF INKEV$=CHR$(13) THEN 70
2160 IF INKEV$=CHR$(81) THEN 9010
2170 GOTO 2150
9000 C~DnB ~,'OFF' : RETURN: RE" THIS LI
NE FOR KODEL III ONLY
9010 OPEN 'O',l,'SEARCH/FIl'
9020 FOR X=10 TO 1 STEP -1
9030 PRINTlI, SC$ (X) j ','; SC (l)
9040 NEXT X
9050 CLOSE I
9060 C"DRB','ON"
RE" USE THIS lINE FO
R "ODEl II I OR
9060 POKE B,BI : POKE B+l,82 : RE~ THIS
LI NE FOR "DDEl I
9070 END : STOP
9100 RE" ttl READ IN HIGH SCORES ltl
91100PEN"I',1,'SEARCH/FIl'
9120 FOR X=10 TO 1 STEP -I
9130 INPUTl1, SC$m, scm
9140 NEn x
9150 CLOSE 1
9160 RETURN
To initialize the file , enter and run the following
program.

10 01" SC$(10), SC(10)
20 FOR X=l TO 9
30 SC$(X)=·· : SC(X)=O
40 NEXT X
50 SC$(IO)="JA"ES GARON" : SC(IO)=6640
60 OPEN"O', 1, 'SEARCH/FIl'
70 FOR X=IO TO 1 STEP -1
80 PRINTl1, SCS(X)j ",'j scm
90 NEXT X
lQO CLOSE 1
110 END: STOP
Vickie Frederick
Lawndale, CA
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OUTGOING MAIL

by' Nancy Lapointe

Well another month has passed and
this issue is just about ready to go to
print. My cue came about a week ago
to do my part and write this month's
Outgoing Mail. So , here I sit in front
of the keyboard generating all the
gossip and news tidbits about SoltSide
and its creators.
At this time we would like to extend
a welcome to our new Software
Manager William Kubeck. Bill will be
selecting programs for SoltSide as well
as organizing our programming
department.
It was brought to my attention by
the Submissions Department that you
programmers seem to be holding onto
your programs instead of submitting
them for publication. What happened
to all of you who sent for author's
guides? We haven't heard from you!
Where are all of you who have had
something previously printed? Don't
you have the energy, ideas or quality
programs to top your last opus? Are all
of you too busy using other people's
programs to write an even better program for the readers of SoltSide to enjoy? Maybe there isn't anyone writing
anymore. Maybe the thrill of seeing
one' s name in print has disappeared!
Just let it be known, SoltSide is still
looking for good quality programs to
publish. Send in those submissions.
All of you CV or DV subscribers and
other users of SoltSide on media will
find that starting in this issue we will be
publishing loading instructions on the
intro page to the sectionalization. We
have found that sometimes there are
little quirks that make using the media
difficult, especially if you don't know
how to load the disk or cassette . Now
you can check this source of information before thinking, "Another piece
of software that won't boot." Here is
your chance to avoid unnecessary use
of the U.S. Post Office only for us to
find that there was nothing wrong with
the media. It just wasn't loaded correctly. We're sure this information will
help .
10
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Since the survey we have been trying
to correct the codes on people's address labels . It really helps us to know
what computer each of you is on
regardless of whether you are a
magazine s ubscriber or media
subscriber. We have been trying to
determine what code to give each of
you but sometimes it is impossible. It
would help to have new subscribers
make sure to tell us on their subscription order what computer they are currently using . Also for those of you
renewing please mark your renewal
notice clearly as to what your code
should be.
Here is a breakdown of the codes
and their meaning. Your code appears
on your address label opposite your
name.
TRM - Magazine-only subscriber
using a TRS-80® computer.
TRC TRS-80®computer user
with a cassette subscription.
TRD - TRS-80® Mod I computer
user with a disk subscription.
T3D - TRS-80® Mod III computer
user with a disk subscription.
APM - Magazine-only subscriber
using an APPLE computer.
APC - Apple computer user with a
cassette subscription.
APD - Apple computer user with a
disk subscription.
ATM - Magazine-only subscriber
using an AT ARI®computer .
AT ARI® computer user
ATC with a cassette subscription.
A TO AT ARI® computer user
with a disk subscription.
If your code reads anything like
OOM it is because we don't know what
computer you are using. Please help us
out and let us know what your code
should be. After sending in your
change allow two issues to go by before
you expect to see the change. Thanks
for your cooperation.
At this point I must .break the bad
news in reference to the addition of the
TRS-80® Color Computer
to
SoltSide's list of supported computers.
SojtSide

We had projected the addition of the
color computer as of the June issue but
due to the lack of submissions, the cost
of supporting an additional system,
and the additional staff required to accommodate the extra work we are now
hoping to include the color computer
in the fall. It is difficult for me to bring
this news to you because we are as
disappointed as you, the reader, but
rather than do a mediocre job on a new
system we feel it best to wait and
deliver only the best. We will continue
to put our efforts into the sy,<;tems we
are currently supporting thus providing
you with a good quality magazine. We
have learned that you don't produce
anything well when you spread
yourself too thin.
As of the May issue we are going to
be offering two versions of the TRS80® Disk for all DV subscribers. If we
have an indication on a surveyor
subscription order that you are using a
MOD III system you will receive the
MOD III disk. We are going to enclose
a note in the mailing of the May disks
asking you DV subscribers to indicate
if you want the MOD III version,
otherwise you will continue to receive
the MOD I version. Also any of you
who wanted to subscribe to SoltSide
DV for the MOD III and chose not to
because you didn't have the two disk
drives necessary for conversion this
should be very good news for you. It's
here!!!! Now you can choose MOD I
or MOD III for the TRS-8Q®.
I think I have shared enough gossip
and news for this month. If I write
much more I won't have anything left
to clue you in on next month. I have
been known to be long on words once I
finally get in front of the screen thus
causing a panic in the paste up of my
column. Besides I'm sure you want to
get on to the rest of the issue to see
what great things we have in store for
you this month. We think you will really enjoy all the material we were able to
gather. Until next month - Happy
Hacking.
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ENTERTAINMENT TOMORROW

Out of the
Dungeon
By Allen L. Wold & Fred D'Ignazio

You have entered the home of the
most powerful man on the planet. He
owns the Chateau, where the alien artifact you have been seeking for the last
three years is hidden. He does not
know it is there; you have put together
the last pieces of the puzzle only a day
ago . Your problem is to get him to let
you into the Chateau, alone, just long
enough to remove the fabled artifact.
You have come to make a deal, and
confront No.2 in his study. His manner is polite but restrained. He has
tried to stop you more than once, for
reasons you do not understand, as you
combed the city for clues to the
whereabouts of the artifact.
"You are brave to come here," No.
2 says.
"You dare not kill me in your own
house," you tell him. "You would be
the prime suspect."
"That is true, but I will kill you
shortly, nonetheless."
"I have found the Master Key," you
tell him. With the Master Key, No.2
can become Planetary Director, and
you see by his face that he wants that
very much.
"I don't believe you," he says.
"Lies like that will not save you."
You describe the Master Key to him
briefly. It is a document of about 3000
words, detailing an elaborate ritual.
"AU right, ., he says. "What do you
want in exchange for the Key?"
"One hour alone," you say triumphantly, "in Chateau Celso."
"Impossible," No.2 snaps.
"Why is it impossible?" you ask.
You think, what has gone wrong?
"The secrets of the Galaxy Front are
hidden in there, and 1 can't let you get
to them before 1 find them."
"I don't care about the Galaxy
Front," you say truthfully. "All 1 want
is the Capellan Stone, which 1 have
reason to believe is also hidden in the
Chateau."
"Too bad," No. 2 says. "I care
nothing for the Capellan Stone, but 1
C'4~ \ \-e\ 'j0\1 into the Chateau."
"Come with me then," you suggest.
"You can watch to make sure 1 don't

try to find the secrets of the Galaxy
Front. All 1 want is the Stone. Once I
have that, I'll give you the Master
Key. "
"No," No.2 says. "There are wards
and restrictions you don't understand.
I can't let you into the Chateau, under
any circumstances. If you want
Capellan artifacts, you'll have to be
content with something other than the
Stone. Now give me the Key."
Everything has gone wrong. Can you
get out of No. 2's home alive? Dare he
try to take the Key from you by force,
even though this planet's police would
be down on him within hours? You
decide to try a bluff.
"I destroyed the Key," you tell him,
"but I memorized it first. If you try to
hurt me, you'll lose it forever. I have a
very weak heart ."
Currently there are three kinds of
role-playing games available. First, of
course, is the traditional humanmoderated game, such as Dungeons
and Dragons, Tunnels and Trolls, or
Runequest. Then there are the games
which are contained wholly within a
computer program, such as the
venerable Adventure, and all the rest
of Scott Adam's fine products. Then
there are the games which are half and
half, in which elaborate tables and
charts are contained in the machine,
but a human moderator controls the
objectives and flow of the game.
Human-moderated games are the
most flexible. Players can go
anywhere, change their objectives in
the middle of a game, and the unexpected is always possible. However,
anyone who has looked at the massive
rule books for D&D or Chivalry and
Sorcery knows that the amount of
material which must be learned before
playing is tremendous. A good deal of
time is spent rolling dice, consulting
tables and charts, and making interpretations. A dedicated moderator,
willing to forgo play in order to make
the game work, is absolutely required.
On the other hand, the computerized
adventure-type games require no work
at all. The player can simply explore
SoltSide

the cave, the pirate's island, or the
asylum, with no concern for dice , combat results tables, wandering monster
charts . The problem here is that there
is no flexibility. A player cannot go
beyond the bounds of the game as
designed.
The third form offers the most flexibility, though there are few games of
that type yet available. Here all the
tedious work is handled by the computer, leaving the moderator free to
design an adventure, and the players
freedom to play. Only the constraints
and rules of the imaginary world are in
the computer, not the plot or the objectives of the adventure.
One problem with. all types of fantasy role-playing games (FRPs) is that
they are primarily restricted to themes
of simple action adventure. The player
or players wander through a strange
world, defeating adversaries, usually
by combat, and garnering rewards in
the from of treasure or experience
points. (A notable exception is the
game En Garde!, where one need not
fight at all, the world is very familiar,
and the objective is to acquire status.)
This is true whether the background of
the game is pseudo-medieval, interplanetary, or contemporary
espionage.
This is due in part to inertia. The
first great game was D&D, and game
designers , no less than television producers, imitate success.
The greater reason, however, is that
when one is on an adventure of exploration and treasure-hunting, the
other non-player characters (NPCs)
one meets need be portrayed in only
the simplest sense, unlike No.2 in our
scenario above. Even in humanmoderated games, where the
moderator assumes the role of the
NPC, this is the rule.
One of us, Allen, has run a dungeon,
and it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to effectively portray several
dozen different NPCs, even if they are
only briefly on stage. In computer
games, the NPCs have no personality
at all .
May 1982
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In an earlier column, we discussed
the possibility of board games containing all the tedious tables. leaving the
player free to plan strategy and tactics
- in other words, to play the game.
Fantasy role-playing games of the
future will most certainly be like this,
what we call Computer-Assisted RolePlaying Games (CARPGs). The advantages are obvious.
Such a CARPG will present the
players with a situation, in which there
is a -problem to be solved, and will provide all the background, all information, the results of any action taken,
and all other characters, the · NPCs.
Our scenario is an example of what
such a game might be like.
Eventually, even the necessity for a
live moderator will disappear, when
the computer can take over the chores
of plotting, continuity, and most importantly, the portrayal of NPCs.
We need not concern ourselves with
how this will be reproduced graphically
or with sound effects. That is another
topic, and we will assume for the moment that such a game will be amply
provided with both. We mention them
now just to indicate we haven't forgotten them.
As we can see, one of the major
problems in providing such a game is
the creation of NPCs which behave
realistically.
We can chose
plots/themes. The computer can keep
track of all the details, role the dice,
and enforce the rules. But NPCs with
behavior is the sticking point.
By behavior, we mean that the NPC,
whether a troll or something like No.2,
does more than just attack, steal
treasure, or impede one's passage. The
NPC responds to the player, and that
response is essentially unpredictable
and complicated.
12
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Eliza is a. program which plays the
role of a psychiatrist, and there are
other similar programs. They are all
very complex, very long, and require
lots of memory. Even such programs
are limited, in that their behavior is
deterministic . A true NPC's behavior
will not be absolutely predetermined,
but will make use of random weighted
probability tables.
This is a complex subject, but we'll
try to present it simply. Let us assume
the player has met an NPC. In the most
basic form, that NPC has a few
"states." A state is what the NPC is
represented as being or doing at the
moment.
In our example, the NPC has five
states : Stand Still, Move Right, Move
Left, Attack, and Retreat. The game
designer assigns certain probabilities to
each state, so that, for example, the
NPC will stand still 10070 of the time ,
move right or left 20% of the time
each, attack 25070 of the time, or retreat
25% of the time. Whatever it has done
in the past bears no relation to what it
will do next. The chances of any action, the probability of any state, are
the same at all times .
More complex behavior is possible,
making use of what is called a Markov
Chain. In this case, the NPC moves
from one state to another, as before,
but the probability of any future state
is dependent on its present state (or last
movement) . This is best shown with a
table which you can see in Figure 1.
The column on the left represents the
state the NPC is in, or, in other words,
the action the NPC took the last time.
The row across the top represents the
states the NPC could take the next
time. The percentages in the table,
called transition probabilities, represent the probability of the NPC movSoftSide

jng to any future state, given a present
state . As you can see, this makes the
NPC much more interesting .
There is still a higher level of
behavior, which is much more complicated. The NPC using a Markov
Chain remembers nothing. That is, its
state of having moved left the nnd
time is the same as its having moved
left the first time. If we provide an
NPC with " memory," then we might
have the effect that the NPC will move
left no more than three times in a row,
or if it has retreated once, it will
never attack.
By adding to the number of states,
and by adding memory to the NPC, we
can come up with very complex
behavior. We are approaching the
realms of Artificial Intelligence, which
we will discuss in more detail in a
later column .
Another question is, how to construct these complicated tables, not only for character behavior, but for other
elements in the environment. Most
events do no occur in a truly random
fashion, but according to rules which
modify chance. (For an excellent
discussion of how the principles of
nature govern chance, see Laws of the
Game, Eigen and Winkler, Knopf,
1981.)
To provide a truly believable
CARPG, real-life situations must be
accurately simulated. This kind of
research is, of course, already being
done. Business, politics, physics, and .
other disciplines make extensive use of
simulations. In the realm of games, see
the massive rules for Chivalry and
Sorcery. But of all simulations, that of
human behavior is most difficult.
Most NPCs will be only met briefly,
and need not be very complex. A band
of "orcs" will be similar to each other,
though each individual will be controlled by its own set of charts.
Randomly-met humans can all behave
in a more or less typically h uman way,
but there must always be the oddball,
and there must be the more important
characters. The tavern keeper, the starship captain, the woman with the clue
to the mystery, must all be distinct
individuals.
The technological and programming
skills necessary to provide truly
believable NPCs are formidable,
though not out of our reach. But there
is still a limit to what can be done by
people whose business is programming
or game design.
What are needed are good story
situations and real character s,
developed by people whose business it
is to provide such - that is, professional authors .
Movies are made from books and

stories . There is no reason FPRs or
CARPGs can't be made the same way.
This provides a much broader range of
theme, plot, character, situation, and
so on. Some SF novels or stories which
might well be made into FRPs include
Hammer's Slammers, by David Drake,
any of the Kane books by Karl Edward
Wagner, ESPer, by James Blish, or the
Amber books by Roger Zelazny.
In a short story, there is a single 0 bjective, and the failure or success in
achieving that objective brings the
story to a close. In a novel, on the
other hand, the major objective is not
always clear, and situations arise which
require the character to seek short-term
objectives. A properly-designed game,
the product of the cooperative effort of
storytellers, programmers, and game
designers, will not have these shortterm goals built in, but will be able to
provide them as needed. Needless to
say, the design , production, and execution of such a game will be extremely
complex.
It is just a matter of time before we
will see CARPGs with a broad range of
general themes, such as mystery,
romance, western, soap-opera-like
contemporary life, true science fiction,
true fantasy . Once a player has chosen
such a theme, he or she will then have
the ability to choose a prime objective,
such as the accumulation of wealth, the
achievement of power or fame,
discovery, revenge for past wrongs,
romantic and/ or sexual fulfillment,
and so on .
The player will also be able to chose
his or her own character, which could
ressemble that player in varying
degrees, or which could represent entirely different roles. The computer
would assist in playing those roles,
based on programs written by people
who understand psychology and
human nature .
At the same time, the player will be
able to decide just how difficult a
problem will have to be solved, the
number of obstacles to be conquered,
and the degree of opposition from
"nature" as represented by the game's
program.
Assisted by the computer, the player
will be able to live out fantasies, not
just in the imagination, and not in real
life, but on a computer. Fantasizing is
a problem-solving activity, and with
computer assistance, the constraints on
the problem can be realistic, and the
validity of the solutions checked
a%'d)'"U'l>'i 'ieality. Needless to say, the
entertainment aspect of this kind of activity would be immense.
This is a long way from the dungeon.

-- - - - -- -.- - - - - ~

- _-._-------...

- . - - ---. - -~

We have only touched on a rich and
complex set of ideas, which we hope to
develop in more detail at a later time.
The point is that fantasy role-playing
games, as they are today, are just the
beginning. One of the first steps
SoftSide

toward achieving the ultimiate, as
described by Arthur C. Clarke in
Against the Fall of Night and City and
the Stars is the development of truly interactive characters. Work on that has
9
already begun.
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COMPUTER GRAPHICS

Transformation
Techniques
by Joan Truckenbrod

Shapes or figures can easily be
transformed into new forms with the
aid of a transformation program. With
this program, shapes or figures can be
changed in a systematic way, to create
new figures or distorted forms. Many
processes involving change, such as ice
melting, parallel the idea of shape
transformation. For example, the concept of metamorphosis in nature provides a source for numerous ideas that
can be translated into interesting visual
sequences with a transformation program. This technique can be used to
create animated sequences in which
one figure appears to gradually change
into another figure. Abstract or
realistic figures can be used in this
transformation program. As shown in
figure I, this program is designed to
transform one figure into another in a
given number of steps. The artist
defines the first figure and the last
figure and specifies the number of
steps between these figures in the
transformation sequence. The program
generates the in-between steps and
draws the series of figures as seen in
Figure I .
The basic procedure for transforming one figure into another is finding
the distance between each pair of corresponding points on the beginning
and ending figures, and dividing this
distance by the number of in-between
steps specified in order to arrive at the
increment of change necessary for each
step in the sequence. Initially, the two
figures must be defined in X and Y
coordinates. This program draws a
series of twelve figures across the Apple display screen, so the width of each
figure (or maximum X value) is limited
to 23 units.
Each figure must contain the same
number of data points. If one figure
actually has less points than the other
figure, then points can be double
numbered as shown in figure 2. If
closed shapes are desired the first point
in each shape must also be the last
point listed in the data list. The number
of points used to define each figure is
specified in line 60 of the program as
I4
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the variable NP. The coordinate values
describing the first figure are put into
the XI and YI arrays, and the data for
the last figure is put into the X2 and Y2
arrays.
Figures are transformed in these examples by gradually changing the X
and Y coordin,ates that describe the
initial figure. The increment of change
for each X and Y coordinate in the
figure is determined in lines 165
through 210 in the program . This portion of the program finds the distance
o between each pair of corresponding
points in the first and last figures, and
divides each distance by NS which is
the number of steps in the sequence
beyond the first shape. The increments
for each point are put into the CX and
CY arrays. Lines 250 through 330
repeatedly draw the figure, changing
the X and Y coordinates according to
the increments in the CX and CY arrays prior to each step in the sequence.
This program can be used to create
unique visual effects. Figures can appear to rotate in different directions as
SoftSide

shown in figures 3 and 4. This effect is
created by using a square as the first
figure and a diamond as the second
figure. In figure 4 a triangle and an inverted triangle are used as the first and
last figures . Using the same figure in
different orientations will create the effect of a rotating figure . Another effect
to experiment with, using this program, is changing the scale or size of an
object or figure. Using the same figure
in two sizes for the first and last figure
will create the effect that the figure is
growing or shrinking. Figures 5 and 6
illustrate these size changes. As shown
in figure 6, shapes can be outlines or
shaded areas. This program can also be
used to transform one letter into
another as in figure 7. In addition to
letters, realistic figures as in figure 8
can be drawn to create an interesting
transformation. Experiment with a
wide range of shapes, forms and
figures to create interesting compositions or animated sequences based on
transformations. This program will be
applied to animated sequences in
future articles.
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RE" SHAPE TRANSFOR"ATION
RE" BY JOAN TRUCKENBROD
RE"
NS = 10: REI'I NU"BER OF STEPS D
ESIRED BETWEEN BEGINNING AND
ENDING FIGURE
50 NS = KS + 1: REI'I ACTUAL NUMBER
OF TII'IES XAND YCOORDINATE
S ARE INCREI'IENTED FOR THE TR
ANSFORI'IATION SERIES
60 NP = 5: RE" THE NUI'IBER OF POIN
TS USED TO DEFINE EACH FIGURE
70 DII'I Xl(NP),Yl(NP): RE" COORD I
NATES FOR BEGINNING FIGURE
80 011'1 X2(NP),Y2(NP): REI'I COORDI
NATES FOR ENDING FIGURE
90 DI" CX(NP),CY(NP): RE" INCREI'I
ENTS USED TO CREATE TRANSFOR
I'IATION SERIES
100 REM
liD FOR I = 1 TO NP: READ Xl(I ),
Yl (I): NEXT I
115 REI'I DATA FOR FIGURE ONE

120 DATA 0,20,20,20,20,40,0,40,0
,20
130 FOR I = 1 TO NP: READ X2(1),
Y2 (I) : NEXT I
135 REI'I DATA FOR FIGURE TWO
140 DATA 10,20,10,20,20,40,0,40,
10,20
150 REI'I
160 RE" THE FOllOWING lOOP DETER
"INES THE DISTANCE BETWEEN E
ACH PAIR OF POINTS AND THE X
AND YINCREMENTS NECESSARY
TO TRANSFOR" ONE FIGURE INTO
ANOTHER IN THE DESIRED NU"B
ER OF STEPS
165 FOR I = 1 TO NP
17O REI'I DREPRESENTS THE XOR Y
DISTANCE BETWEEN APAIR OF P
OINTS
175 D= X2(1l - Xl(/)
ISO REI'I THE INCREI'IENT OF CHANGE
IS DETERI'IINED BY DIVIDING TH
E DISTANCE DBY THE NUMBER 0

1)

270
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YP = YI (I) + N• CY(1l
HPlOT XP,YP
FOR /'I = 2 TO NP
XP = XI(") + N• 23 + N • CX(

310
315
320
330
340

YP = YI(I'I) + N • CY(I'I)
HPLOT TO XP,YP
NEXT"
NEXT N
END
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F DESIRED IN-BETWEEN STEPS
185 CX (I) = DINS
190 D= Y2 (J) - Yl( II
200 CY(I) = DINS
210 NEXT I
220 REM
230 HGR : HeOlOR= 7
240 REI'I THE FOLLONING lOOP DRANS
THE SERIES OF TRANSFOR"ED S
HAPES
250 FOR N= 0 TO NS
260 XP = XI(I) + N • 23 + N• CX(
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The last five characters
letters for
month, two numbers for year) on the top line
of your mailing label will tell you when your
subscription ends.

Figure 7

For more information , write:
SoltSide
515 Abbot Drive, Broomall PA 19008
See page 16 for orderi ng info rmati o n.
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May 4
Microcomputer Fair
University of New Hampshire, Durham,
NH
This fair will focus on educational software for instruction and research and is
designed to increase the participant's
knowledge about computers and their impact on education.
Contact: Larry LaBelle, Computer Services, Stoke Hall, UNH , Durham, NH
03824
May 6-9
First Annual Washington Home Entertainment Show
Sheraton Washington Hotel, Washington,
DC
This show will feature the latest
technologies, products and services for
home and personal entertainment. Designed for distributors, retailers and
manufacturers, the displays will include :
personal computers, home video, electronic and video games, video clubs and
libraries, home communications and
security systems and much more.
Contact: National Trade Productions,
Inc., 9418 Annapolis Road Suite 206,
Lanham, MD 20706 (301)459-8383

May 14-16
Applefest
Hynes Auditorium, Boston, MA
Hundreds of manufacturers, distributors
and dealers will showcase Applecompatible products including computers,
components, peripherals, plug-in cards,
publications, gifts and software for home,
office and school. Multimedia presentations, seminars and workshops will detail
new uses for your Apple.
Show hours are II a.m . to 6 p.m. Admission is $6 per day, $10 for two days, or
$15 for three days.
Contact: Northeast Expositions Inc., 824
Boylston St., Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
(617)739-2000
May 22
NJ Microcomputer Show & Fleamarket
Holiday Inn North, Newark, NJ
This event will have over 50 commercial
exhibitors and 150 f1eamarket sellers
featurin g hardware, software, and accessories for all systems including Apple,
TRS-8()®, ATARI®, Pet, Heath / Zenith,
ZX-80/ 81, and IBM.
Contact : Kengore Corporation, 3001 Rte.
27, Franklin Park, NJ 08823
(201 )297-2526
May 22
First Regional Conference on Technology
and Special Education
Mill Neck Manor Lutheran School for the
Deaf, Mill Neck, NY
The New York State Association for

Educational Data Systems will sponsor
this conference for administrators,
teachers and parents.
Contact: Dr. Delores Shanahan, Commack Public Schools, Indian Hollow
Computer Lab, Kings Park Road , Commack, NY 11725 or Jerry Burke, Half
Hollow Hills High School , Dix Hills , NY
11746
May 31
Personal Microcomputer Interfacing and
Scientific Instrument Automation
Workshop
Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg,
VA
This is a hands-on workshop with the participants working with and designing interfaces for personal computers.
Contact: Dr. Linda Leffel, CEC, Virginia
Tech, Blacksburg, VA 24061
(703)961-4848
6
If you or your organization are
sponsoring or knpw of an event you
think would be of interest to SoltSide
readers, please send complete information to:

SoltSide Publications
Calendar Editor
6 South Street
Milford, NH 03055
Be sure to include complete information concerning dates, location,
subject matter and a contact name, address, and phone number.

SOFTSIDE ORDERING INFORMATION
FORM OF PAYMENT
USA
VISA, MasterCard, certified checks , money orders and personal checks are accepted.
Canada/Mexico
The preferred method of payment is by VISA or MasterCard .
A bank check is acceptable if it has been preprinted for payment in U.S. dollars. No personal or company checks
accepted.
Other Foreign Orders
Payment must either be bya bank check drawn on a U.S.
bank payable in U.S. dollars or by affiliated bank cred it
cards of VISA or MasterCard.
GUARANTEE
All software is guaranteed to load and run. If you experience
difficulties with the product within 30 days, it may be returned for replacement. Send your properly protected tape
or disk to the attention of the Customer Service Representative and include your name, address, and the reason it is
being returned.
LIABILITY
All software is sold on an as-i's basis. SoftSide assumes.no
liability for loss or damage caused or alleged to be caused
directly or indirectly by products sold or exchanged by them
or their distributors, including, but not limited to, any interruption in service, loss of business or anticipatory profits or
consequential damages resulting from use or operation of
such software.
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Prices are subject to change without notice. We are not
responsible for typographical errors.
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following prices are in effect as of this issue:
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The Most Spectacular Extravaganza Ever...
For Apple Users
At Applefest '82 hundreds of manufacturers,
distributors and dealers will showcase the entire
spectrum of Apple-compatible products including
computers, components, peripherals, plug-in cards,
publications, gifts, magazines, services, accessories
and software for home, office and school.
Hands-on centers and multimedia presentations will
demonstrate the newest applications for business,
education and entertainment.
Seminars and workshops, conducted by the world 's
leading Apple authorities, will detail new uses to
make your Apple more enjoyable and more useful
than you ever imagined.
You'll meet thousands of other Apple owners and find
the newest of everything for your Apple under one
roof ... and for sale at super show prices.
So if you use an Apple . .. or' are thinking about
buying one, you won't want to miss a minute of
Applefest '82.
Ticket & HoteHnformation
Send your check and a note indicating the specific show you wish
to attend. Tickets and hotel information will be mailed back to
you. Tickets can also be purchased at the show. Make all checks
payable to Northeast Expositions Inc. 824 Boylston Street,
'C.'n~,;\n\.\t Hill, Mass. 02167Tel: 6177392000.

Exhibitor Information
For specific exhibitor information on one or all of the Applefest ·82
shows call Northeast Expositions at the telephone number above.

Applefest/ Boston
Fri-Sun May 14-16, 1982
Hynes Auditorium
Show Hours: 11 AM to 6PM Daily
Admission : $6 per day or $1 a for 2 days,
$15 for 3 days
Applefest/ Minneapolis
Thurs-Sun Sept 16-19, 1982
Minnesota Auditorium and Convention Hall
Show Hours: 11 AM to 6 PM Daily
Admission: $5 per day or $8 for 2 days,
$12 for 3 days, $15 for 4 days
Applefest/ Houston
Fri-Sun Nov 19-21, 1982
Albert Thomas Convention Center
Show Hours: I PM to 1aPM Daily
Admission : $5 per day or $8 for 2 days, $12 for 3 days
Applefest/San Francisco
Fri-Sun Dec 3-5, 1982
Moscone Center
Show Hours: 1PM to 1aPM Daily
Admission : $5 per day or $8 for 2 days, $12 for 3 days
Applefest is produced by N ortheast Expositions Inc. and is sanctioned
by Apple Computer Inc. and The Boston Computer Society.
*App le and Applefest are reg istered trade and service marks o f Apple
Com puter Inc.

by Edward Ting
Cost of computer system
Cost of programs (inventory, mail list, etc.)
Desk for system
Book to shove under short leg of wobbly desk
for the TRS·80® Model III
by Micro·Systems Software, Inc.

Ax

Carpet cleaner fee
New desk
Add-on computer room
Lights for room - 60W
Lights for room - 150W
Sunglasses
Electric bill
Synthetic plush carpet for room
Cost of computer repair from static shock
Anti-static mat
Do·it-yourself high speed modification
Soldering iron
Solder
New motherboard
Super Star Trek XXII
Color monitor
Joysticks
Sound amplifier
New Hi-Res Super Star Trek XXIII
Wide-screen projection television
New super-glide joysticks
Stereo system
Company bankruptcy settlement

$3500
$500
$150
$1.95
$15
$50

$500
$4500
$10
$10
$15
$100
$200
$400
$50

$50
$10
$1.95
$700
$25
$400
$50
$20
$50
$1000
$100
$1200
$700,000

TOTAL

$713,618.90

Savings from first year of computerization
Net cost of computerization - first year

$712,993.90

$625

REVIEW

The BASIC Handbook
(2nd Edition)
A Review by Jon Voskuil

By David A . Lien. Compusoft
Publishing, 1050-E Pioneer Way, El
Cajon, CA 92020. Retail price: $19.95 .
"I have an AT ARI® and am trying
to convert an Apple program that uses
Hi-Res graphics. Could you tell me
what the different Apple graphics
statements do?"
"I'd like to see a series of articles explaining how to translate ATARI®
programs to run on my TRS-SO®. The
way strings are handled has me completely mystified."
"I've never seen the ampersand used
in an Apple program line, and my
manual doesn't say anything about it.
Is it a mistake, or what?"
One thing that our recent reader
survey has made clear is that the majority of you appreciate SoltSide's
multi-system format, and have a desire
to learn more about the "other" computers we support. It's high time all of
us realize that we are destined (or
doomed) to live among legions of computers, each brand and each model just
a little different from the others . Your
next Atapple-SO will probably di ffer
more from your present model than all
those " other" systems now do .
In the midst of such compu-babel
stands David Lien' s classic book, The
BASIC Handbook, now in its second
edition . Reviewing this book is very
much like reviewing Webster's dictionary or Roget's thesaurus. You just
sort of take it for granted (which is one
of the best recommendations that any
product can have). You have it on the
shelf; it's there to use when you need it;
you depend on it to give accurate information . Its subtitle is a good one: "Encyclopedia of the BASIC Computer
Language. " Anything you need to
know about the meaning of a BASIC
keyword will probably be found within
its covers.
This is not a programming tutorial;
it is a reference book , for use by those
'N\\~ 'O.\'i~'6.d'j have a working knowledge
of BASIC. In alphabetical order, each
BASIC keyword (from virtually every
BASIC dialect in existence) has its own

"Anything you need to know
about the meaning of a BASIC
keyword will probably be found
within its covers. ~

entry. Entries are typically one or two
pages long, but may extend to several
more pages for words such as DIM
and PRINT. In general, each entry
contains the following types of
information:
1. The word itself, along with abbreviations and alternate spellings.
2. What type of word it is (command, statement, function, or
operator).
3. A description of what the word
does.
4. A test program with sample run,
which you can use to test any computer's reaction to the word.
5. Hints on how a programmer
might make best use of the word .
6. What to do if your computer
doesn't have the word and you want to
duplicate its function.
7. A cross-reference to other words
for more information.
An IS-page "Index and Scorecard"
at the back gives page references for
each of the words, and provides blank
spaces next to each for indicating a test
run pass/fail and other notes for your
system. In addition there are brief
special sections on the Acorn ATOM,
ATARI ®, Textronix, and TRSSO® Color computers, outlining some
S oftSide

of their special words, and another
short section covering the basics of
DOS and Disk BASICs.
This second _edition is "greatly expanded and revised" over the first (it's
4S0 pages long), and at a bit higher
price. It fills in some of the gaps left in
the first, as well as adding many words
from new dialects, and attempts a
fuller (but not complete) documentation of Disk BASIC usage. With a 19S1
copyright date, it is three years newer
than the first edition, and will undoubtedly need updating itself in a few
years to keep up with the times.
Should you buy this book? Well, it's
an indispensable reference work for '
anyone who works with multiple computers. Or, if you're the kind of person
who likes to open up an encyclopedia
once in a while and just start reading ,
then this is definitely for you. On the
other hand, if you're not terribly interested in (or involved with) variations
in BASICs, then you would have very
limited use for it; your own computer
manuals would contain most or all of
the information that you'd find here.
Perhaps I should put it this way: If
you feel that you really do need
"something like" this, then - well,
this is exactly what you need.
G
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Data Impact Printer
Model84G
By Dean F.U. Macy

from DIP, Inc. 745 Atlantic Avenue ,
Boston, MA 02111. Basic unit price:
$795 .
I'm sure SoltSide readers are aware
of the tremendous improvement in the
clarity of screen-shots printed in the
last five issues of the magazine,
especially those of the TRS-80® and,
more recently, the Apple. I could say
that the improvements came about
because of my excellent photographic
techniques, but alas, many of the
screen-shots you have been raving
about are not photographs at all, but
screen-dumps. (Oh, no! The truth is
out at last.)
What is a screen-shot? Some readers
may have the image of a very
frustrated programmer holding a 45
Magnum to a CRT and blowing it
away. (The idea has tempted me at
times.) This is not the case. A screenshot develops from holding a camera
to the screen of a CRT and taking
(shooting) a photograph of the information displayed there.
On the other hand, a screen-dump
uses a program allowing the computer
to "read" pixel information displayed
on a CRT screen, translating that information to printer format, and then
transmitting the signal to a printer
capable of writing pixel by pixel
translations. Since the screen-dump
writes the identical information shown
on a CRT to paper, publication of
screen-dumps would be superior to
screen -shots.
You may ask, "Why hasn't SoltSide
used screen-dumps before now?'" Actually, we have dumped TRS80® screens to paper for several months
using an Epson MX-80 printer and a
Rrogram written by Alan J. Zett. Starting with the last issue we used a new,
superior program which reads pixel information displayed on the screen . Using the Screen Print program (included in last month's issue) we can
mix text and graphics in a screendump. Having screen-dump software,
we needed a high quality dot-matrix
20
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printer , capable of translating pixel information to paper . Enter'DIP.
I became acquainted with DIP
several years ago while evaluating
products designed for OEM (Original
Equipment Manufacturer) markets. I
evaluated a DIP 81 printer which I
later purchased at some ridiculously
low price, and christened "Dippy
Printer" after my review was completed. I kept the Dippy Printer,
perhaps as a reminder that good
packaging can effectively conceal poor
design. But that was two years ago,
and as computer design has improved,
so has peripheral design .

As of this writing, DIP, Inc. is one
of the leading suppliers of printers to
the OEM market. Their regular accounts include such biggies as HewlettPackard, Data General, and Digital
Equipment Corporation: companies
who would never settle for less than the
best, at any cost.
In the fall of 1981, DIP, Inc. offered
its line of printers to the consumer
market, at which time we purchased,
for evaluation, an enhanced DIP
84G / FT dot-matrix printer. We had six
models from which to choose, including the now-famous (but no longer
SoftSide

dippy) DIP model 81, a friction-feed
printer with standard 800-byte buffer
retailing for $449. (The DIP 81A has a
lK buffer and uses "Control Y" for
Telex operations. It retails for $499.
Next in line is the DIP 82 which is
similar to the DIP 84G except for the
lack of a tractor feed and costs $695.)
The DIP, Inc. big guns are Models
84G, 85, and 95, and it is this type of
printer that I will cover in detail.
The DIP model 84G / FT is a lowcost, fan-cooled, high-reliability impact printer. It utilizes ordinary paper
in fanfold form and loose sheets, and
can be switched from tractor to friction
form feed . Complete with electronics,
this printer is designed to interface
directly with mainframe, mini, and ·
microcomputers in one of three dipswitch-selectable ways: (1) Using a
Centronics-compatible parallel cable;
(2) an RS-232C serial cable; or (3) a
20MA serial loop. (Serial baud rate
selectable between 50 and 1200 baud .
Optional 9600 baud.)
Electronic control circuitry for the
entire printer is on a single printed circuit board mounted in front of the
printer mechanism. Quick connects
enable the board to be easily removed
for service or replacement. A Z-80A
microprocessor and two Z-80 PIO
chips control logic, input/output, and
head alignment functions of this computer based printer. Utilized as buffers
and font control are 2716 EPROMS.
(Our enhanced version uses 2K buffers
and a 7x7 font.)
The DIP84G/FT incorporates a dotmatrix impact printer mechanism
which utilizes a printing element consisting of seven print solenoids and
print wires. The print wires are arranged vertically and are driven within
the printing element at a constant
speed by clocked pulses to the
solenoids. By energizing the so\ enoids
at the appropriate time, as the print
head traverses the print area, any
desired character may be formed .
In the software-programmable
graphics mode the print head moves

unidirectionally from left to right when
printing each 512-byte graphics line.
Plot densities, corresponding to the
format of .015 inches between horizontal dots, can be varied in four steps between 33 .3 dotslinch and 66.6 dots
inch. For continuous graphics (such as
the ones at left) the line feed will advance the paper six vertical dots after
printing each graphics line.
What does all this graphics stuff
mean to the user? Very simply, if you
are able to generate a computerized
photograph of a person's face on your
CRT, the graphics capabilities of the
DIP 840/ FT, under software control,
could print the image you see on the
screen to paper.
These screen-dumps from Mark
Cross' Bronto in the Swamp, and the
commercial game, Apple Invader, will
give you some idea of the highly detailed scenes which can be created using this versatile printer .
Of course, any dot-matrix printer is
useless without the controlling software. If you are an Apple computer
user who intends to purchase a DIP
840 printer, be assured that software is
available on disk directly from DIP,
Inc. for $20. The multiple programs by
John Wang allow the user to print
positive or negative Hi-Res graphics in
single or double resolution from the
HORI Apple screen.
If your intended dump is from the
HOR2 screen, a program must be written to move the image from HOR2 to
HGRl before the dump. Also no LoRes program is incorporated on the
disk. (At the end of this review the programs we use for Lo-Res and HGR2
dumps are listed.) At this time I know
of no software available for dumping
AT ARI® graphics using a DIP 840,
however I expect one of our readers to
send a program to do this in the very
near future.
Whereas one may purchase a DIP
printer for its graphics capabilities, the
purchaser will use a printer mainly for
dumping text.
DIP models 84 and 85 ($795 and
$895) do not use true descenders
however the letters are well formed and
cause no text reading problems. The
DIP 95, listing for $929, has all the
features of the DIP 840 plus the
features found on more expensive
word processing printers, true
descenders included. The DIP 95 and
DIP 85 character matrix uses an IIx9
dot pattern, and can be changed quickly to accommodate other sizes (i .e.,
9x9, lxl, \ \X/, Ix9), by switching a
single chip. The DIP 85 has x-on and
x-off features and prints at a baud rate
of 9600.
All text functions are software con-

Bronto in the Swamp

Apple Invader (reverse screen dump)
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K-Byters
ANOTHER
PROGRAMMING
CHALLENGE
Some time ago SoftSide began
inviting its readers to submit "One
Liners" - self-contained singleline programs for the TRS-8Q®,
Apple, or AT ARI® which wo~ld
provide a continuously changmg
graphics display. The response has
been excellent, and we're still
looking for more submissions.
Now we have a new challenge
for you as well: "K-Byters." A
K-Byter is a BASIC program
which fits into I K (1024) bytes of
program memory . There aren't
any restrictions on the nature of
the program; other than its size. It
can be a graphics display, a game,
a mini-adventure, or anything
your imagination and programming skills can create.
Note that the program does not .
have to RUN in IK of memory; it
can use as much RAM for arrays,
strings, graphics mapping, etc., as
you need. We'd prefer that it be
able to run in a 16K system, but
this is not an absolute limit.
Here then are the official rules:
1. The program must be written
for the Apple, TRS-80®, or
ATARI®, entirely in BASIC
(althnugh it may create and call
Machine Language routines).
2. The program must occupy no
more than 1024 bytes of memory
before running.
3. The program must be submitted on tape or disk, accompanied by your name, address,
phone number, and a brief written
description of its operation.
4. The tape or disk will be
returned only if accompanied by a
self-addressed envelope with adequate postage AFFIXED (do not
send money) .
5. Winners will have their programs published in SoftSide and
will receive a $10 software certificate for their programming
excellence!
Send submissions to:
K-Byters, cl o SoftSide
6 South Street
Milford, NH 03055
22
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trollable. The user can software select
anyone of nine print fonts by altering
pitch and slant. Lines of text are
printed bidirectionally or unidirectionally by choice and the user can
change line density from six lines per
nch to eight lines per inch. The comprehensive user manual states that
print-head life exceeds one million
characters, however in actual use, an
off-the-shelf head has printed five
million characters.
DIP printers are designed for 100070
duty cycle without overheating .
Almost all heat generated inside a
printer comes from the printing head .
A cooling fan inside DIP printers is
located in such a position as to force
air directly over the print head, thus
keeping temperature to a safe
operating level.
If you or your company plan to
purchase a DIP, my suggestion is to
call Steve Cutter at DIP, Inc.
(617/482-4214). Steve is in charge of
making DIPs available to the individual who wants a very fine printer
at low cost. Sure, you can get a better
printer with more features, but many
small companies and a great number of
individuals cannot afford to spend
$2000 + for a printer that will do no
more than one of the DIP models .
I recommend the purchase of a
soundproofing cover and a 2K buffer
with your DIP if you intend to use the
printer for graphics printouts. The
cover will save your ears from the roar
of a graphics dump, and the 2K buffer
enables faster printing of graphics information from the computer. And
one more thing: Purchase your DIP
with the serial cable and buy a parallel
one. For some reason the DIP will cost
less overall and you never know when
you may need the serial cable for a
modem hookup or whatever.
Because of SoftSide's DIP 840,
more and more screen dumps will be
made and eventually screen shots will
become obsolete for all the computers
we support. And you, dear reader, will
reap the benefits.

HGR2 TO 1
10 PRINT CHRS (4)j'BSAVE SCREEN
,AS4000,L$2000'
20 PRINT CHR$ (4);"BLOAO SCREEN
,AS2000'
30 PRINT CHR$ (4);"OELETE SCREE
N'
SoftSide

LONEG
10 PRI 1
. 20 PRINT [HR$ (9); 'S10N"

30 PRINT CHR$ (27); CHR$ (8) ; CHR'
(11

PRINT" ": PRINT" "
50 FOR Y = 0 TO 39
bO PRINT CHR$ (27); CHR$ (b)
70 FOR I = 1 TO 100 : PRINT CHR$
(0);: NEXT I
80 FOR X = 0 TO 39
90 C = 63
100 IF SCRN( X, y) , ;- 0 THEN [
=0
110 FOR I = 1 TO 9
120 PRINT [HR$ (C) ;
130 NEXT I: NEXT X
140 FOR I = 1 TO 52: F'RINT [HR$
(0); : t~En I
150 NEXT Y
160 FOR I = 1 TO 5
pr.
, \1
PRINT ' "
180 NEXT I
190 PRI I)

40

LOPOS
10 PRI 1
PRINT CHR$ (9); '510N'
30 PRINT [HR$ ("'" J CHR$

20

L J

.
~

(81 ;

CHR$

(1)

40 PRINT" ": PRINT n "
50 ~OR Y = 0 TO 39
60 PRINT CHR$ (271; CHR$ (6)
70 FOR I = 1 TO 100: PRINT CHR$
(0);: NEXT I
80 FOR X = 0 TO 39
90 C = 0
100 IF SCRN ( X, Y) ( ;- 0 THEN [
= 63
110 FOR I = 1 TO 9
120 PRINT CHR$ (C);
130 N,EXT I: NEXT X
140 FOR I = 1 TO 52: PRINT CHR'
(0);: NEXT I
150 NEXT '(
160 FOR I = 1 TO 5
170 PRINT. n
180 NEXT I
190 PRI 0
~

by Larry Williams
Translations by Alan J. Zett and
Rich Bouchard.
.

Solitaire is a graphic card game for a
24K Apple or AT ARI®, or 16K
TRS-80®.
Solitaire games are among the most
popular card games. Although they
lack the action of the arcade games,
they can be every bit as addictive.
What starts out as "one quick game"
often turns into an evening of '''one
more game."
There are many variations of
solitaire; however, the most widely
known version is the game of Klondike. Both the lay-out and the rules of
the game are simple. It is this simplicity
that is perhaps its strength.
THE RULES OF KLONDIKE
1. Use one deck of playing cards.
2. Deal twenty-eight cards into seven
piles. The first pile on the left contains

one card, the second contains two
cards, and so forth.
3. Deal the top card of each pile face
up .
4. Build on each pile in descending sequence and alternating colors. (Example: Any red ten may be played on any
black jack.)
5. You are always entitled to have
seven piles'. I f you clear away a pile
leaving a space, you may play any king
to the space.
6. The remaining twenty-four cards
form the "stock." Cards are turned up
one at a· time from the stock onto the
"waste" pile. The top card of the
waste pile is always in play.
7. Any complete column of cards may
be picked up as a unit and played on
another pile . (Example: A column of
cards consisting of the 9 of hearts , 8 of
spades, and 7 of diamonds may be
played as a unit on a 10 of spades.)
8. When a face-down card of a pile is
uncovered, it is brought into play by
turning it face up.
9. Whenever an ace comes into play,
SoftSide

use it to start a "foundation" pile.
Foundation piles are started to the side
of the seven original piles of the
tableau.
10. You build up on the foundation
piles in suit and sequence.
11. The bottom card of any column of
cards is eligible for play to its foundation.
12. Once a card is played to its foundation, it is out of play for the rest of
the game.
13. The object of the game is to play
each card to its foundation pile.
When the game program is RUN you
will find the seven piles of the tableau
laid out horizontally across the top of
the playing surface. The first card in
play is displayed in the lower right corner. A cursor is positioned at the bottom of the screen, and a summary of
the commands available is displayed.
When you start foundation piles they
will appear at the right of the screen,
above the waste pile .
May 1982
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The following single key commands
are available:
LEFT ARROW: Moves the cursor to
the left.
RIGHT ARROW : Moves the cursor to
the right.
P: Picks up the card or column of
cards above the cursor.
D: Drops cards which have been
previously picked up afthe cursor position, if the play is legal. You may
always drop a card back where you
picked it up.
N: Brings the next card from the stock
into play by placing it on the top of the
waste pile in the lower right of the
screen. You are allowed only one pass
through the stock .
F : Plays the card positioned above the
cursor to its foundation pile, if the play
is legal. (You need not type P to pick
up a card that you wish to play to a
foundation . Typing F alone will
automatically move the card from
its current location to its proper
foundation.)
E: When you have no more legal plays,
type E to end the game. The program
will request confirmation of this command. Typing E will end your current
game and begin a new one.
NOTES ON THE APPLE VERSION
The Apple version of Solitaire consists of two programs, which must be
typed in and SAVEd separately. The
game program itself is too large to fit
below page 1 of Hi-Res graphics;
therefore, a loader program is first
RUN to load the program above the
graphics screen and to load the shape
table below the graphics screen.
The loader program contains an extensive set of data statements which
hold the shape table elements. Because
proofreading this many data
statements can be a pain, the loader
program checks the data statements for
accuracy. If an error is found program
execution is ended and an error
message is displayed.
The program counts the number of
elements read until it is supposed to
read an end-of-llne element (either
9999 or 999) . If it encounters ~his element too early, you will get the
message "Line no. XXXX is too
short." If it does not encounter this
element at the correct time, you will get
the message "Line no. XXX X is too
long." If the end-of-line element is
OK, the program compares the total of
the elements of the line read with the
correct total for that line. If they are
not equal, you will get the message
"Line no. XXXX is incorrect." If a
24
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line passes all three tests, you will get
the message "Line no. XXXX is ok,"
and program execution will continue.
While the loader program is reading
the shape table elements from the data
statements, it POKEs each shape table
value into memory. When this is completed, the program displays each of
the shapes on the Hi-Res screen for
your inspection.
Once you have verified that the
loader program works correctly to this
point, be sure to interrupt it and SAVE
it before continuing . Since it LOADs
the game program, you will not have it
available for saving following that. If
the shapes appear OK , your data
statements are correct, and you will be
asked if you are loading from tape or
disk. On disk the game program should
be called SOLITAIRE .PGM, to correspond to the name in line 810 of the
.
loader program.
Once everything is working properly, you probably will not want to keep
the portions of the loader program
which check the accuracy of the DATA
statements . The following changes can
then be made:
DEL 20,200
DEL 215,220
DEL 250,280
DEL 300,300
DEL 390,390
DEL 410,410
DEL 420,430
DEL 520,600
DEL 8000,9010
20 VTAB 10: PRINT "LOADING
SHAPES"
200 AD = 7569: CK = 999
240 READ D: IF D = CK THEN 290
An even more efficient arrangement
can be made if you are storing your
program on di sk. After confirming
that the shapes have been properly
POKEd into memory, save the shape
table directly to disk by typing BSA VE
SOLITAIRE.SHAPES, A 7569, L623.
The loader program can then be reduced to the following lines:
10 HOME: D$ = CHR$(4)
20 PRINT D$;"BLOAD
SOLITAIRE. SHAPES"
30 POKE 232,145: POKE 233,29
40 POKE 103 , 1: POKE 104,64: POKE
16384,0
50 PRINT D$;"RUN SOLITAIRE.
PGM"
Variables
(Game Program, All Versions)

A$: Temporary string variable .
AZ: Loop variable.
SoltSide

BL,GN,WH,RD,BU: Set to the
HCOLOR values for black , green,
white, red, and blue .
C: Set equal to VA.
C(6, 11): Array of card values in the
tableau .
C$: Card values in letter form.
CHR : Related to ASCII value of current card value.
CPOS: Memory location of character
data for current card value.
CU: Value of current cursor position
(1-7).
D(51): The deck of cards.
D$: Ctrl-D fcir disk operations.
F(4): Array of top cards on foundation piles .
G$(5) : Graphics strings.
HF: Set to I if you have picked up
cards in your hand, if you do not.
I,IN,J: Counters.
IN(7): Array of counters pointing to
the next open element in the tableau
array and open deck.
NUM: Card and suit value .
OC: Old cursor position.
OD(23): Array for open deck.
PAUSE : Delay loop variable .
P(6,5): Array of face-down cards in
tableau piles.
RN: Set to seed number for RND.
T: Temporary variable.
TX$(13): Array of text messages .
ST: Cursor position at which cards
were last picked up .
SU : Suit of the card .
VA : Face value of the card .
VA$ : Card values in letter form.
X: Loop variable .
X(7): X-coordinate values for tableau
piles, waste pile (open deck) , and
foundation s.
Y I, Y2, Y3, Y4: Y-coordinates for the
four foundation piles.
Y(0-12): Y-coordinates for cards
played to the tableau .
Y(13): Y-coordinate for the waste
pile.
Z,ZA: Loop variables.

°

Variables
(Apple Loader Progr~m)

AD : Memory address to which shape
table elements are POKEd.
CK: Equals end-of-line element.
D : Shape table element to be POKEd.
D$: Ctrl-D for disk access.
I,J: Loop counters.
LN: Equals the line number of the
data statement being read.
T: Index for array T(O-34) .
T(O-34): Array of check-sums.
TT: Accumulates the total of the
elements in a data line.
X : X-coordinate of shape .
Y: Y-coordinate of shape .

220 PRINT "LINE NO. ";LN

Apple
Loader.
Program

+

10 l

J;

230
240
245
250

SSSS'SS'SS,'S,'S,'SSSS$$$"$"
•
APPlESOFT BASIC
S
$ ' SOLITAIRE LOADER PROGRAI'!' $
• AUTHOR: LARRY WILLIAI'!S $
S (C) 1982 SOFTSlDE S
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS'SS"SSSSSS"S
Initialization

10 HO"E :DS = CHRS (4)
20 DI" T(34):T = 2:lN = 9000:CK =
9999

FOR I = 1 TO 21
READ D: IF D= CK THEN 250
POKE AD,D:AD = AD + 1
IF D= CK AND I ( > 21 THEN
PRINT" IS TOO SHORT,": END

260 IF I z 21 AND TT ( ) T(J +
2) THEN PRINT" IS INCORREC
T.": END
270 IF I = 21 AND D< ) CK THEN
PRINT • IS TOO lONG.": END
280
290
300
310

TT : TT + D

NEXT
PRINT" IS OK."
NEXT

Read and poke DATA line 10310.
Read DATA line 8000.

30 READ T(O), T(I)
Read DATA lines 9000 and 9010 and
check their accuracy.

40 FOR J = 0 TO I
42 TT = 0
45 PRINT "LINE NO. ";LN

400 FOR I = 1 TO 3: READ D: POKE
AD,D
405 AD = AD + 1
415 NEXT
Poke starting address of shape table into
memory.

+

10 • J

500 POKE 232,145: POKE 233,29

;

50 FOR I = 1 TO 17
60 READ Tm
70 IF T(T) = CK AND I < ) 17 THEN
PRINT" IS TOO SHORT.": END

Draw shapes on the Hi· Res screen for
visual verification.

520 ROT: 0: SCALE: I: HCOlOR: 3:
H6R : HOKE
530 X: 10:Y = 20
540 FOR I : I TO 18
550 DRAW I AT X,Y:X : X+ 20: IF
X ) 259 THEN X : 10:Y = Y +
20: NEXT
560 NEXT
600 VTAB 23: INPUT "HIT (RETURN)
TO BEGIN LOADING THE SAKE.'
;AS
Load Solitaire program from tape or
disk, above the Hi· Res screen in
memory.

610 HOKE: TEXT : VTAB 10: PRINT
I. LOAD FRO" TAPE"
620 VTAB 12: PRINT"
2. lOAD
FRO" DISK"
630 VTAB 22: INPUT "CHOOSE ONE:
";AS
640 IF VAL (AS) : 0 OR VAL (AS
) ) 2 THEN 610
650 ON VAL (AS) GOSUB 700,800
700 HOKE: VTAB 10: PRINT "CUE T
HE TAPE TO THE BEGINNING OF
THE SOLITAIRE PROGRA", ST
ART THE TAPE, THEN PRESS (RE
TURN>. •
710 PRINT: PRINT "AFTER TWO 'BE
EPS' THE PROKPT SIGN WILL R
ETURN. TURN OFF THE RECORDE
R AND TYPE 'RUN' TO BESIN TH
E GAl'lL'

80 IF I = 17 AND TT < ) T(JI THEN
PRINT • IS INCORRECT.": END
90 IF I = 17 AND T(TI ( ) CK THEN
PRINT' IS TOO LONS. ": END
= TT + T(T): IF I = 17 THEN
100
98 T = T + 1
100 NEXT
110 PRINT· IS OK."
120 NEXT

95 TT

Read DATA lines 10000-10300, poke the
shape table elements into memory, and
check the accuracy of each line.

200 LN = 10000:CK = 999:AD = 7569
210 FOR J = 0 TO 30
215 TT = 0
"AND N O W, THE 011100010100 OVERTURE B Y TCHALKOVSKY "
S oftSide
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720 INPUT IljAt
725 POKE 103,01: POKE 104,64: POKE
16384,0

730 LOAD
800 HO"E: VTAB 10: PRINT "NON L

OADIN6 SOLITAIRE PR06RA""
805 POKE 103,011 POKE 104,64: POKE
16384,0
810 PRINT Dt"RUN SOLITAIRE.P6""

DATA

Ii nt!s.

8000 DATA 17930,18473
9000 DATA 811,1478,1114,819,953
,1037,1048,715,901,1007,1655
,954,1041,1276,1528,1593,999
9

9010 DATA 1235,1058,1191,1389,1
306,1210,1282,1085,1039,1202
,999,1058,1183,1827,1392,17,
9999
10000 DATA 18, 0, 38, 0, 50, 0,
65, 0, 77, 0, 89, 0, 101, 0, 114, 0, 123, 0, 136, 0, 99
9

10010 DATA 148, 0, 164, 0, 173,
0, 186, 0, 199, 0, 50, 1, 1
48, 1, 241, 1, 95, 2, 33, 36
26
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, 999
10020 DATA 100, 12, 14, 14, 54,
63, 119, 9, 46, 0, 41, 45,
45, 216, 219, 16, 12, 12, 45
, 32, 999
10030 DATA 28, 63, 30, 7, 0, 1,
Ib8, 45, 5, 32, 28, 103, 12
, bO, 63, b3, 0, 73, 33, 5,
999
10040 DATA 56, b3, 39, 12, 12,
12, 54, 4b, 0, 1, 112, 45, 5
, 32, 228, 63, 39, 44, 45, 4
5, 999
10050 DATA 0, 9, 45, 5, 32, 28,
63, 214, 36, 100, 12, 45, 5
, 0, 33, 100, 12, 12, 228, 5
8, 999
10060 DATA 63, 7, 0, 9, 45, 12,
228, 63, 214, 36, 32, 12, 4
5, 14, 54, 0, 41, 101, 12, 6
0, 999
10070 DATA 63, 7, 32, 12, 45, 2
1, 46, 0, 33, 36, 36, 108, 9
, 45, 14, 54, 54, 30, 63, 7,
999
10080 DATA 32, 36, 36, 0, 1, 11
2, 45, 5, 32, 36, 3b, 4, 0,
9, 109, 28, 223, 108, 13, 36
, 999
10090 DATA 228, 95, 191, 54, 7,
0, 33, 36, 3b, 108, 9, 30,
30, 30, 14, 14, 14, 5, 0, 73
, 999
10100 DATA 9, 45, 45, 45, 229,
59, b3, 12, 109, 73, 56, 255
, 59, 223, 63, 7, -40, 45, 10
9, 109, 999
10110 DATA 45, 45, 5, 56, 63, b
3, 63, 63, b3, b3, 63, 7, 40
, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45
, 999
10120 DATA 45, 60, 63, b3, 63,
63, 63, 63, 63, 63, 44, 45,
45, 45, 45, 45, -45, 45, 45,
28, 999
10130 DATA 63, 63, 63, 63, 63,
b3, b3, 39, 45, 45, 45, 45,
45, 45, 45, 229, 63, 63, 63,
b3, 999
10140 DATA 63, b3, 103, 45, 45,
45, 45, 45, 229, b3, 63, 63
, b3, 103, 45, 45, 45, 229,
b3, b3, 999
10150 DATA 103, 45, 229, 39, 45
, 0, 73, 9, 45, 45, 45, 229,
59, b3, 12, 109, 73, Sb, _25
5, 59, 999
101bO DATA 223, b3, 7, 40, 45,
109, 109, 45, 45, 5, 56, 63,
SoltSide

63, 63, 63, 63, 63, 63, 7,
40, 999
10170 DATA 45, 45, 45, 45, 45,
45, 45, 45, bO, 63, 63, 63,
63, 63, b3, b3, b3, 44, 45,
4S, 999
10180 DATA 45, 45, 45, 45, 45,
45, 28, b3, 63, 63, 63, 63,
63, 63, 103, 41, 109, 45, 10
9, 45, 999
10190 DATA 220, 27, 63, 255, 8,
45, 45, 45, 56, 63, 63, 61,
44,- 45, 45, 45, 28, 61, 63,
103, 999
10200 DATA 45, 229, 63, 0, 73,
73, 9, 37, 255, 40, 45, 45,
60, 63, 63, 31, 40, 45, 45,
45, 999
10210 DATA 45, 60, 63, 63, 63,
63, 31, 200, 45, 45, 45, 45,
45, 45, 37, 63, 63, 63, 63,
63, 999
10220 DATA 63, 255, 40, 45, 45,
45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45, 60,
63, 63, 63, 63, 63, 63, 63,
b3, 999
10230 DATA 76, 45, 45, 45, 45,
45, 45, 37, 63, 63, b3, 63,
bl, 63, 103, 41, 45, 45, 45,
45, 999
10240 DATA 60, 61, 61, 63, 63,
76, 45, 45, 45, 24, 63, 63,
103, 41, 60, 7, 0, 73, 73, 9
, 999
10250 DATA 37, 255, 40, 45, 45,
60, 63, 63, 31, 40, 45, 45,
45, 45, 60, 63, b3, 63, 63,
31, 999
10260 DATA 40, 45, 45, 45, 45,
45, 45, 60, 63, 63, 63, b3,
63, 63, 31, 40, 45, 45, 45,
45, 999
10270 DATA 45, 45, 45, 45, 60,
b3, 63, 63, 63, 63, 63, 63,
63, 44, 45, 45, 45, 45, 45,
45, 999
10280 DATA 45, 45, 60, 63, 63,
63, 63, 63, 63, 63, 63, 76,
45, 45, 109, 41, 45, 45, 60,
63, 999
10290 DATA 63, 223, 63, 63, 39,
45, 45, 109, 41, 45, 45, 22
0, 255, 219, 27, 103, 43, 29
, 77, 73, 999
10300 DATA 201, 37, 255, 219, 2
7, 63, 0, 45, 45, 45, 45, 28
, 63, 63, 63, 12, 45, 45, 28
, 63, 99'i
10310 DATA
12, 5, 0
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10 SOTO 1110
Subroutine to draw cards.

B .....

5. 7

~,I~I, ~'IIIIII',
5

20 HCOlOR= WH: FOR J : 0 TO 29: HPlOT
X,Y + J TO X+ 29,Y + J: NEIT
30 HCOlOR: Bl: DRAW VA AT X+ I,
Y+ 7: DRAW VA AT X + 20,Y +
27: DRAW SU + 13 AT X+ 6,Y +
22
40 HCOlOR= Bl: DRAW VA AT X+ 2,
Y+ 7: DRAW VA AT X+ 21,Y +
27: DRAM SU + 13 AT X+ 7,Y +
22
SO IF SU > 2 THEN HCOlOR: RD: DRAW
SU + 13 AT X + 6,Y + 22
60 RETURN

9 ,11,,11,

10,157: DRAW 18 AT XIOC)
+ 9,157: DRAW 18 AT XIOC) +
11,157
170 HCOlOR: Bl: DRAW 18 AT XICU)
+ 11,157: DRAW 18 AT XICU) +
10,157: DRAW 18 AT X(CU) + 9
,157
180 HCOlOR= WH: DRAW 18 AT XICU)
+ 10,157
190 RETURN

310 IF CU : 7 THEN NU" = ODIIN(7
) - Il: 60TO 330
320 NU" : C(CU,O)
330 HF : I
340 J = 0: IF CU = 7 THEN HCOlOR=
WH:J = 13: 60TO 360
350 HCOlOR= BU: IF PICU,O) < )
o THEN HCOlOR: SN
360 FOR I : 0 TO 29: HPlOT X(CU)
,Y(J) + I TO XICU) + 29,Y(J)

100 IF HF THEN SOSUB 1480: RETURN

Subroutine to move right.

370 NEXT
380 IF CU : 7 THEN SOSUB 150: RETURN

110 IF IN ) 51 THEN 1490: RETURN

200 CU = CU + I: IF CU ) 7 THEN C

Subroutine to get SU and VA.

70 SU: INT (NU" / 100)
80 VA = NU" - 100 • SU
90 RETURN
Subroutine for next card.

) +

+ I

Subroutine to move left.

385 IF INICU) : 1 THEN RETURN
390 J : 10 t (IN(CU) - 1) + 29
395 HCOlOR: BU: FOR I : 30 TO J:
HPlOT XICU),Y(O) + I TO XIC
U) + 29,Y(0) + I: NEXT
400 RETURN

240 CU : CU - I: IF CU < 0 THEN C

Main subroutine to drop card.

U: 7

120 ODnN(]) : D(IN): IN : IN + I
:X : X(7):Y : Y(13):NU" = 00
(INI7»: 60SUB 70: SOSUB 20:
IN(]) : IN(]) + I
130 IF CU : 7 THEN SOSUB 150
140 RETURN
Subroutine to draw cursor.

150 HCOlOR: BU: DRAM 18 AT XIOC)
+ 11,157: DRAW 18 AT XIOC) +
10,157: DRAW 18 AT XIOC) + 9
,157
160 IF OC : 7 THEN HCOlOR: WH: DRAW
18 AT XIOC) + 11,157: DRAW I
8 AT XIOC) + 10,157: DRAW 18
AT X(OC) + 9,157
1~5 IF 10C = 7) • (INI7) : 0) THEN
HCOlOR= Bl: DRAW 18 AT XIOC

210 SO SUB ISO
220 OC : CU
230 RETURN

U =0

250 SOSUB ISO
260 OC = CU
270 RETURN

410 IF NOT HF THEN 60SUB 1520:
RETURN
420 IF CU = 7 THEN 60SUB 590: RETURN

Subroutine to pick up cards.

430 IF ST = CU THEN SO SUS 750: RETURN
440 IF IN(CU) : 0 THEN GOSUB 63
0: RETURN
450 NUN = C(CU,IN(CU) - 1)
460 60SUB 70:TS = SU:TV : VA
470 IF 51 = 7 THEN NU" = ODIINI7
) - 1): 60TO 490

280 IF HF THEN SOSUB 1480: RETURN
290 ST : CU
300 IF IN(CU) = 0 THEN 60SUB IS
10: RETURN
SoftSide
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TO 29: HPloT X,Y + J TO X+
29,Y + J: NEXT: RETURN
730 NU" = ODIIN(7) - 1): SOSUS 70
:X : X(7):Y = Y(13): SOSUB 2

500 IF (ITS : 3) + ITS : 4)) • I
ISU = 3) + ISU = 4)) THEN SOSUB
1540: RETURN
510 IF TV < ) VA + 1 THEN SOSUB
1550: RETURN
520 IF 5T : 7 THEN 60SUB 700: RETURN

740 RETURN

530 FOR I : 0 TO INIST) - I:MU" :
C(ST,I):CICU,INICU)) : NU": 60SUB
70:X : XICU):Y : YIINICU}): SOSUB
20:IN(CU) : INICU) + I:CIST,
Il = 0: NEXT
540 IN(ST) : O:HF : 0
550 IF PIST,O) = 0 THEN RETURN
560 NU" = PIST,O): SOSUB 70:X = X
(STl:Y :YIOI: SOSUB 20:CIST
,INIST) = NU":INIST) = 1
570 FOR I : 0 TO 4:PIST,I) : PIS
T,I + 1): NEXT :P(ST,5) : 0
580 RETURN
Drop card back on open deck.

590 If ST < ) 7 THEN SOSUB 156
0: RETURN
600 N~ = OD(INI7) - 1): BOSUB 70
:X : X(CU):Y = Y1131: SOSUB
20: SOSUB 150
610 HF = 0
620 RETURN
Drop king on open space.

630 IF ST : 7 THEN N~ : ODIIN(7
I - II: SOTO 650
640 NU" : CIST,O)
650 SO SUB 70
660 IF VA < ) 13 THEN SOSUB IS
70: RETURN
670 IF ST : 7 THEN SO SUB 700: RETURN
680 SOSUS 530
690 RETURN
Drop card from open deck.

700 X: XICU):Y : YIINICU)):CICU,
INICU)) : NU": SOSUB 20:INIC
UI : INICUI + 1
710 IN(7) = IN(7) - 1:0DIIN(7)) =
O:HF : 0
720 IF IN(7) = 0 THEN HCOLOR: B
L:X : X(7):Y : Y(13): FOR J =
28

°

480 HUft = C(ST,O)
490 SOSUB 70: IF (ITS = 1) + (T5
= 2)) • I ISU = 1) + ISU = 2
)) THEN SOSUB 1530: RETURN
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Drop cards back where you got them.

°

750 FOR I = TO IN(CUI - I:NU" =
CICU,I): SOSUB 70:X = XICU):
Y= YII): SOSUB 20: NEXT
760 HF = 0
770 RETURN
Play to foundations from open deck.

780 NU" = OD(INI71 - 1): SOSUB 70
:Fl = 1
785 If IFISU) < ) VA - 11 • (F(
SUI : 0) THEN SOSUB 1580: RETURN
790 If fISU) < > VA - 1 THEN TV
: FISU)I 60SUB 1550: RETURN
BOO SOSUB 980
810 ODIINICU)) : 0
820 IF INICUI = THEN SOSUB 72
0: RETURN
830 SOSUB 730
835 SOSUB 150
840 RETURN

°

Play last card of column to foundation.

850 HCOLOR: BU
860 IF PICU,O) < ) 0 THEN HCOlOR:
6N
870 FOR I : 0 TO 29: HPlOT lICU)
,YIO) + I TO XICU) + 29,Y(01
+ I: NEXT :CICU,O) : P(CU,O
)

880 IF PICU,O) : 0 THEN RETURN
890 NU" : CICU,O):X : XICU):Y : Y
(0): SOSUB 70: SOSUB 20
900 INICU) : 1
910 FOR I = 0 TO 4:PICU,I) : PIC
U,I + 1): NEXT :P(CU,5) :
920 RETURN

°

950 IF CU : 7 THEN S05UB 780: RETURN
960 NU" = CICU,INICU) - 1): SOSUB
70
965 IF IFISU) < ) VA - 1) • IF(
SUI : 0) THEN SOSUB 1580: RETURN
970 IF FISU) < ) VA - I THEN TV
: FISU): SOSUB 1550: RETURN
980 X : X(7)
990 IF SU = I THEN Y: Yl
1000 IF SU = 2 THEN Y: Y2
1010 IF SU = 3 THEN Y= Y3
1020 IF 5U : 4 THEN Y: Y4
1030 SOSUB 20:FISU) : VA
1040 INICU) = INICU) - 1: IF Fl THEN
RETURN
1050 C(CU,INICU») = 0
1060 IF IN(CU) : 0 THEN SOSUB 8
SO: RETURN
1070 X: X(CU):Y = YIINICU) - 1):
NU" : CICU,IN(CU) - 1): SOSUB
70: SOSUB 20
1080 HColoR: BU
1085 If INICU) + 2 : 13 THEN fOR
I : 0 TO 9: HPlOT X([U),132 +
I TO XICU) + 29,132 + I: NEIT
: RETURN
1090 fOR I : 0 TO 9: HPlOT IICU)
,YIINlCU) + 2) + I TO XICU) +
29,YIIN(CU) + 2) + I: NEIT
1100 RETURN
Initialize variables.

1110 01" CI6,11),PI6,S),DI511,OD
(23),FI4),II7),YI13),IN!7), T
UI131

1120 FOR I : 1 TO 13: READ TXSII
): NEXT
1130 BL : 4:SN : l:NH : 7:RD = 5:
BU : 6
1140 DS: CHRS (4)
1150 fOR I : 0 TO 6: FOR J : QTO
5:CII,JI : O:PII,J) : 0: NEIT
: FOR J = 6 TO 11:C(I,J) = 0
: NEXT: NEXT
1160 FOR I = 0 TO 23:0D(I) : 0: NEIT
1170 FOR I : 0 TO 3:FII) : 0: NEXT

Main subroutine to play to foundations.

1180 FOR I = 0 TO 7:X(I) = 4 + I
• 34:YII) : 2 + I • 10: NEXT

930 IF HF THEN RETURN
935 fl = 0
940 IF INICU) = 0 THEN SOSUB 15
10: RETURN

1190 fOR I : 8 TO 12:Y(I) = 2 +
I • 10: NEXT
1200 Yl : 4:Y2 : 35:Y3 : 66:Y4 :
97:Y(13) : 128

SoltSide

1210 IN : 0: FOR I : 1 TO 41 FOR
J : I TO 13:D(IN) : 100 • I
J:IN: IN + I: NEXT: NEIT

+

Set up random function

1220 RN: PEEK (78) + 256. PEEK
(79):1: RND ( - RN)
Shuffle cards.

1230 FOR I = 51 TO 0 STEP - 1:1
: I NT ( RNO (1) • I + 1): T
: om :Dm : O(l) :D(I) : T

240: 60TO 1330
1360 IF AS : "N" THEN SOSUS 100
: SOTO 1330
1370 IF A$ = "P" THEN SOSUB 280
: 60TO 1330
1380 IF AS : "0" THEN SOSUB 410
: SOTO 1330
1390 IF AS ( > "F" THEN 1400
1392 SOSUB 930: IF F(I) < 13 OR
F(2) ( 13 OR F(3) ( 13 OR.F(
4) < 13 THEN 1330
1394 HO~: VTAB 22: INPUT "YOU
MIN~
DO YOU MANT TO PLAY A6
AIN? ",AS:AS: LEFTS (AS,I)

1500
1510

1520

1530

: NEXT
Deal to tableau.

1240 IN : 0: FOR I : 1 TO 6: FOR
J : 0 TO I - I:P(I,J) : O(IN
):IN = IN + 1: NEXT: NEIT
1250 FOR I : 0 TO 6:C(I,0) = 0(1
N):IN: IN + 1: NEXT
Draw set·up.

1260 H6R: SCALE: 1: ROT= 0: POKE
34,20
1270 HO"E: HCOLOR: BU: HPLOT 0,
0: CALL 62454
1280 HCOLOR: BL: FOR I = 240 TO
279: HPLOT 1,0 TO 1,159: NEXT
1290 FOR I : 0 TO 6:NU" : C(I,O)
: 60SUB 70:1 : X(I):Y : Y(O)
: 60SUB 20: NEXT I
1300 FOR 1 : 0 TO 6:1N(I) : 1: NEXT
:IN(7):O
1310 SOSUB 100: 60SUB 1460
1320 CU : O:OC : O:X : X(CU): 60SUS
150
Control program.

1330 VTAB 1: SET AS
1340 IF ASC (AS) : 21 THEN SOSUB
200: SOTO 1330
1350 IF ASC (AS) = 8 THEN SOSUS

1396 TEXT: HOftE : IF AS < )"N
"THEN RUN
1398 END
1400 IF AS : "E" THEN GOTO 1420
1410 60TO 1330
Text messages.

1420 HO"E I VTAB 22: INPUT "~O Y
OU WANT TO END THE GANE? (YI
N) "jAS
1430 IF AS ( ) 'Y' THEN SOSUB
1460: SOTO 1330
1440 TEXT: HO"E : RUN
1450 VTAB 1: END
1460 HONE: PRINT '--) : "OVE RI
SHT 0 : DROP CARDS
<
-- : "OVE LEFT
N: NEXT
CARD
P : PICK UP CAR
OS E = END SA"E
F = PLAY TO FOUNDATIONS";

LAY MITH THE CARDS SHONIN6
FOR PAUSE: 0 TO 3000: NEXT
: SOSUB 1460
RETURN
HO"E: VTAB 22: PRINT "THER
E ARE NO CARDS HERE TO PICK
UP,": FOR PA : 0 TO 3000: NEXT
: SOSUB 1460: RETURN
HO~: VTAB 22: PRINT "YOU
DO NOT HAVE ANY CARDS TO ORO
P,"j: FOR PA : 0 TO 3000: NEXT
: SOSUB 1460: RETURN
HO"E: VTAS 22: PRINT "YOU
CAN'T PLAY ABLACK CARD ON A
BLACK CARD,": FOR PA = 0 TO
3000: NEXT : GOSUB 1460: RETURN
,"j:

1540 HO"E: VTAB 22: PRINT "YOU
CAN'T PLAY ARED CARD ON AR
ED CARD": FOR PA = 0 TO 3000
: NEXT : GOSUB 1460: RETURN
1550 HO"E: VTAB 22: PRINT 'YOU
CAN'T PLAY A"TXS(VA): PRINT
"ON A"TX$(TV): FOR PA = 0 TO
3000: NEXT : GOSUB 1460: RETURN
1560 HO"E: VTAB 22: PRINT "YOU
CAN'T DROP THEN HERE,": FOR
PA : 0 TO 3000: NEXT : 60SUB
1460: RETURN
1570 HO"E: VTAB 22: PRINT "YOU
CAN ONLY DROP AKING ON AN E
"PTY SPACE,": FOR PA = 0 TO
3000: NEXT : GOSUB 1460: RETURN
1580

VTAB 22: PRINT "YOU
START YOUR FOUNDATION W
ITH AN ACE,": FOR PA = 0 TO
3000: NEXT : 80SUB 1460: RETURN
H~E:

~ST

1470 RETURN
1480 HO"E: VTAB 22: PRINT "YOU
ALREADY HAVE AHANDFUL OF CA
ROS,
YOU NUST 'DROP' THE"
BEFORE YOU "AKE ANOTHER PLA
Y,"j: FOR PAUSE = 0 TO 3000:
NEXT : 60SUS 1460: RETURN
1490 HO"E:: VTAS 22: PRINT "THE
RE ARE NO "ORE CARDS IN THE
DECK,
YOU "UST CONTINUE P
So!tSide

Names of cards.

1590 DATA "N ACE"," TWO"," THR
EE"," FOUR"," FIVE"," SIX","
SEVEN","N EIGHT', " NINE",
" TEN",' JACK",' QUEEN",' KI
NG"
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1 6RAPHICS 18:POKE 756,209
10 POSITION S,3:? 16j"sOlltAiRe":POSIT
ION 3,5:? IlIj "TRANSLATED BY" :POSITION
4,7:? 16j"ili" j zett":60TO 1110
Subroutine to draw cards.

20 COLOR l:FOR AZcY TO Y+30:PLOT X,AZ:
DRAMTO 1+30,AlINEIT AZ
22 C=VA:ON SU 60TO 36,46,24,28
23 RE" DIA"ONDS
24 COLOR O:FOR ZA=O TO 9:FOR Al=O TO Z
ASTEP 2:PLOT X+lS+AZ,Y+ZA+6:PLOT 1+15
-AZ,Y+ZA+6:NEIT AZ:NEXT ZA
26 FOR ZA=9 TO 0 STEP -l:FOR AZ=O TO Z
ASTEP 2:PLOT 1+15+AZ,Y-ZA+25:PLOT 1+1
5-Al,Y-lA+25:NEXT AZ:NEXT ZA:SOTO 56
27 RE" HEARTS
28 COLOR O:FOR ZA=O TO 10:FOR Al=O TO
IA STEP 2:PLOT X+15+AZ,Y-ZA+25:PLOT X+
15-Al,Y-ZA+25:NEXT AI:NEXT ZA
30 FOR ZA=11 TO 15:FOR AZ=O TO 10 STEP
2:PLOT X+15+AZ,Y-ZA+25:PLOT X+15-AI,Y
-IA+25:NEXT AI:NEXT ZA
32 Z=-2:FOR IA=16 TO 18:lz:Z+2:FOR AZ=Z
TO 8-Z STEP 2:PLOT X+15+Al,Y-IA+25:PL
OT X+15-AI,Y-ZA+25:NEXT Al:NEXT ZA
34 SOTO 56
35 RE" SPADES
36 COLOR O:FOR AZ=O TO 9:PLOT X+15+AZ,
Y+AZ+6:DRANTO X+15-AZ,Y+AZ+6:NEXT Al
38 FOR AI=10 TO 12:PLOT X+15+9,Y+AZ+6:
DRANTO 1+15-9,Y+AZ+6:NEXT AI
40 I=-2:FOR IA=13 TO 15:l=I+2:FOR AI=I
TO 8-I:PLOT X+15+AI,Y+IA+6:PLOT 1+15AI,Y+IA+6:NEXT Al:NEXT IA
42 Z=O:FOR AZ=13 TO 19:Z=Z+1:PLOT X+15
+Z,Y+AZ+6:DRAWTO X+15-I,Y+AZ+6:NEXT Al
44 BOTO 56
45 RE" CLUBS
46 COLOR 0:AZ=X+ll:IA=Y+6:60SUB 52:AZ=
X+5:ZA=Y+13:S0SUB 52:AZ=X+17:60SUB 52
48 Z=O:FOR AI=14 TO 21:I=I+0.65:PLOT X
+15+Z,Y+AI+5:DRAWTO X+15-I,Y+AI+5:NEXT
AI
50 FOR Z=X+14 TO X+16:PLOT 1,Y+13:DRAW
TO Z,Y+19:NEXT 1:60TO 56
52 PLOT AI+2,ZA:DRAWTO AZ+6,ZA:PLOT AI
+2,IA+7:DRAWTO AI+6,ZA+7:PLOT AZ+l,ZA+
I:DRANTO AZ+7,ZA+l
30
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54 PLOT AZ+l,ZA+6:DRANTO AZ+7,ZA+6:FOR
Z=ZA+2 TO ZA+5:PLOT AZ,Z:DRAWTO AI+8,
l:NEXT Z:RETURN
55 RE" CHR PRINT
56 CHR=ASC(C'(C,C»:IF CHR(96 THEN CHR
=CHR-32l(CHR}31)+64l(CHR(32)
58 CPOS=CHRl8+(PEEK(756)*256)
60 FOR AZ=O TO 7:POKE (AZl40)+"EK+(X/8
)+(Y*40),255-PEEK(CP05+AI):NEXT AI:RET
URN
Subroutine to get SU and VA.

70 SU=INTINU"/I00)
80 VA=NUK-I00*SU
90 RETURN

190 RETURN
Subroutine to move right.

200 CU=CU+l:IF CU)7 THEN CU=7
210 SOSUB 150
220 OC=CU
230 RETURN
Subroutine to move left.

240 CU=CU-l:IF CU(O THEN CU=O
250 S05UB 150
260 OC=CU
270 RETURN
Subroutine to pick up cards.

Subroutine for next card.

100 IF HF THEN 60SUB 14BO:RETURN
110 IF IN}51 THEN 1490
1200D(IN(7»=DIIN):IN=IN+1:X=XI7):Y=Y
(13):NU"=ODIINI7»:605UB 70:605UB 20:1
N(7)=IN(7)+l
140 RETURN
Subroutine to draw cursor.

150 POKE 656,0:IF OC(7 THEN POKE 657,4
*OC+4:? " "
160 IF OC=7 THEN POKE 657,35:? " "
170 POKE 656,0:IF CU(7 THEN POKE 657,4
*CU+4:7 IAI
180 IF CU~7 THEN POKE 657,35:? ":"
SoftSide

280 IF HF THEN 605UB 1480:RETURN
290 5T=CU
300 IF IN(CU)=O THEN SOSUB 1510:RETURN
310 IF CU=7 THEN NU"=ODIIN(7)-1):SOTO
330
320 NU"=C(CU,O)
330 HF=l
340 J=O:IF CU=7 THEN COLOR l:FOR 1=0 T
o 30:PLOT X(CU)+I,YI13):DRAWTO XICU)+I
,Y(13)+30:60TO 370
350 IF P(CU,O)=O THEN COLOR O:FOR 1=0
TO 30:PLOT X(CU)+I,Y(JI:DRA~iO I\CU)\\
,Y(J)+30:S0TO 370
360 FOR 1=0 TO 30 STEP 2:COLOR O:PLOT
X(CU)+I,Y(J):DRANTO X(CU)+1,Y(JI+30
365 IF 1(30 THEN COLOR l:PLOT X(CU)+I+

I,Y(J):DRANTO X(CU)+I+l,Y(J)+30
700 X=XICU):Y=VIINICU)):C(CU,IN(CU))=N
_ 370 NEXT I
U":605U8 20:IN(CU)=INICU)+1
-380 If ,CU=7 THEN 60SUB 150:RETURN - .- -'- 71-0 INI7l=INI7l-1:0DIINI7l )=O:HF=O
390-J=12t(JN(CUl-I)+32
nO -IF INI7l=O THEN COLOR 0:X=XI71:Y=Y
395 COLOR O:FOR 1=0 TO 30:PLOT X(CU)+I
(13):FOR 1=0 TO 30:PLOT X+I,V:DRANTO X
,Y(0)+31:DRANTO X(CU)+I,Y(O)+J:NEXT I
+1,Y+30:NEXT I:RETURN
400 RETURN
-730 ~ODIIN(7)-I):60SUB 70:X=X(7):Y=
Y(13) : SOSUB 20
Main subroutine to drop card.
740 RETURN
410 IF NOT HF THEN 60SUB 1520:RETURN
420 IF CU=7 THEN 60SUB 590:RETURN
430 IF 5T=CU THEN 605UB 750lRETURN
440 IF IN(CU)=O THEN 60SUB 630:RETURN
450 NUK=CICU,INICU)-I)
460 60SUB 70:T5=SU:TV=VA
470 IF 5T=7 THEN NUft=ODIIN(7)-I):60TO
490
480 NU"=CI5T,0)
490 60SU8 70:IF (IT5=1) OR (T5=2)) AND
I lSUall OR 15U-2)) THEN 6OSU8 1530: RE
TURN
500 IF (1T5=3) OR IT5=4)) AND (ISU=3)
OR (SU=4)I THEN SDSUB 1540:RETURN
510 IF TV<>VA+l THEN S05UB 1550:RETURN
520 IF ST=7 THEN SOSU8 700:RETURN
530 FOR 1=0 TO INIST)-I:NU"=CIST,I)ICI
CU,INICU))=NU":605UB 70:X=XICU):Y=VIIN
ICU)):605UB 20:INICU)=INICUI+1
540 C(ST,II=O:NEXT 1:INI5T)=0:HF=0
550 IF PIST,O)=O THEN RETURN
560 NU"=PIST,0):605U8 70:X=XIST):Y=YIO
):605UB 20:CI5T,INI5T))=NU":INIST)=1
570 FOR 1=0 TO 4:PI5T,I)=PIST,I+l):NEX
T I:P(ST,51=0
580 RETURN
Drop card back on open deck.

590 IF 5T<)7 THEN 605UB 1560:RETURN
600 NU"=ODIINI71-11:60SUB 70:X=XICUI:Y
=VI131:60SUB 20:60SU8 150
610 HF=O
620 RETURN
Drop king on open space.

630 IF ST=7 THEN NU"=ODIIN(71-1):60TO
650
640 NU"=C(ST,O)
650 605UB 70
660 IF VA<)13 THEN 60SUB 1570:RETURN
670 IF ST=7 THEN 60SUB 700:RETURN
680 605UB 530
690 RETURN
Drop card from open deck.

Drop cards back where you got them.

750 FOR 1=0 TO IN(CU)-I:NUft=CICU,I):60
SUB 70:X=XICU):Y=VII):60SU8 20:NEXT I
760 HF=O
770 RETURN
Play to foundations from open deck.

780 NU"=ODIIN(7)-I):60SUB 70:FL=1
785 IF IFISU)()VA-ll AND IFISU)=O) THE
NSOSUB 1580:RETURN
790 IF F(5U)()VA-l THEN TV=F(5U):SOSUB
1550: RETURN
800 S05US 980
8100D(INICU))=0
820 IF INICU)=O THEN 605UB 720:RETURN
830 SOSUB 730
835 SOSUS 150
840 RETURN
Play last card of column to foundation.

850 IF PICU,O)=o THEN COLOR O:FOR 1=0
TO 30:PLOT XICUI+I,Y(O):IIRANTO X(CU)+I
,YIO)+30:60TO 875
860 FOR 1=0 TO 30 STEP 2:COLOR O:PLOT
XICUI+I,Y(O):DRANTO X(CU)+I,YIO)+30
870 IF [(30 THEN COlOR I:PLOT X(CU)+[+
I,Y(O):DRANTO X(CU)+I+l,Y(0)+30 875 NEXT I:C(CU,O)=PICU,O)
880 IF PICU,O)=o THEN RETURN
890 NUK=CICU,OI:X=X(CU):Y=YIOI:SOSUB 7
0:60SUB 20
900 INICUI=1
910 FOR 1=0 TO 4:P(CU,II=PICU,l t ll:NEX
T I:PICU,5)=0
920 RETURN
Main subroutine to play to foundations.

930 IF HF THEN RETURN
935 FL=O
940 IF INICU)=O THEN SOSUS 1510:RETURN
950 IF CU=7 THEN 605UB 780:RETURN
960 NU"=C(CU,INICU)-I):60SUB 70
965 IF IFISU)<)VA-l) AND IFISUI=OI THE
N605UB 1580:RETURN
SoftSide

970 IF FI5U)<)VA-l THEN TV=FISU):60SUB
1550:RETURN
_
980 X=X (7) --__
. '990 IF SU=1 THEN Y=Yl
1000 IF SU=2 THEN V=Y2
1010 IF 5U=3 THEN Y=Y3
1020 IF SU=4 THEN Y=Y4
1030 605UB 20:fISU)=VA
1040 INICU)=IN(CU)-I:IF FL THEN RETURN
1050 C(CU,INICU))=Q
1060 IF INICU)=O THEN 60SUS 850:RETURN
1070 X=X(CU):Y=Y(INICU)-I):NU"=CICU,IN
ICU)-I):605UB 70:60SUB 20
1080 COLOR
1090 FOR 1=31 TO 45:PLOT XICU),VIINICU
)-I)+I:DRANTO XICU)+30,YIIHICU)-1)tl:N
EXT I
1100 RETURN

°

Initialize variables.

1110 CLR iDI" TX$(91),AZ$17),Cf/13),C/
6,11),PI6,5),DI51),ODI231,FI4),XI71,Y(
13),INI71:0PEN'I,4,0,"k"
1115 TX$1911="'":TX$ll,I)=" ":TX$121=T
X$(II:C$="A23456789TJQK":AZ$=TX$
1120 FOR 1=1 TO 13:AZ.="
":READ
AZ$:TX$II.7-6,ll7)=AZ$:NEXT I
1150 FOR 1=0 TO 6:fOR J=o TO 5:CII,J)=
O:PII,JI=O:NEXT J:FOR J=6 TO 11:C(I,JI
=O:NEIT J:NEXT I
1160 FOR 1=0 TO 23:0DIII=0:NEXT I
1170 FOR 1=0 TO 4:FIII=0:NEXT I
1180 FOR 1=0 TO 7:XII)=21+1'32:VII)=lt
12:NEXT I:XI71=269
1190 FOR 1=8 TO 12:YIII=I'12:NEXT I
1200 Yl=0:Y2=32:Y3=64:Y4=96:YI131=128
1210 POKE 756,224
1220 IN=O:FOR 1=1 TO 4:FOR J=1 TO 13:D
IINI=100'ltJ:IN=IN+I:NEXT J:NEXT I
Shuffle cards.

°

1230 FOR 1=51 TO STEP -l:X=INTIRND(O
1'I+ll:T=DIXI:DIXI=DIII:DIII=T:NEXT I
Deal to tableau.

1240 IN=O:FOR 1=1 TO 6:FOR J=O TO 1-1:
PII,J)=D(IN):IN=IN+I:HEXT J:NEXT I
1250 FOR 1=0 TO b:CII,OI=D(INI:IN=IN+1
:NEXT I
Draw set·up.

1260 6RAPHICS 8:POkE 710,96:POkE 752,1
:COLOR I:POKE 709, 15:POKE 712,4:"E~PE
EK(88)+PEEkI89)l256
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1280 FOR X=254 TO 258 STEP 2:PLOT X,O:
DRANTO X,lbO:HEXT X
1290 FOR 1=0 TO b:NU"=C(I,O):60SUB 70:
X=X(I):Y=Y(0):60SUS 20:NEXT I
1300 FOR 1=0 TO b:IN(I)=l:NEXT 1:IN(7)
=0
1310 60SUS 100:60SUB 1460
1320 CU=O:OC=O:X=X(CU):60SUB 150
Control program.

1330 POKE 764,255:6ET 11,A:A=A-32'(A}9
0)

1340 IF A=42 THEN 60SUB 200:60TO 1330
1350 IF A=43 THEN 60SUB 240:60TO 1330
1360 IF A=78 THEN 60SUB 100:60TO 1330
1370 IF A=80 THEN BOSUB 280:60TO 1330
1380 IF A=68 THEN 60SUS 410:60TO 1330
1390 IF A=70 THEN 60SUB 930:60TO 1620
1400 IF A=69 THEN 1420
1410 60TO 1330
Text messages.

1420 60SUB 1600:? "DO YOU NANT TO END
THE 6~E? (Y/H)lj:GET 11,A
1430 IF A()89 THEN 60SUB 1460:60TO 133

o
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1440 RUN
1450 60SUB 1bOO:END
1460 60SUB 1600:? 'ARROWS MOVE, E=END
SA"E F=FOUNDATION N=NEXT CARD, P=PICK
UP CARDS, D=DROP'j
1470 RETURN
1480 60SUB 1600:? 'YOU'VE ALREADY PICK
ED UP ACARD'j:SOTO 1610
1490 SOSUB 1600:? 'THERE ARE NO "ORE C
ARDS IN THE DECK YOU MUST PLAY WITH
THE CARDS SHOWIN6'j:60TO 1610
1510 60SUB 1600:? 'THERE ARE NO CARDS
HERE TO PICK UP"j:60l0 1610
1520 SO SUB 1600:? 'YOU DO NOT HAVE ANY
CARDS TO DROP'j:60l0 1610
1530 BOSUB 1600:? 'YOU CAN'T PLAY BLAe
K ON BLACK'j:60TO Ib10
1540 60SUB 1600:? 'YOU CAN'T PLAY RED
ON RED"j:GOTO 1610
1550 60SUB 1600:? 'YOU CAN'T DROP A'jT
X$(VA.7-6,VA.7):? "ON TOP OF A'jTX$(TV
87-6,TV87)j:60TO 1610
1560 60SUB 1600:? 'YOU CAN'T DROP CARD
S HERE'j:60TO 1610
1570 SOSUB 1600:? ·YOU CAN ONLY DROP A
KING HERE"j:60TO 1610
SoftSide

1580 GOSUS 1600:? 'START YOUR FOUNDATI
ON WITH AN ACE'j:60TO ,610
Names of cards.

1590 DATA NACE, TWO, THREE, FOUR, FIV
E, SIX, SEVEN,N EIGHT, NINE, TEN, JACK
, 9UEEN, KINS
Routine to clear bottom of screen.

1600 POKE 656,2:POKE 657,2:? CHR$(156)
jCHR$(156)jCHR$(253)j:RETURN
Pause subroutine.

1610 FOR PAUSE=1 TO 300:NEXT PAUSE:60S
UB 14bO:RETURN
Check for game won.

1620 IF F(1)(13 OR F(2)(13 OR F(3)(13
OR F(4)(13 THEN 60TO 1330
1630 60SUS 1600:? • YOU WINI I c~~£,~
PLAY A6AIN? (Y/N)'j:6ET Il,A:IF A<)78
THEN RUN
1640 GRAPHICS O:CLR

$$$$.$$$ ••• $$ ••• $•• $•••• $SS$ ••

•

TRS-SO BASIC
'SOLITAIRE'
• AUTHOR: LARRY NILLIA"S
$ TRANSL: RICH BOUCHARD
(Ci 1982 SOFTSIDE
$

$

•
•
$

$$ •• $S$.$S$$$$.$.$$$ •••• $$$$$.

10 CLS:CLEARIOOO:DEFINTA-Z:GOTO 1110
Subroutine to draw cards.

20

PRINT~X*8+Yt64,S$(61;

30

PRINT~Xt8+Y*64,"ID$(VA$,VA,II;

50 PRINTS$ (5U);
60 RETURN
Subroutine to get SU and VA.

70 SU=INT(NU/IOO)
80 VA=NU-IOOtSlI
90 RETURN

340
350
360
370

Subroutine for next card.

380

100 IF HF<>O THEN SOSUBI48Q:RETURN
110 IF IN )SI THEN 1~90
120 OD(IN(7))=D(IN):IN=IN+I:X=7:Y=12:NU=OD(IN(7)):60SUB70:GOSUB2
O:IN(7)=IN(7)+1
130 IF CU=7 THEN SOSUS ISO
140 RETURN

390

385

Subroutine to draw cursor.

ISO IF OC<)7 THEN PRINTfB9B+OCt8,' '; EL5E IF IN(7)< >0 THEN PR
INTf952,CHR$(191); ELSE PRINTf952,' ';
'160 IF CU( >7 THEN PRINTfB9B+CU*B,S$(5); ELSE PRINTf952,CHR$(QI);
190 RETURN
Subroutine to move right.

200 CU=CU+I:IF CU >7 THEN CU=7

210 605UB ISO
220 OC=CU

230 RETURN
Subroutine to move left.

240 CU=CU-I:IF CU<O THEN CU=O
250 GOSUB 150
260 OC=CU
270 RETURN

395
4(10

X=CU:J=O:IF CU=] THEN J=12:PRINTfXtB+7bB,S.(b);:GOTO_3BO
IF P(CU,O) ()O THEN PRINTfXtS,G$(6);:SOTO 380
FORY=OT02:PRINTfY*64+ltS,5TRING.(8,32);
NEm
IF CU= 7 THEN S05UB 150: RETLIRN
IF IN(CU)=I THEN RETURN
J=IN(CU)+2:IF J)15 THEN J=15
FOR 1=3 TO J:PRINTfI*64 t XtS,STRINSS(S,32);:NEXT I
RETURN

Main subroutine to drop card.

41 0 IF HF=O THEN GOSUB 1520:RETURN
420 IF CU=7 THEN GOSUB 590:RETURN
430 IF ST=CU THEN SOSUB 750:RETURN
440 IF IN(CU)=O THEN 605US b30:RETURN
450 NU=C(CU, !N(CUH)
4bO G05UB70:TS=SU:TV=VA
470 IF 5T=7 THEN NU=OD(IN(7) - I):60TO 490
480 NU=C(ST,O)
~90 GOSUB70:IF((TS=I)OR(TS=2))AND((SU=I)OR(SU=2))THENG05UB1530:R
ETURN
500 IF((TS=3)OR(TS=4))AND((SU=3)OR(5U=4))THEN605UBI540:RETURN
510 IF TV()VA+I THEN S05UBI550:RETURN
515 IF VA= I THEN SO SUB 1500: RETURN
520 IF 5T=7 THEN GOSUB700:RETURN
530 FOR 1=0 TO IN(STH:NU=C(ST,I1:C(CU,IN(CU))=NU:G05UB70:X=CU:
Y=IN(CU ):GOSUB20:IN(CU)=IN(CU)+1:C(ST,I)=O:NEXT I
540 IN(ST)=O:HF=O
550 IF P(ST,O)=O THEN RETURN
560 NU=P (5T, 0) : 60SUB70: I=ST: Y=0:605UB20: C(5T, IN (STI )=NU: IN (ST) =1
570 FORI=OT04: P(5T, Ii=P(5T, I+!) :NEXTI:P(5T ,5)=0
580 RETURN

Subroutine to pick up cards.

Drop card back on open deck.

280 IF HF( )O THEN GOSUS 14BO:RETURN
290 ST=CU
300 IF IN(CU)=O THEN GO SUB ISIO:RETURN
310 IF CU=7 THEN NU=OD(IN(7)-I):SOTO 330
320 NU=C(CU,O)
330 HF=!

59~ IF ST()7 THEN 605UB 15bO:RETURN
bOO NU=OD(IN(7)-I):GOSUB70:I=CU:Y=12:60SUB20:605UBISO
blO HF=O
b20 RETURN

Drop king on open space.

SoftSide
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630 IF 5T=7 THEN NU=ODIIN(7)-I):60TO b50
MU=CIST ,0)
650 605UB 70
boO IF VA()13 THEN 605Ue 1570:RETURN
070 IF ST=7 THEN SOSUB 700:RETURN
080 BOSUB 530
090 RETURN

lOBS PRINTiCUt8+IIN(CU)+2)tb4,STRINBSI8,32)j
1100 RETURN

b40

Initialize variables.

Drop card from open deck.

700 X=CU:Y=INICU):CICU,INICU))=NU:60SUB20:INICU)=INICU)+1
710 IN(7)=IN(7)-I:OD(IN(7))=0:HF=0
720 IF IN(7)=0 THEN FOR Y=12 TO 14:PRINTiYt04+56,CHR$(30)j:NEXT
Y:RETURN
730 NU=OD(IN(7)-I):BOSUB70:X=7:V=12:BOSUB20
740 RETURN
Drop cards back where you got them.

1110 DI" C(b,II),Plb,5),DI51l,ODI23),F(4),INm,TU(13),G$110)
1112 PRINTi342,CHR$(23)j'Solitaire'
1114 60SUB 2000
lllb IF PEEK(293)=73 THEN Ql=94 ELSE Ql=91
1120 FORI=ITOI3:READTX$(II:NEXTI
1150 FORI=OTOb:FORJ=OT05:C(I,J)=O:PII,J)=0:NEXTJ:FORJ=bTOII:Cll ,
J)=O:NEXTJ, I
1160 FORI=OT023:0DII)=0:NEXTI
1170 FORI=OT03:FII)=0:NEXTI
1200 '
1210 IN=0:FORI=IT04:FORJ=ITOI3:DIIN)=100*I+J:IN=IN+I:NEXTJ,I
Shuffle cards.

7S0 FOR 1=0 TO IN(CU)-I:NU=C(CU,I):60SUB70:X=CU:Y=I:60SUB20:NEXT

1230 FORI=SITOOSTEP-I:X=INTIRNDIO)tI+I):T=DIX):DIX)=D(I):DII)=T:

I

NEXT I

760 HF=O
770 RETURN

Deal to tableau.

Play to foundations from open deck.

780 NU=ODIIN(7)-I):60SUB70:FL=1
7B5 IF (F(SU)< >VA-I) AND (F(SU)=O) THEN BOSUB 1580:RETURN
790 IF F(SU) <>VA-I THEN TV=F(SU):BOSUBIS50:RETURN
BOO 60SUB9S0
8100DIIN(CU))=O
820 IF INICU)=O THEN BOSUB 720:RETURN
830 Bosumo
835 S05UBI50
840 RETURN

1240 IN=O:FORI=ITOb:FORJ=OTOI-I:PII,J)=DIIN):IN=IN+I:NEXTJ,I
1250 FORI=OTOb:CII,O)=D(IN):IN=IN+I:NEXTI
Draw set·up.

1260 CLS
1290 FORI=OT06:NU=CII,O ):60SUB70:X=I:Y=0:GOSUB20:NEXTI
1300 FORI=OTOb:INII)=I:NEXTI:INI7)=O
1310 60SUB100:605UB14bO
1320 CU=0:OC=0:X=CU:605UBI50
Control program.

Play last card of column to foundation.

850
800
B70
BBO
890

900
910
920

'
X=CU:IF PICU,O)()O THEN PRINTiXt8,B$(oij:60TO SBO
FOR v=o TO 2:PRINTiVt04+Xt8,STRIN6S(S,32)j:NEXT Y
C(CU,O)=P(CU,O):IF P(CU,O)=O THEN RETURN
NU=C(CU,0):X=CU:Y=0:GOSUB70:60SUB20
INICU)=I
FORI=OT04:PICU,I)=P ICU,I+I):NEXTI:PICU,S)=0
RETURN

Main subroutine to play to foundations.

930
935
940
950
900

IF HF()O THEN SOSUB 1480:RETURN
FL=O
IF IN(CU)=O THEN BOSUB 1510:RETURN
IF CU=7 THEN SOSUB 780:RETURN
NU=C(CU,IN(CU)-I):60SUB70
9bS IF (F(SU) ()VA-l) AND (FISU)=O) THEN 60SUB 1580:RETURN
970 IF FISU)()VA-l THEN TV=FISU):SOSUBI550:RETURN
980 X=7
990 y=sut3-3
1030 60SUB20:F(SU)=VA
1040 INICU)=INICU)-I:IF FL<>O THEN RETURN
1050 CICU,INICU))=O
lObO IF INICU)=O THEN BOSUB 850:RETURN
1070 X=CU:Y=INICU)-I:NU=C(CU,INICU)-I):60SUB70:605UB20
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1330 A$=INKEYS:IFA$="THENI330
1335 IF A$)=CHR$19b) AND A$(=CHR$(I271 THEN M=CHR$IASCIAS)-32)
1340 IF A$=CHRS(9) THEN 60SUB200:60T01330
1350 IF A$=CHR$(8) THEN SOSUB240:60T01330
13bO IF AS='N' THEN 60SUBIOO:60TO 1330
1370 IF AS='P' THEN 60SU8280:BOTO 1330
13BO IF AS="D' THEN BOSUB 410:60TO 1330
1390 IF AS{> ' F' THEN 1400 ELSE 60S~B 930: IF FII) (13 OR F(2) (13
OR F(3)(13 OR F(4) (13 THEN 1330 ELSE PRINTi900,CHR$(30)j "YOU WIN
I I I
Care to pi ay again? IY IN)';
1395 PRINTCHRS(14)j:AS=INKEYS:PRINTCHRSI15)j:IFA$="THENI39SELSE ·
IFAS (> 'N'ANDAS(>CHRSllI0)THENRUNELSECLEAR50:CLS:END
1400 IF Al="E' THEN 1420
1410 GOTO 1330
Text messages.

1420 PRINTi9bO,CHR$(30)j'Oo you Kant to end the gale? IV IN) "j
1430 PRINTCHRSI14Ij:AS=INKEYS:PRINTCHRS(15)j:IFAS="THENI430
1432 IF AS ()' Y' AND AS()CHRS(1211 THEN 60SUB 14bO:60TO 1330
1440 RUN
1459 STOP
1460 PRINTi960,CHR$(30) j 'Arrows "ove D=Orop N=Next P=Pick Up
E=End F=Foundation'j
1470 RETURN
1480 AS="You already have cardls) in your hand, 'DROP' thel,'s6
OSUB2100:RETURN
So!tSide

1490 AS="There are no lore cards in the deck,':GOSUB2100:RETURN
1500 AS='Why don't you play the ace on a foundation":60SUB2100:
RETURN
1510 AS='There are no cards here to pick up,':60SUB2100:RETURN
1520 AS='You do not have any cards to drop,':60SUB2100:RETURN
1530 AS='You can't playa black card on a black card,':605UB2100
: RETURN
1540 AS="You can't playa red card on a red card,':605UB2100:RET
URN
1550 AS='You can't play a'+TX$(VA)+' on a'+TX$(TV)+ ' .':605U82100
: RETURN
15bO A$='You can't drop thea here,':605UB2100:RETURN
1570 A$='Vou can only drop a King on an elpty space,':605UB2100:
RETURN
1580 AS='You must ; tart your foundation with an ace,':60SUB2100:
RETURN
Names of cards.

1590 DATA In Ace',' Two',' Three",' Four',' Five",' Six',' Seven
','n Eight',' Nine',' Ten',' Jack',' Queen',' King'

(190)+SS+CHRS(1911+CHRS(1831+CHR$(1771+CHRS(1781+CHRS(1871 +CHRS (
1911
2020 6S(21=CHRS(191)+CHRS(1911+CHRS(135l+CHR$(139l+CHRS(191)+CHR
S(191)+6$+CHRS(1831+CHR$(128)+CHR$(1451+CHRS(1621+CHRS(128)+CHRS
(187)+G~+CHR$(1911+CHR$(183)+CHR$(1771+CHRS(178)+CHRS(187)+CHR$(

1911
2030 6S(3)=CHR$(131)+CHRS(1311+CHRS(187)+CHRS(147)+CHRS(131)+CHR
S(1711+6$+' '+CHRS(1741+CHR$(1911+CHR$(1911+CHRS(132)+CHRS(170)+
6S+CHRS(176)+CHR$(176)+CHRS(187)+CHR$(1771+CHR$(1761+CHRS(186)
2040 6S(4)=CHRS(131)+CHRS(187)+CHR$(147)+CHR$(IB7)+CHRS(147)+CHR
S(1711+6S+CHRS(1 301+CHR$(1751+CHR$(1911+CHRS(1911+CHR$(13Sl+CHR$
(1701+G$+CHR$(17bl+CHRS(1761+CHRS(187)+CHRS(177)+CHRS(176)+CHRS(
1861
2050 G$(51=CHR$(IS4)+CHRS(189)+CHR$(144)
2060 6S=GS+STRINSS(2,8):SS(6)=STRIN6$(7,1911+CHR$(149)+6$+STRING
S(7,191l+CHR$(149)+6$+STRINGS(7,191l+CHR$(149)
2070 VA$= ' A23456789TJQK'
2080 RETURN
Ge(leral purpose delay subroutine.

InItIalization 01 graphIc strings.

2000 6S=CHR$(2bl+STRIN6S(6,Bl
2010 6$(I)=CHR$(1911+CHRS(1591+CHR$(135)+CHR$(139)+CHR$(175)+CHR
S(191)+6$+CHR$(1891+CHR$(1441+CHR$(144)+CHR$(160)+CHRS(lbOl+CHR$

2100 PRINT~9bO,CHR$ (30) jASj
2110 PRINT~I022,CHR$( 143) j IFORT=1T05: IF INKEYS=" THEN NEXTT:PRI
NT.1022,· 'j:FOR T=I TO 5:IF INKEY$=" THEN NEXT T:60TO 2110
2120 60SUBI4bO:RETURN
€;
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A feast

of computing ideas.

If you work with a 6502/6809-based
system, you're probably hungry for the
facts and ideas that will help you
understand the inner workings of your
computer. You want to go beyond
canned software-use your computer
for more than games-learn the
advanced programming techniques
that enable you to get the most out of
your 6502/6809 system.
MICRO, The 6502/6809 Journal,
gives you page after page, month after
month, of solid information to sink
your teeth into. MICRO is the premier
how-to magazine for serious users of
the Apple, PET /CBM , OSI, Atari , AIM ,
SYM, KIM, and all 6809 based systems
including the TRS-80 Color Computer.
It's a resource journal internationally
respected by professionals in business,
industry, and education. Every issue of
MICRO keeps you informed with up-tothe-minute data on new products
and publications:
• hardware catalog with organized ,
concise description
• software catalog in an easy-touse format
• new publications listed and
annotated
• reviews and evaluations of significant products
And there's much more:
• In-depth hardware tutorials
bring expert advice into your home or
office.
• Detailed discussions of programming languages deepen and
broaden your programming ability.
• Complete program listings
enable you to increase your machine's
capabilities .
• Bibliography of 6502/6809
information helps you to find pertinent
articles in a timely manner.
• Special monthly features with
in-depth treatment of one subject or
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A ~ al .... TR&80 Color Compu!!!
stop Up 10 Progrom",abl. Molion
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You'll love
every byte.
YES! I wa nt to get more from
my microcomputer. Please send me
_ year(s) of MICRO at $_ _ /year.
(Outside U.S. and Can ada, pl ease
indicate via D surface or D air maiL)
Name

Company
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system increase your knowledge of the
field .
• Balanced mix of machinespecific and general articles for your
everyday use as well as long-range
reference needs.
• Informative advertising
focused specifically on 6502/6809
machines keeps you abreast of latest
developments.
• Reader feedback puts you in
touch with other micro-computerists.
MICRO is the magazine you need to
get the most from your own 6502/6809
system!
To order, send.your check or international money order (payable to MICRO)
and the order form at left, to:
Subscription Fulfillment
MICRO, Dept. MI
34 Chelmsford Street
P.O. Box 6502
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Or, for your convenience, call our
toll-free number:

1-800-227-1617, Ext. 564
(In California, 800-772-3545, Ext. 564)

and charge your subscription to your
MasterCard or VISA. (All orders must be
prepaid in U.S. dollars or charged to
your MasterCard or VISA.)
SUBSCRIPTION RATES (U.S. dollars)
Yearly subscription (ISSN 027-9002)
saves 20% off the single-issue price.
U.S. $24*
Canada $27 Europe $27 ($42 by air mail)
Mexico, Central America, Mideast,
North and Central Africa $27 ($48 air)
South America, Far East, South Africa,
Australasia $27 ($72 air)
* SPECIAL OFFER-U.S. ONLY:
Save even more-30% off single-issue
price: 2 years , $42
Dept. 55

Sig nature
Card number

Expiration dale

NORMAL LOADING

PROCEDURES FOR
SOFTSIDE DISKS
AND CASSETTES
Follow these procedures unless otherwise instructed by the
documentation in the magazine. Back issues may differ in
some details.
APPLE
Disks are in I3-sector format, created under DOS 3.2.1.
If your system is set up for 16-sector disks (DOS 3.3), first
boot your BASICS disk or BRUN BOOTl3 from the
System Master Diskette, and then insert the So/tSide disk.
A cover/ menu program will run automatically.
Tapes LOAD in the normal way. Advance the tape to the
beginning of the lead-in tone; stop the tape; insert -the plug
into the EAR jack; type LOAD; start the tape; and press
RETURN. Side two of the tape is a duplicate of side one,
unless one or more Integer BASIC programs are included,
in which case side two contains the Integer programs.
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ATARI®
Disks do not contain DOS.SYS files, and are therefore
not bootable by themselves. First boot a disk which contains
any version of DOS, then insert the So/tSide disk and RUN
"D:COVER" .
Tapes CLOAD in the normal way. If you have difficulty,
try this procedure:
(I) Type POKE 54018,54 and press RETURN.
(2) Turn up the volume on your TV.
(3) Type CLOAD and press RETURN once :
(4) Press the PLAY button and listen .
(5) When you hear a steady lead-in tone, press RETURN
again.
Side two of the tape is a duplicate of side one.

TRS-80®
Disks are available in Model I or Model III format. They
contain the DOS PLUS operating system, and a cover program which automatically runs upon booting. Back issues
prior to May, 1982, are available only in Model I format,
and may be converted using the TRSDOS CONVERT utility on a two-drive Model III. Older back issues (with Model
I TRSDOS) require you to enter BASIC and then type RUN
"COVER" .
Tapes CLOAD in the normal way on Modell's, and at
low speed (500 baud) on Model Ill's. The first program is a
cover / menu program . Side two of the tape is a duplicate of
side one .
GENERAL NOTES ABOUT MAGNETIC MEDIA
Our di sks and tapes are duplicated by reliable, profession al duplication services; bad copies are now very rare.
However, the trip through the mail does occasionally wreak
havoc with sensitive magnetic media. If, after a reasonable
number of tries and a careful check and cleaning of your
equipment, you are not able to load a program from a tape
or di sk, please return it to us with an exact description of the
problem. If we cannot duplicate the problem on our
system s, we will advise you of that when we send the
replacement.
We use no copy-protection schemes on our media. We
urge you to make a backup copy of every disk or tape as
soon as you receive it (and at the same time resist the urge to
give copies to friends). Our replacement policy does not ex~
tend beyond 30 days.

page_ _ _ __

TRS-801SIDE

page_ _ _ __
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IF A( > - B THEN PRINT
(as normally listed by Applesoft)
would become

IF A(>-B THEN PRINT

The List Formatter is a program
designed to list Applesoft programs
in a way that is easy to read, pleasing to the eye, and helpful for
debugging. The program consists of
three parts: an EXEC file, a BASIC

"front end," and a Machine
Language lister.
The listings produced are different from normal listings in
several ways . One major change is
in the spacing. Spaces are placed
before or after keywords only where
it is necessary for clarity. For example, the statement

Another improvement has been in
preventing text from breaking up at
the end of a listed line. As with Applesoft, keyword names will be kept
whole; in addition, breaks in
numbers, strings, and variable
names will also be avoided.
. There is also an optional formatting method called "logical in-

APPLE DV

all you have to do after typing
"EXEC LFORM" is to tweedle the
RETURN key.
The first prompt is for the printer
slot. Just enter the number of the
slot and press RETURN. The
default is slot 1. This part of the formatter can be easily altered to accomodate a binary driver if
necessary , as it is written in BASIC.
(Making such a change is described
below.)
The next question is for page
length. A length of 66, for example,
will result in one line for the header
and page number, a blank line, 58
lines of print, and six blank lines for
skipping over perforations. If you
specify a length of 0, you will get a
header with no page · number, a
blank line, and an uninterrupted
listing. Lengths from to 264 may
be used, although lengths less than
10 will be considered as O. The
default length is 66, the number of
lines on an ordinary ll-inch-Iong

°

denting." Using logical indenting
will cause all FOR, NEXT, and IF
statements to be placed by
themselves on separate lines of the
listing. The contents of FOR-NEXT
loops, and the clauses of IF
statements, will be indented to show
the change in the logical flow of the
program.
To use the list formatter, load the
program you want to have listed, insert the disk with the list formatter,
turn on the printer, and type
"EXEC LFORM". This will cause
the BASIC part of the list formatter
to be loaded "on top" of the program to be listed, without erasing it.
You will be prompted by a number
of questions about how the list is to
be printed. Each input has a default
that you may choose by simply
pressing RETURN . Using these
defaults will generate a proper
listing on most systems, so generally

After entering the page length,
you must enter the width. It may be
best to use a width that is one less
than the number of print columns
on the printer. This works best with
printers that supply an automatic
linefeed and return when the end of
the line is reached. A range of
widths from 25 to 240 is allowed,
the default being 79.
Next, the starting and ending line
numbers of the list must be
specified. If you specify a starting
line that is after the beginning of the
program, there may be a slight
pause before the list is printed, so
that the proper logical indentation
at that point in the program can be
coinputed. For these two inputs, the
defaults are the first and last lines of
the program.
Now the selection for logical indenting must be made. The indenting can be turned off by typing
"NO", or activated by entering
"YES" or simply pressing
RETURN.
The last thing that must be
entered before the list is printed is
the header. This would most often
be the name of the program, and
possibly the date. Any characters

may be entered, including quotation
marks , colons, and commas . Just
hit RETURN for a blank header.
If it is necessary to re-enter any of
the information requested, a CTRLC typed for any of the inputs will
allow everything to be re-entered .
After the list starts to print, a
CTRL-C will cause the list to stop,
and all output will go back to the
screen.
If it is necessary to tie in a binary
printer driver, or send special commands to the printer, load the program LFORM.B and modify it as
required. Keep in mind that after
line 270 nothing should be done that
will disturb the input buffer, such as
the use of DOS commands or the
INPUT statement, because this is
where the header is kept.
e

Sample Listing Generated
From Micro-Man
400 PUC=PUC -1 :
FOR 1=100 TO 160 STEP 5:
HI,75:

NEXT:
IF PUC)O THEN
FOR 1=1 TO NO:
POKE rZ(X(I),Y(I»,PK(I):
NEXT:
POKE Pl(X,Y),PK: SOTO 4
405 POKE -16368,0
410 VTAB 24:
FOR 1=1 TO 23:
PRINT:
FOR 11=1 TO 200:
NEXT:
NEXT:
VTAB 12: HTAB 12: FLASH: PRINT
"S A"E 0 VER": NOR"Al: VTAB
22:
FOR 1=1 TO 1000:

NEXT
415 INPUT "ANOTHER SA"E? "jIM':
IF IN.="N" THEN
TEXT: HOItEI END
425 SOSUB 2010: SOTO 2
430 FOR 1=1 TO NO:
IF 1(1)=1 AND Y(I)=Y THEN
PK=PK(I)

APPLE™

K-Byters
REMARK WRITER/
FORMATTER
An Apple K-Byter by Jon Voskuil,
Milford, NH
This is a practical application of
some of the techniques described in
the Apple F.O.O.L.S. Take-Apart
article elsewhere in this issue. Its
function is to write into Applesoft
programs
neatly-formatted
REMark statements which don't
LIST like normal REMark
statements.
The REM lines written with this
program will have two characteristics, and an optional third
feature. First, the line number and
the word REM will be invisible
when the program is LISTed on the
screen (unless you use the SPEED =
command to slow down the printing
rate). Second, the contents of the
REM line will be centered in the
listing and, if longer than one line,
properly broken between words .
Third, you ,may optionally choose
any character to form a border line
above and below the text of the
remark.
To make use of the program, it
must be temporarily appended to
the end of the program you are
documenting. - If you have a disk,
the easiest way to do this is to save
the Rem Writer program as a text
file; it can then be EXEC'd at any
time into memory -along with any
other program (as long as it has no
line numbers greater than 62999).
Lacking a disk, there are two good
approaches to using Rem Writer.
Either LOAD it into mem:>ry before
you begin typing in the program you
want to document, or use a few
POKEs to append it from tape. See

- the box on the next page for further
information on disk and tape appending procedures .
Once appended, the Rem Writer
program can be accessed by typing
RUN 60000, and following the
prompts. It first asks for the line
number of the REMark line to be
written, then the text of the
REMark, and then the border
character (if any). Following this,
the screen will clear and you will be
instructed to copy over some lines
on the screen with the right-arrow
key. (Avoid copying over blank
spaces beyond the end of the last
line.) There is no internal check for
maximum allowable length for the
REM line; if there are more than six
screen lines to be copied, you may
need to shorten the text or omit the
border . After copying the lines and

hitting RETURN , the formatted
REMark will have been inserted in
your program.
To write another REMark line,
simply repeat this procedure, beginning with RUN 60000. After you're
finished writing remarks, you can
delete Rem Writer from your
beautifully documented program by
typing DEL 60000,63270.
You will notice that the program
uses an artificially created cursor, a
rapidly blinking underline
character. This is purely for fun,
and can be easily modified to suit
your tastes. In line 63010, C$ is set
up as the cursor character; by
changing the value in the CHR$
function, you can choose any
character you like. The blinking rate
is adjustable by changing the
number 5 in line 63210.
G

APPLE™
APPENDING APPLESOFT PROGRAMS
Here are two procedures for appending one Applesoft program to
another, using tape or disk or a
combination of both.
The first requires a disk, and
makes use of the Apple's EXEC
command, which allows you to
enter the contents of a text file into
memory just as though you had
typed the information at the
keyboard. To create the text file
initially, a one-liner such as the
following must be temporarily
added to the beginning (or end) of
the program you want to be able to
append. The value of F$ and the line
numbers given in the LIST statement are specifically for
Rem Writer:

1 D$ = CHR$(4): F$ = "REMWRITER" : PRINT D$ "OPEN"
F$: PRINT D$ "DELETE" F$:
PRINT D$ "OPEN" F$: PRINT
D$ "WRITE" F$: LIST
63000,63270: PRINT D$
" CLOSE": END

63000 HOKE: PRINT "RE~RK WRITE
R/FORKATTER BY JON VOSKUIL
63010 BS = CHRS (8):CS: CHRS (
95)
63020 VTAS 5: PRINT "LINE 1:": PRINT
: 60SUB 63190
63030 LN = VAL (RS): IF LN < 0 OR
LN ) 62999 THEN 63020
63040 VTAB 10: PRINT "RE"ARK:": PRINT
: 60SUB 63190
·63050 L = LEN (RS):PART = 1
63060 IF L ( 32 THEN RS(PART) :
RS: 60TO 63120
63070 I : 32
63080 IF "IDS (RS, 1,1) =
THEN
BRK = I: GOTO 63110
63090 I. = I - 1: IF I > 0 THEN 63
080
· 63100 BRK : 32:L = L + 1
63110 RS(PART): LEFTS (RS,BRK tl:PART = PART + I:L ·: L - B
RK:RS = RIGHTS (RS,L): GOTO
63060
I

"

When you RUN this line, it will
write the specified range of lines to
disk; and once this is done, the command EXEC REMWRITER (or
other program name) will append
these lines to whatever program is in
memory.
The second procedure will work
with tape or disk , or a combination
of the two. Here is the necessary
series of commands, to be entered
from the keyboard:

°

(a) LOAD (your program)
(b) POKE 103,PEEK(175)-2: POKE
104,PEEK(l76)
(c) LOAD .(Rem Writer or other
program to be appended)
(d) POKE 103,1 : POKE 104,8: DEL
0,0
The first pair of POKEs tells the
Apple that the beginning of program memory is to be at the end of
the program which is already in
memory, so that the second program gets LOADed just above the

63120 VTAB 20: PRINT "BORDER CHA
RACTER ('RETURN' FOR NONE):"
: PRINT: GOSUB 63190: IF LEN
(RS) > 1 THEN 63120
63130 HO"E: VTAB 8: PRINT ";L
N;" REK";
63140 N: 7 + (LN ) 9) + (LN ) 99
) + (LN ) 999) + (LN ) 9999)
I

63150 INVERSE: FOR I = 1 TO N: PRINT
"H"; : NEXT I: NOR"AL
63160 PRINT SPC( N),: INVERSE:
PRINT """;: NOR"AL : IF RS <
THEN FOR I = 1 TO 32:
PRINT RS;: NEXT I: INVERSE
: PRINT """i: NORMAL
63170 FOR I : I TO PART: PRINT SPC(
16 - LEN (RS(I)) I 2);RS(I)
;: INVERSE: PRINT """,: NOR"AL
: NEXT I: IF RS < )
THEN
FOR I : 1 TO 32: PRINT RS;:
NEXT I: INVERSE: PRINT "M"
;: NORMAL
63180 VTAB 3: HTAB 1: PRINT "COP
)

I I

I.

SoftSide

first. Then the second pair of
POKEs and the DELete statement
restore all the program pointers to
their proper positions.
The only time this won't work is
when PEEK(l75) happens to be a
or 1 (which is about 0.78125070 of
the time), in which case you will get
an ILLEGAL QUANTITY ERROR
when attempting the first pair of
POKEs. If this happens, just add a
temporary REM line anywhere in
your program and try again. Notice,
too, that if you have a line in your
program (not generally a good idea
in any case), it will be deleted.
This procedure will merge any
two BASIC programs from tape or
disk, as long as all the line numbers
of the program to be appended are
higher than those already in
memory. (It will work even if this
condition isn't met, but will not put
the lines in the correct order which can make for some interesting
listings.) To continue appending additional programs to the one in
memory, just repeat steps (b)
9
through (d) for each one.

°

YWITH RIGHT ARROW:·: VTAB 7
: END
63190 POKE - 16368,0: PRINT CS;
BS;:RS :
63200 C: PEEK ( - 16384): IF C )
127 THEN 63240
63210 T = T + 1: IF T ( 5 THEN 63
200
63220 IF F THEN PRINT ";BS;:F
= O:T = 0: GOTO 63200
63230 PRINT CS;BS;:F : I:T : 0: 60TO
63200
63240 POKE - 16368,0:C : C - 12
B: IF C : 13 THEN PRINT""
: RETURN
63250 IF C < ) B THEN PRINT CHRS
(C);CS;BS;:RS = RS + CHRS (
C): SOTO 63200
63260 IF RS ) ". THEN PRINT" "
;BS;BS;CS;BS;: IF LEN (RS) )
1 THEN RS = LEFTS (RS, LEN
(RS) - 1): GOTO 63200
63270 RS = "": 60TO 63200
II

I
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Apple Fully Optimized
: :~j: :~:P .~!.:~~!~:~:~_ . ·. ·. ~:~:~:g:,.~g¢:: i.· S~.~*'m:.·: .:· ·
by Jon R. Voskuil
Apple F.O. D.L.S. is a utility (?)

program for
Applesoft.

any

Apple with

On last month's Apple Disk and
Cassette Versions, subscribers
received a program called Apple
F. D. D.L.S. This "Fully Optimized
Operational Language System," as
even some who saw only its write-up
in the magazine may have guessed,
turned out to be an April Fool program. Hardly a profound contribution to the art of programming, it
nevertheless contains some features
that may be of interest to those who
have a devious and slightly warped
sense of humor.
The program listing which appears at the end of this article looks
innocuous enough. Admittedly, the
high and irregular line numbers give
it a slightly abnormal look, and the
DA T A statements would more
typically be found at the end of a
program than at the beginning. But
there are sinister elements which do
not show up in the printed listing,
which are traps set to catch the
unwary.
But I'm getting ahead of myself.
The printed listing, just as shown, is
the basic Apple F. D. D.L.S. program. If you haven't done -so yet,
you should type it in, SAVE IT TO
TAPE OR DISK, and then RUN it.
Do not RUN the program without
saving it first! If you have entered it
correctly and then RUN it, you will
not be able to break out of it short
42
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of turning off the power to the computer. And you know what that
does to all those lines you've just
painstakingly typed in.
Assuming that you may need to
do some debugging to find typos
before the beast will run perfectly, it
would be very sensible to add the
following line to bypass the RESETproofing routine:
30937 GOTO 30941
This will allow the data to be read
normally, but will bypass line
30938's crucial "CALL 768" which
activates the RESET trap .
But what does the program do?
That's the foolish part. When RUN,
it has the outward effect of clearing
the screen, printing the "APPLE
II" logo on the top line, and then
printing the Applesoft prompt and
flashing cursor a couple of lines
down. In short, it makes the screen
appear just as it does when you first
power up the Apple.
The real effect of the program
becomes obvious only when you
type in a command. Try entering
"LIST", for example. Normally
your Apple would obligingly display
a list of all the program lines currently in memory. But on this occasion it responds with a beep and a
part of its grocery list: "EGGS;
MILK; BREAD; BUTTER;
PICKLES;
ANCHOVIES;
SUGAR; FLOUR; .. . "
Or try entering a new program
line, such as "10 REM SUPER
PROGRAM #99". The response?
SoftSide

Another beep, with the accompanying message, "NO PROGRAMS
TODAY, I HAVE A HEADACHE." And so it goes: After trying ESC, CTRL-C, and finally
RESET (and thinking you've succeeded in escaping at last), you
realize that the year 2001 has arrived
prematurely and you're no longer in
control.
The means employed to accomplished this foolishness are
quite straightforward, and make it
simple to modify the computer's
responses to suit your own tastes in
humor. The program is in five sections. The first POKEs in the
RESET trapping routine; the second
contains several general responses;
the third contains more specific
responses, along with the commands which are supposed to evoke
them; the fourth is the input
routine; and the fifth is the main
control routine.
The short Machine Language
routine which is POKEd into
memory and then activated by lines
30936-30940 has the effect of intercepting any attempt at a system
RESET. Instead of doing what is
normally done when RESET is
pressed, this routine causes control
to pass to the currently active error!
handling routine.
In the program listing, you will
find two ONERR GOTO statements. The first of them is a red herring for the unwary, somewhat hidden in line 30950, but obvious
enough to be spotted ,by a snooper
and lead him or her astray. The line

APPLETM
63999 which it references is not
shown in the program listing; more
on that in just a bit.
The real error handling routine is
line 54082, which is referenced by
the second ONERR GO TO statement, in line 42536. It simply issues
a TEXT command and returns to
the main program. Visually the effect is the same as a normal RESET,
but nothing has really changed.
Lines 30942-30950 DIMension
and READ into array N$ a number
of general responses which the computer uses when it doesn't have a
more specific one in mind. The first
DATA item is the number of such
responses, and then the responses
themselves are listed. Obviously it's
an easy matter to add or change
these. The computer selects a
response randomly from among
them when needed.
The next section , in lines
42492-54044, contains most of the
substance of the program: specific
responses to specific keywords. The
first three letters of each of the
keywords are READ into the W$ array , and the corresponding
responses are READ into the R$ array . The format of the DATA is
similar to the previous section, and
again is very easy to modify.
Lines 54046-54058 constitute the
input routine. It simulates normal
Apple operation by GETting each
character and checking for various
possibilities . The special characters
it intercepts are RETURN, ESC,
. CTRL-X, the forward- and backarrows, and any other control
character. Special messages are
printed in response to an ESC or
CTRL character anywhere in an input line; other characters produce
the same result as they normally
would in the immediate mode, and
are assembled into the string W$ for
later analysis.
The final few lines, 54060-63998,
constitute the main program loop.
These first print the "APPLE II"
logo and then repeatedly call the input routine and analyze the resulting
string. If this string is longer than
three characters, it is truncated; and
then it is compared to the truncated
keywords stored in the W$ array. If
a match is found, the appropriate
message is printed . If a match is not
found, a random general message is
printed - unless the input string

begins with a number, in which case
it is interpreted as a program line
and suitably squelched.
More Than Meets the Eye
This listing, however, does not
show the complete program as it
was saved onto the media versions
last month . And therein lies more
devious subterfuge. Anyone trying
to LIST that program received a
somewhat less than conventional
response from the computer. And I
don't mean "EGGS; MILK;
BREAD; . . . etc." That's the
response you get if you type
LIST after RUNning the program;
but BEFORE running, it ought to
LIST like any normal code. Why
didn't it?
The Apple allows you to have
quite a bit of fun with program
listings. As anyone knows who has
imbedded an invisible CTRL-G in a
PRINT statement, that statement
will beep the speaker every time it
LISTs. Beeps can be imbedded in
REMarks in exactly the same way as many of them as you can bear to
hear, up to around 240 per line (over
20 seconds of infernal noise). Thus,
when attempting to list the media
version of F.O.O.L.S., one encounters a great deal of noise interspersed with messages such as
"PROGRAM NOT LISTABLE"
and "PRESS RESET AND THEN
RUN ." This is caused by a number
of REM lines scattered throughout.
When LISTing the program, the
actual line numbers of these interfering lines, and the keyword
REM, never show up. The trick
behind this is that bells are not the
only control characters that can be
imbedded invisibly into program
lines. Consider what would happen
if you could stick a number of
CTRL-Hs in a line immediately
following the line number and the
word REM. CTRL-H is exactly the
same as the back-arrow; and as a
CTRL-H is LISTed, it backspaces
the cursor . Put enough of them in a
row , and the cursor will move all the
way back to the beginning of the
line being LISTed. Then whatever
follows in that same REMark line
will print right over the line number
and word REM, so quickly that it's
unnoticeable.
But that's not all. It's just as easy
So!tSide

to insert CTRL-Ms (carriage
returns) and CTRL-Js (line feeds)
into REMs as well. The former will
cause the listing of the line to be
continued at the first column of the
following screen line; the latter also
causes a drop down to the next
screen line, but without returning to
the left edge of the screen.
A suitably doctored REM line,
then, might look like the one below.
The lower-case b's indicate blank
spaces, and the other lower-case letters indicate control characters: g
for a CTRL-G, m for a CTRL-M,
and h for a CTRL-H.
10000 REM hhhhhhhhhhbb
bbbbbbbbmgggPgRgOgGg
RgAgMgmgNgOgTgmgLglgSg
TgAgBgLgEg! g! g! ggg
When this line is LISTed, here's
what will happen. First, the
characters "10000 REM" will be
displayed. Then, the ten CTRL-Hs
will cause the cursor to be backspaced to the beginning of the line.
Then, ten blank spaces will be
printed, wiping out" 10000 REM".
Next, the CTRL-M will cause the
printing position to move down to
the first column of the next line;
there it will stay while the speaker
beeps in response to the three
CTRL-Gs. The word "PROGRAM" will then be printed, with
more beeps punctuating each letter .
The next CTRL-M will again cause
a carriage return, and the word
"NOT" will be printed on the next
line, again with more beeps. Finally,
the word "LISTABLE" will be
rl:isplayed on the next line in the
same grating fashion , culminating
in yet more beeping.
Obviously, such foolery can be
repeated in as many REM lines as
you care to intersperse throughout
the program - with all sorts of
embellishments to further madden
the would-be LISTer. Adding a
series of about 24 CTRL-Ms or
CTRL-J s right after the ten blank
spaces, for example, will scroll
whatever program lines happen to
be displayed on the screen, right off
into oblivion. The frustration of trying to read such a listing is compounded by not being able to read
what the REM's line number is, in
order to delete it. (Unless, of course,
you slow down the computer's out-
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put by setting SPEED = 10 or some
such low number..)
But how does one put control
characters into these lines? CTRLGs are easy: You just type them in .
CTRL-Js can also be typed directly
from the keyboard; you can see the
effect as you type them . But try typing a CTRL-H or a CTRL-M what happens? The computer acts
just as though you pressed the backarrow or the RETURN key. The
control characters aren't included in
the REM statement at all. A different approach is needed.
This approach depends on two
things. The first is the Apple's
screen editing abilities - the fact
that the right-arrow can be u~ed to
copy characters directly from screen
memory as input into the computer.
And the second is the slightly offbeat way in which characters are
stored in the Apple's screen
memory. Most Apple users are pretty familiar with the former, but may
not have much acquaintance with
the latter.
When you PRINT a character on
the Apple's screen, what happens is
that a number representing that
character is stored in one of the
memory addresses reserved for the
video display. The video output circuits interpret that number as a certain character to be displayed on
the monitor. As you might expect,
the number that's stored in screen
memory is related to the ASCII
value of the character in question.
(See pages 138-139 of the Applesoft
BASIC Programming Reference
Manual for a chart of ASCII
values.)
Suppose you PRINT the letter A
as the first character on the first line
of the screen. This corresponds to
memory address 1024. If you then
PRINT PEEK(1024), you'll find out
what number the computer has
stored there to represent that
character - 193. Another way of
approaching the same thing is to
POKE a number into screen
memory, and see what character
shows up on the screen . Try POKE
1025,194, for example: Lo and
behold, the letter B appears at the
second position on the top line. The
numbers 193 and 194 are the ASCII
values of A and B, plus 128.
Well, what happens if you POKE
a normal ASCII value (without 128
May /982
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added) into screen memory? Try it
with a command such as POKE
1026,67 (the normal ASCII value
for the letter C). The character that
appears in the third position on line
one is a C, all right - but it's a
flashing character rather than a normalone. Conversely, if you PRINT
a flashing D at the fourth position
on the same line (FLASH: VTAB 1:
HTAB 4: PRINT "D";), you'll find
that PEEK(1027) yields a 68 , the
normal ASCII value for D.
Now, the plan is to use the
Apple's screen editing features to
copy control characters from the
screen into program memory. A
CTRL-M, for example, has an
ASCII value of 13. So POKEing a
13 into screen memory, and then
copying over that memory location
with the right-arrow as part of a
REM line, should do the trick. That
sounds like it could be a little complicated, until you try POKEing that
13 into the next screen position
(1028) and observe the result: an inverse M.
POKEing an 8 (the ASCII value
of CTRL-H) into 1029 gives further
reassurance - an inverse H appears
next to the inverse M. The conclusion : Copying over an inverse
character on the screen will have the
effect of copying the corresponding
control character into program
memory.
Entering REM lines with imbedded control characters, then, is
quite a straightforward matter. All
you have to do is PRINT the required letters of the alphabet as inverse letters on the screen, and copy
over them as needed.
One way of doing this is to construct a PRINT statement which will
display the entire program line you
need (or at least most of it). Consider line 10000, given above, with
the required control characters
represented as lower-case g's, h's,
and m's. The following command
would PRINT on the screen most of
the necessary characters to enter this
line into memory:
PRINT "10000 REM";: INVERSE:
PRINT "HHHHHHHHHH";:
NORMAL: PRINT SPC(I0);: INVERSE: PRINT "M";: NORMAL:
PRINT "PROGRAM";: INVERSE: PRINT "M";: NORMAL:
PRINT "NOT";: INVERSE:
SoftSide

PRINT "M";: NORMAL:
PRINT"LISTABLE"
After the computer displays this
string of normal and inverse
characters on the screen, you just
move the cursor up to the beginning
of the line number and copy it with
the right-arrow and REPT keys.
The CTRL-Gs are most easily inserted directly from the keyboard as
you go along.
Another approach, which avoids
the construction of such a complex
PRINT statement (but which still requires close attention to what you're
doing) is to begin by PRINTing a
line full of inverse Ms, and another
of inverse Hs, on the screen. Then
the cursor can be moved up to these
lines to copy one or more characters
from them as needed, while entering
the REM line from the keyboard .
This is all the knowledge needed
to enter most of the offensive REM
lines which were included with the
media program last month . These
are listed together in Figure 1, using
the same notation convention as
above: Lower-case letters represent
control characters, except for lowercase b's which represent blank
spaces. Notice that it's important
not to type a blank space following
the keyword REM when entering
the lines, although the Apple will insert a blank space here when
LISTING the line.

Figure 1
19381 REMhhhhhhhhhhhb3999bbPRINTb":HIMEM
:bbHIMEM:bbb':bREMbbbbbbb=bbCOLOR=bb) (bj
bPRINTbbbCOLOR=mSPEED=bbbHSR2bbbbHSR2bbb
PRINTjCOLOR=bjINTbbb) )) )bb(b) (bbbbFPbbbC
OLOR=bmbbHSRbbbSPEED=jCOLOR=bbbSPC(bbbTA

B(
25158 REMhhhhhhhhhhhbbbbbbbbbbjjjjjggggg
gggggmgPgRgOg6gRgAgMgbgNgOgTgbgLgIgSgTgA
gBgLgE!g'g'g'g'gl'.ggggggggggggggglggggg
gggggmgggggggggggggggggg
30935 RE~hhhhhhhhhhhNOTICE"" 'Igggggggg
ggmgPgRgEgSgSgmgRgEgSgEgTglgAgNgDgmgTgHg
EgNgIgRgUgNg'g !ggggglgggggggggglgggggggg
gg.gggggggggglggggggggggmgggggggggglgggg
gggggg.gggggggggglgggggggggglggggggggggg
gggggggggggggggggggggggggg
30941 REMhhhhhhhhhhhbbbbbbbbbbjjjjjjjjjj
jjjjjjjjjjjjjj
30949 (sale as line 30941)
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36712

RE~hhhhhhhhhhhbbbbbbbbbbjjjjjjjjjj

jjjjjjjjgggggggggglgPgRgOg6gRgAg~gbgNgOg

TgbgLgIgSgTgAgBgLgElg!glglg!gl •• gggggggg
gggggggmgggggggggglggggggggggggggggggggg
gg.ggggggggggggggggggggggggggggglggggggg
ggggggggggg
42489 (sale as line 30935)
42490 RE~9&$'%"&%$(&) (')&'$~%.dRUNbAPPL
EbF.O.O.L.S.
42497 (sale as line 30941)
42517 RE~hhhhhhhhhhhbbbbbbbbbbjjjjjjjjjj
jjjjjjjjjjjjjjgggggggggggggggggggggggggg
gggggggggggggggggggggggggggg
42529 (sale as line 42517)
48266 (sale as line 36712)
54043 (sale as line 30935)
54053 (sale as line 30941)
54061 (sale as line 30941)
59820 (sale as line 36712)
63999 PRINT ·:bHI~E~:bbHI~E~:bbb·:bRE~bb
bbbbbb=bbCOLOR=bb) (bjbPRINTbbbCOLOR=ISPE
ED=bbbH6R2bbbbHGR2bbbPRINTjCOLOR=bjINTbb
b))))bb(b) (bbbbFPbbbCOLOR=blbbH6RbbbSPEE
D=jCOLOR=bbbSPC(bbbTABldFP

Also take note that once one of
these ridiculous lines is entered into
program memory, it cannot be
edited in the usual way, by LISTing
it on the screen and copying over it
with the right-arrow. Unless you
have a utility program such as Neil
Konzen's Program Line Editor (in
which case you can insert control
characters much more easily than all
this anyway), the line will have to be
re-entered in the same way as the
original in order to be altered. Of
course, any of the lines can be
deleted in the normal way, simply
by typing the line number and pressing RETURN.
The REM lines are of four general
types: beeping messages, multiple
linefeeds, apparent garbage, and
special disk-system zappers. The
beeping messages and multiple
linefeeds need no further discussion,
and can be identified by their abundance of CTRL-Gs and CTRL-Js.
There are two lines which are constructed specifically to look like garbage - to give the impression that
what the observer is seeing really

isn't a good LISTing at all. These
two - lines 19381 and 63999 look almost identical. In fact, 19381
LISTs as though it were 63999 : Its
real line number is over-written to
appear as 63999, and is the first line
displayed in response to a curious
user's LIST command.
The real line 63999 - the dummy
ONERR GOTO line mentioned
above - not only appears to be garbage, but contains a special surprise
for users with disk systems. The
plan is that a persistent prying eye
will notice the ONERR GOTO
63999 early in the program (after enduring many beeps), and LIST the
line to find out what's there. Doing
so, one will find what appears to be
garbage. Also from that point on,
there is no evidence of any program
at all being in memory. Why?
Because imbedded in this line is a
CTRL-D followed by the DOS command "FP".
As I said, the Apple allows you to
have lots of fun with listings! If the
DOS is booted, and if a CTRL-D is
LISTed as the first non-space
character of any screen line, the
DOS will take notice and will try to
interpret the following characters as
a DOS command. If a valid command is not found, the listing will
stop and the DOS "SYNTAX ERROR" message will be printed on
the screen. That's sneaky enough,
right there, to stop the casual user
from pursuing the quest for a program listing. But even more sneaky
is to put a legitimate DOS command
following the CTRL-D. Like "FP" .
Or "RUN APPLE F.O.O.L.S.", as
used in line 42490 to surprise (and
scare the dickens out 00 the user by
spinning the disk in the middle of a
program listing and RUNning the
very program he's trying to figure
out. Of course, the possibilities are
practically endless for those with a
truly sick mind. Just think of what
you could do with DOS commands
like PR#6, DELETE, and (gasp)
INIT!
Playing with unconventional
techniques such as these is a lot of
fun, and can be an invigorating exercise in wreaking vengeance on
your friends (?) who share your interest in computers.
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Poke In Machine Language RESET
trap.

30936 FOR I = 768 TO 798: READ J
: POKE I,J: NEXT
30938 CALL 768
30940 DATA 169,16,141,242,3,169,
3,141,243,3,73,165,141,244,3
,96,104,168,104,166,214,154,
72,152,72,32,234,3,76,18,212

42514 DATA SAV,WHAT DO YOU WANT
TO DO THAT FOR?
42516 DATA HO".HOME IS WHERE THE
HEART IS
42518 DATA PRI,6ET APENCIL AND
PAPER
42520 DATA STO,NOT W~EN I'M HAVI
N6 THIS MUCH FUN' ,
42522 DATA INI,OVER MY DEAD CPU
42524 DATA BLO,I DON'T WANT THAT
STUFF IN MY "EMORY
42526 DATA BRU,HOW ABOUT SOMETHI
NG IN BASIC INSTEAD'
42528 DATA EXE,YOU TOO LAZY TO 0
o IT YOURSELF?
42530 DATA END,NO LET'S KEEP GOI
N6 FOR AWHILE

Read general responses Into array
N$.

30942 READ NN
30944 DIM N$(NN)
30946 FOR I = 0 TO NN - 1: READ
N$ (1): NEXT
30948 DATA 6
30950 DATA SAY WHAp?,NO WAY JoS
E,YOU KNOW THAT'LL NEVER WOR
K,WOKKA WOKKA,OH YEAH??,WHO
NEEDS IT?: ONERR 60TO 63999
Read specific keywords and
responses Into arrays W$ and R$.

42542 DATA CAL,I TRIED BUT THERE
WAS NO ANSWER
42544 DATA FOR,I HATE DOING THE
SAME THING OVER AND
OVER
AGAIN
42546 DATA GOT,DON'T TELL "E WHE
RE TO 60'
42548 DATA HI",I'LL MANAGE "Y OW
N"EMORY THANK YOU
42550 DATA NOR,I ALREADY AM. HO
WABOUT YOU?
54044 BS = CHR$ (7): GOTO 54060
Input routine.

54046 N$ = ": PRINT 'J";
54048 6ET C$:C = ASC (C$): IF C
= 13 THEN RETURN
54050 IF C = 27 THEN PRINT: PRINT
"THERE IS NO ESCAPE'! !';B$;B
$;B$: PRINT: 60TO 54046
54052 IF C = 24 THEN PRINT CHR$
(92): GOTO 54046
54054 IF C = 21 THEN HTAB PEEK
(36) + 2: SOTO 54048
54055 IF C = 8 AND PEEK (36) =
1 THEN PRINT: 60TO 54046
54056 IF C = 8 THEN 54058
54057 IF C < 27 THEN PRINT: PRINT
'NO! I I'M THE ONE WHO'S IN C
ONTROL"'";B$;BS;B$: PRINT:
GOTO 54046
54058 PRINT C$;:W$ = W$ + C$: 6DTO
54048
Main program loop.

42492 READ N
42494 DIM W$(N),R$(N)
42496 FOR I = 1 TO N: READ W$(I)
: READ R$(I): NEXT
42498 DATA 26
42500 DATA CAT, TRY SEARS ROEBUCK
42502 DATA PRI,BOOT IT YOURSELF
42504 DATA RUN,YOU DO THE RUNNIN
6

42506 DATA LIS,E66S; "ILK; BREAD
; BUTTER; PICKLES;
ANCHO
VIES; SUGAR; FLOUR; ..•
42508 DATA LOA, I'" ALREADY LOADE

o
42510 DATA DEL,I WOULDN'T THINK
OF IT
42512 DATA NEW,EVERY DAY'S ANEW
DAY
46
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42532 DATA HGR,I'M MORE IN ATEX
T MOOD RIGHT NOW
42534 DATA INV,WHAT'S WRONG WITH
WHITE ON BLACK??
42536 DATA POK,OH--TRYING THE HE
AVY STUFF EH? WELL IT WON ' T
WORK EITHER' ': ONERR GOTO
54082
42538 DATA TEX,FOURSCORE AND SEV
EN YEARS A60 OUR
FATHE
RS BROUGHT FORTH UPON THIS
CONTINENT ANEW NATIO
NCONCEIVED IN
LIBERTY A
NO DEDICATED TO THE PROPOSIT
IONTHAT ALL MEN ARE CREATED
EQUAL ....
42540 DATA FLA,WHAT ARE YOU--SOM
E KIND OF PERVERT?
SoltSide

54060 TEXT: HOME: PRINT TAB(
Ib)"APPLE ]U; CHR$ (9li: PRINT
54062 PRINT: GOSUB 54046: PRINT
54066 IF LEN (WS) < 3 THEN 5407
.,

1.

54068 WS = LEFTS (I/S,3): FOR I =
1 TO N: IF 1/$ = W$W THEN PRINT
R$(I);BS: GOTO 54062
54070 NEXT
54072 IF VAL (WS) ) 0 THEN PRINT
"NO PROGRAMS TODAY, I HAVE A
HEADACHE"iSS: GOTO 54062
54074 PRINT NS( RND (1) • NN1;B$
: GOTO 54062
54082 TEXT: GOTO 54062
63998 REM

APPLE™
This is a translation of the program "TRS-Man" which was
published in the January, 1982,
issue of SoftSide. It is played on
the text screen, with an- inverse
arrow representing the Micro!l1an(you) . You control him with
the five keys centered on the K
key: I moves up, M moves down,
J moves left, L moves right, and
K stops. You must guide the
Micro-Man through a maze ,
avoiding the monsters (asterisks).
Although the passages of the maze
are three units wide, you can travel
only in the center of the passages.

MICRO
MAN
by George Delp
Apple Version by William Pu,
Translation Contest Winner

Micro-Man is an arcade-style
game for an Apple with Applesoft and 16K RAM.
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As you move Micro-Man, he
eats the dots which he passes
over. There are also a few
flashing dollar signs in the maze;
eating one of these allows you to
eat the monsters. When your
time to eat them is almost up, the
monsters will start flashing and
you will hear a warning. Then,
until you eat another dollar sign,
the monsters can eat you. Occasionally a monster will become
an immobile obstacle in the middle of a passage, making
maneuvering more difficult.
Once in a while a flashing plus
sign will appear; eating it yields
an 8oo-point bonus. Before you
finish a board by eating all the
dots, you must also eat your
quota of monsters. This quota is
displayed at the bottom of the
screen after the abbreviation
"REQ".
The program senses a collision
with the wall by placing an invisible border along all the walls.
The character used is
CHR$(224). If you prefer a visible border, simply change the
variable CO in line 2 to the
ASCII value of your choice, as
well as all the 224's in lines 2010,
2020, and 2030. (If your Apple
has a lower-case adaptor,
CHR$(224) may print as a visible
character which you may want to
change.)
The programming of the game
is fairly straightforward. The
CALL -868 calls a monitor
routine which clears a line of text
SoftSide

from the cursor to the righthand
edge of the screen. Most of the
PEEKs and POKEs are examining and altering the screen
memory through the integer array POlo. The sound routine was
taken from the program "Space
Rescue," in the February, 1982,
SoftSide.
Variables
C: Actual number of monsters
caught.
CH: Required quota of
monsters.
CO: ASCII value of character
forming invisible border around
walls.
01%(8): Actual direction of
movement of monster.
Fl: Time left to eat fruit.
FL%(8): Desired direction to
move monster.
HT: Number of dots eaten.
1$,11$,12$,13$: Strings used to
print maze.
1,11 ,12: Temporary variables.
IN$: Player input; also used in
printing the maze.
.
INC: Amount to move the
monsters.
JU: Your movement increment.
LE: Time during which you can
eat the monsters.
NO: Number of monsters.
P%(40,23): Contains value of
screen positions.
PK: ASCII value of what
Micro-Man has eaten.
PK(8): ASCII value-of what
monsters have covered up.
PUC: Number of Micro-Men
left.
RT: ASCII value of MicroMan.
SI: ASCII value of flashing
asterisks.
SCR: Score.
SH: ASCII value of inverse
asterisks.
TI: Time remaining to eat
monsters.
X, Y: Your horizontal and vertical position coordinates.
X(8),Y(8): Monsters' horizontal
and vertical coordinates.
Z: Your direction of travel.
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'/'IICRO-/'IAN'
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Initialization

1 GOSUB 4000: GOSUB 2010: DIM XI
BI , YI I I , PK(8) , 0I , (8) , FL Z(8)
2 NO = 4:JU = l: LE = 60:CO = 224:
51 = 106:HT = O:5CR = O:PUC =
3: FR = 80:CH = 2
4 X = 19:V = 20: FOR I = 1 TO 4:X
III :: 24 - I:YIII = 12:0IIlI
) = 1: FL k( II = I: PK III = PEEK
IPIIXIII,YIIIII: NEXT :X151 ::
3:Y(5) = 10:01%(5) = I:FLl(S
I :: I:PKI51 '" PEEK (PZO (!)
, YIII I I
6 X(bl :: 3:Y(bl

= 14:0I%lbl :: I:F
Ll(ol = I:PK(61 = PEEK (PI(
X(61,Y(6111:X(7) = 37:Y(7J ::
10:011171 = 3:FLI171 :: 3:PK(
7) = PEEK IPI IX (7J , Y(7) )) : X
(81 = X(7):Y(81 = 14:0IZ(81 =
3:FLI(S) = 3:PK(81 :: PEEK (
PZ (X (8 I , V181 ) I
7 RT = o2:5H = 42:INC = I:PK:: 16
O:Z = 204
9 VTAB 24: HTAB 1: CALL - 868
12 HTAB 1: VTAB 24: PRINT'
•;: FOR I :: I TO
PUC: VTAB 24: HTAB I • 2: PRINT
". OJ: NEXT: HTAB 8: PRINT
KREQ:'jCHj
15 VTAB 24: HTAB IS: PRINT "/'IICR
O-/'IAN' j
18 GOTO 100

27

30

33
35

Movement for monsters.

20 I1 = PEEK IPIIlIIl + INC, YII)
I): IF II ( ) CO AND II ( )
SH AND II < ) SI THEN POKE
PZ(XIII,YIIII,PKII):XIII :: X
III + INC:PKII):: PEEK (PII
X(l),Y(I))): POKE PIIXII),YI
I)I,SH:OIIIII = 1: pop : 60TO
380
23 RETURN
25 II:: PEEK tPZtXII),YIII + INC

37

II: IF II < ) CD AND 11 ( )
SH AND II ( ) 51 THEN POKE
PZIXIII,YIIII ,PKIII:Y(II = Y
II) + INC:PKIII = PEEK (PII
X(II,Y(IIII: POKE PZ(X(II,YI
II ), SH:OIZIl) = 2: POP: 60TO
380
RETURN
II:: PEEK IPIIX II) - INC,VIl)
II: IF II < ) CO AND II < )
SH AND II < ) 51 THEN POKE
PIIX(I),Y(II),PKIII:XIII = X
(II - INC:PK(I':: PEEK (pr,(
X(!) , Y(II I): POKE PIll (II , Y(
I11,5H:DIIII) = 3: POP: 60TO
380
RETURN
11:: PEEK IPZIXIII,YIII - INC
II: IF II ( ) CO AND II ( )
SH AND II ( > 51 THEN POKE
PI IX I II , Y(II I ,PK (II : Y(!) :: Y
(l) - INC:PKIII = PEEK IPII
XIII,VIII)I: POKE PZIXIII,Y(
I11,SH:DII(I) = 4: POP: 60TO
380
RETURN

Movement for Mlcro·Man.

50 V= Y- JU:RT = 30:
55 X= X- JU:RT = bO:
bO RETURN
b5 X= X+ JU:RT = b2:
70 Y= Y+ JU:RT = 22:
So!tSide

RETURN
RETURN
RETURN
RETURN

Movement logic for monsters.

100 FOR 1 = 1 TO NO
105 IF Y(II ) 22 THEN POKE Pl(X
III,Y(II),PK(I):Y(II :: 2:PKI
II :: PEEK (Pl(XII),Y(I)I): 60SUB
390
110 IF YII) < 2 THEN POKE Pl(XI
II,Y(III,PK(II:V(II = 22:PK(
II = PEEK (PI (X (II , Y(i I I I: 605UB
390
205 IF Y= VII) THEN FlI(I) = I +
2 • (X ( XII)): 60SUB 390: GOTO
240
230 IF X= X(II THEN FL7.(II :: 2 +
2 • (Y ( V(III: GOSUB 390: GOTO
240
240 ON FlI(II GOSUB 20,25,30,35
260 ON DIZ(II 60SUB 20,25,30,35
270 II = S6M I RHO (I) • 4 - 21:
IF II = 0 THEN 270
275 12 = DIZW
280 12 = 12 + II: IF 12 :: 0 THEN
12 = 4
290 IF 12 = 5 THEN 12 :: 1
300 IF 12 :: 011(11 OR 12 = FlltI
I THEN 280
310 DIltI) = I2:Fll(II = 12
380 NEIT: 60TO 5bO

Collision between monsters and MicroMan? If yes, check If you can eat.
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390 IF ADS IXll) - X) > 1 OR ADS
IVII) - V) > 1 THEN RETURN
392 IF TI ( 1 THEN 395
393 POKE PI IX (I) , V(l) ) , PK (I) : X(I
) = 20:V(I) :: 12:DI%(I) = 1:
FLI(I) = I:PKII) = PEEK IPI .
(X(I),YII»): POKE PI(XCI),Y
(I»,SH:SCR = SCR + ( INT I RND
(1) , 6) + 2) , 100: C= C +
1: FOR 11 = 150 TO 15 STEP 1: &TI1,2: NEXT: IF C = CH
THEN VTAB 24: HTAB 12: PRINT

50,55,60,65,70:PK = PEEK (P
IIX,YI)
Check for collision with wall. If
collision, move Mlcro·Man back.

590 ·IF PK = CD DR PK = 32 OR PK =
SH THEN JU = - 1: ON Z SO SUB
50,55,bO,65,70:PK = PEEK (f
IIX,V}): POKE PIIX,Y),RT:JU =
1: SOTO 100
Draw Micro·Man.

"F" ;

394 RETURN
395 POP

595 POKE PIIX,V),RT: IF PK = 160
THEN 620

Micro·Man has died. Either end the
game or take away a Micro·Man.

400 PUC = PUC - 1: FOR I = 100 TO
160 STEP 5: ~ TI,75: NEXT: IF
PUC > 0 THEN FOR 1 = 1 TO N
0: POKE PI (X(! ) , Y(l) ) , PK (l) :
NEXT: POKE PIIX,Y),PKI SOTO
4

405 POKE - 16368,0
410 VTAB 24: FOR 1 = 1 TO 23: PRINT
: FOR 11 = 1 TO 200: NEXT: NEXT
: VTAB 12: HTAB 12: FLASH : PRINT
"S A"E 0 VER": NOR"AL :
VTAB 22: FOR I = I TO 1000:
NEXT
415 INPUT "ANOTHER 6A"E? "jIM.: IF
IN. = "N" THEN TEXT: HO"E
: END
425 SOSUB 2010: SO TO 2
Subroutine called when a collision is
detected while the Micro·Man can eat
the monsters and the logic section
detects the collision.

430 FOR 1 = 1 TO NO: IF X(I) = X
AND V(I) = VTHEN PK = PK(I
)

435 NEXT: RETURN
Key Input and branch to Increment
Micro·Man's x and y variables.

Micro-Man has eaten something. Check
and act.

600 IF PK = ID6 THEN PK = 160: FOR
I = 230 TO 20 STEP - 25: &
TI,2: NEXT :SCR = SCR + 10:H
T = HT + 1: IF HT > 104 THEN
BOO
605 IF PK = 42 OR PK = 106 AND T
I ) 0 THEN SOSUB 430: SOTO
620
610 IF PK = 100 THEM PK = 160:IN
C = - I:TI = LE:LE = LE - 4
: FOR I = 8 TO 4 STEP - 2: FOR
11 = 230 TO 20 STEP - 15: &
TII,I: NEXT: NEXT ISH = 42:
IF LE < 10 THEN LE = 10
615 IF PK = 107 THEN SCR = SCR +
800:11 = 2: FOR I = 230 TO 2
00 STEP - 1: &Tl,11:ll = 1
1 + I: NEXT I:PK = 160:Ft =
1
Decide bonus and time during which
you can eat monsters.

620 TI = Tl - 1: IF TI > 0 AND TI
< 10 THEN SH = 106: &T50,2
0: IF TI = 1 THEN SH = 42:IN
C= 1

625 Fl = FI - 1: IF Fl = 0 THEN POKE
PZlI9,8),160
Wrap·around Micro·Man.

560 I = PEEK I - 16384): IF I )
200 AND I < 206 THEN Z = I 200
580 POKE PI(X,V),PK: ON Z SOSUB
SoftSide

630 IF Y> 22 THEN POKE Pl(X,V)
,PK:V = 2:PK = PEEK (PZ(X,V
I): SOTO 100

640 IF Y< 2 THEN POKE Pl(X,Y),
PK:Y = 22:PK = PEEK (PI(X,Y
»: SOTO 100
Check If time to Initialize bonus.

650 IF HT = 52 THEN fl = FR: POKE
Pl(19,S),107: IF FR ) 20 THEN
FR = FR - 10
660 HTAB 27: VTAB 24: CALL - 86
8: PRINT "SCORE: ";SCR;
670 GOTO 100
Board cleared. Check If met
requirement. Draw new board.

800 IF CH ) C THEN PRINT: PRINT
: PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "BEC
AUSE YOU DID NOT CATCH YOUR
QUOTA OF
GHOSTS, YOU HAV
E LOST'! !': FOR 1=1 TO 17:
PRINT: FOR II = 1 TO 300: NEXT
: NEXT : FLASH : HTAB 15: VTAB
12: PRINT "G A1'1 E 0 VER"
: NORI'IAL : VTAB 22: GOTO 415
810 FOR I = 235 TO 20 STEP - 1:
~ TI,2: ~ TI + 20,2: ~ TI,2
: ~ TI - 20,2: PRINT a
"j
: NEXT
815 CH = CH + I:HT = O:NO = NO +
I: TI = - I: C ~ 0: IF NO ) 8
THEN NO = 8
820 GOSUB 2010
830 GOTO 4
Print maze.

2010 1$ = CHRS (224): FOR I = 1 TO
5:IS = I. + IS: NEXT :12' =
CHRS (224) + "X' + CHR. (2
24):11$ = 'X": FOR I = I TO
5:11$ = 11$ + 11$: NEXT
2013 I3S = ': ': FOR 1= 1 TO 4:1
3$ = 13$ + 13$: NEXT
2014 HOI'IE
2015 FOR I = 1 TO 12: ON I GOSUB
2020,2030,2040,2050,2060,207
0,2080,2090,2100,2110,2120,2
130: HTAB I: VTAB I: PRINT I
N$;: VTAB 24 - I: HTAB 1: PRINT
INS;: NEXT
201& FLASH: VTAB 3: HTAB 5: PRINT
.$": HTAB 37: PRINT 'S'j: VTAB
20: HTAB 37: PRINT '$': HTAB

5: PRINT "S': NORHAL .
2017 POKE Pt(21,12),32: RETURN
2020 IN$ = LEFT$ (I1S,9) + LEFTS
(13$,8) + "X· + CHR. (224) +
CHR. (160) + CHR. (224) +
'X" + LEFTS (13$,18): RETURN
2030 INS = RIGHTS (12S,2) + RIGHTS
(IS,6) + RIGHTS (11',10) +
CHRS (224) + CHR. (160) +
CHR. (224) + RIGHTS (I1S,l
9): RETURN
2040 INS = RIGHT. (12',2) + LEFT$
(I3S,5) + 12. + LEFTS (IS,9
) + CHR. (186) + LEFTS (IS
,18) + LEFTS (I2S,2): RETURN
2050 INS = RIGHTS (12$,2) + CHR.
(160) + LEFT$ (IS,3) + CHR$
(160) + I2S + LEFTS (13$,26
) + CHR. (160) + CHR$ (186
) + LEFTS (12$,2): RETURN
2060 IN. = RIGHTS (12$,2) + CHR.
(186) + 12. + CHR. (186) +
12$ + CHR$ (160) + LEFTS (
1$,7J + CHRS (160)
2065 IN$ = IN$ + LEFT$ (1$,11) +
CHRS (160) + LEFTS (IS,6) +
CHRS (160) + LEFTS (12$,2)
: RETURN
2070 INS = RIGHT$ (12S,2) + CHR.
(160) + 12$ + CHR. (1&0) +
12$ + CHR. (186) + LEFT$ (
12S,2) + LEFT$ (11$,3) + RIGHTS
(12$,2) + CHR. (186) + LEFTS
(12S,2)
2075 INS = IN. + LEFT$ (11$,7) +
RIGHTS (12$,2) + CHRS (186
) + LEFT$ (12$,2) + LEFTS
(!l S, 2) + RIGHTS (12S,2) +
CHRS (186) + LEFT$ (12$,2)
: RETURN
2080 GOSUB 2060:IN$ = LEFT$ (IN
$,241 + ·X· + 1'110$ (IN$,26,
7) + RIGHTS (11$,4) + RIGHTS
(lNS,4): RETURN
2090 IN$ = RIGHT$ (12S,2) + CHR$
(160) + 12$ + CHR$ (160) +
12$ + RIGHTS (13$,131 + 12$
+ LEFTS (I3S,5):INS = LEFT$
(IN$,31l + LEFTS (12$,2) +
LEFTS (11$,2) + RIGHTS (12
$,2) + CHR$ (186) + LEFT$
(12S,2): RETURN
2100 IN$ = RIGHTS (12$,2) + CHR$
SoftSide
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A haruest-of

savings froDl
Apple
1ree
Electronics
APPLE· ATARI· 1RSBO· IBM
A full line of software for business, games
35%
and education Up

to

MUSE
VlSlCORP
ON UNE

om

IUS
STONEWARE
SYNERGISTIC

EDU-WARE

HAYDEN

HOWARD

AND

MANY MORE

AMDEK· HAYES. MICROSOFT
Ust
Our Price
$293.00
$205.00
$345.00
$279.00
- - - 20% off - - -

32K RAM card
Video Term
Lazer Products

DISKS
Maxell
Box of 10, 5 ~ " , SS-DD $35.00
Verbatim Box of 10, 5W' , SS-DD $29.00

MONITORS
LEMONITORS
9" Green
12" Green

Ust

$1-89.00
$199.00

Our Price
$159.00
$169.00

ZENITH
12" Green
$179.00
$129.00
Plus a full line of AMDEK Monitors

PRllYTERS
PAPER TIGER
460G
560G

Ust
Our Price
$1,094.00
$950.00
$1,394.00 $1,250.00

EPSON
MX70
MX 80FT
MX 100FT

$449.00
$745.00
$945.00

$395.00
$595.00
$795.00

CAll FOR THIS MONTHS SPECIAL!

1-800-835-2246 EXT. 211
OR

702-452-5589
_

VISA

~

5130 East Charleston Blvd.
SURe 5SS

·1·.,

C.

Las Vegas. Nevada 89122

Phone orders welcome. Mail orders may send
charge card number (include expi ration date).
cashiers check. money order or personal check
(allow ten business days for personal or com·
pany checks to clear). Add $3.00 for shipping.
handling and insurance. Nevada residents add
5.75% sales tax. Please include phone number.
All equipment is in factory cartons with manu·
facturers warranty. Equipment subject to price
change and availability. Call or write for price list.
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(186) + RIGHTS (1$ ,3) + CHRS
(186) + RIGHTS (IS,3) + CHRS
(186) + RIGHTS (1$,3) + CHRS
(lB6) + RIGHTS (IS ,7) + CHRS
(160)
2105 INS = INS + 12S + CHRS (160
) + RIGHTS IIS,3) + CHRS I
160) + RIGHTS IIS ,6) + CHRS
(160) + LEFTS 112S,2): RETURN
2110 INS = RIGHT$ 112$,2) + RIGHTS
1I3S,9) + 12$ + CHRS (160) +
LEFTS 112$,2) + RIGHTS (II
S,3) + RIGHTS 112S,2)
2115 INS = IN$ + CHRS (186) + 12
S + CHRS (186) + 12S + LEFTS
1I3S,B) + LEFTS 1I2S,2): RETURN

I + 767,11: NEXT
5040 POKE 1013,76: POKE 1014,0: POKE
1015,3: FOR Al = 1 TO 5000: NEXT
5050 RETURN
5100 DATA 201,084,208,01S,Ol2,17
7,000,032,248,230,138,072,03
2,183,000,201,044,240,003,07
6,201,222,032,177,000,032,24
8,230,104,134,003,134,001,13
3,000
5110 DATA 170,160,001,132,002,17
3,048,192,136,208,004,198,00
1,240,007,202,208,246,166,00
0,208,239,165,003,133,001,19
8,002,208,241,096
Print title page.

2120 INS = RIGHTS 112S,2) + RIGHTS
1lS,4) + CHRS (186) + RIGHTS
IIS ,4) + 12$ + CHRS IIB6) +
12$ + RIGHTS (IS,4)
2125 INS = INS + CHRS (160) + RIGHTS
(1$,3) + CHRS (160) + 12S +
CHRS (160) + RIGHTS 1IS,7)
+ LEFTS 1I2S,2): RETURN
2130 INS = RIGHTS IIIS,4) + RIGHTS
1I2S,2) + CHRS (160) + LEFT.
I12S,2) + RIGHTS 111$,3) +
RIGHTS (I2S,2) + CHR$ (160
) + 12. + CHRS (160)
2135 INS = INS + CHRS (160) + CHRS
(160) + CHRS (160) + LEFTS
113S,S) + 12$ + CHRS (IB61 +
LEFTS (12',2) + RIGHT. (II
',71: RETURN
Initialize P%(40,23).

4000 GO SUB 6000: DI" PII40,23)
4010 FOR I = 1 TO 40: FOR 11 = 1
TO B:PIII,111 = 1023 + III II • 128 + I: NEXT: NEXT
4020 FOR I = 1 TO 40: FOR II = 9
TO 16:PXII,III = 1063 + (11
- 91 • 12B + I: NEXT: NEXT
4030 FOR I = I TO 40: FOR II = 1
7 TO 23:PZII,Il1 = 1103 + (I
1 - 171 • 128 + I: NEXT: NEXT
Initialize sound routine.

5000 FOR I = 1 TO 66: READ II: POKE
SoftSide

6000 TEXT: HOKE : PRINT : HTAB
11: INVERSE: PRINT "" I C R
o - "A N": NOR"AL : PRINT
: PRINT TABI 151"BY BILL PU
": PRINT: PRINT: INVERSE
6010 HTAB 9: PRINT 1)l j: NOR"AL
: PRINT
THE "ICRO "
AN": PRINT TAB( 161"CONTROL
S": PRINT: HTAB 20: INVERSE
: PRINT "l": NORKAl : HTAB 2
0: PRINT ",": HTAB 16: INVERSE
: PRINT "J K L"j
6015 HTAB 17: NOR"AL : PRINT
"j: HTAB 21: PRINT
PRINT
TAB( 20Ij",": INVERSE: HTAB
20: PRINT .""
6017 PRINT
6020 HTAB 10: PRINT "." j: NOR"AL
: PRINT
THE" '"
200-800"
6030 INVERSE: HTAB 10: PRINT "+
";1 NOR"AL : PRINT
BONUS , , , 800"
6040 HTAB 10: FLASH: PRINT "S";
: NOR"AL : PRINT
,ENER
SIZER , , 50"
6050 HTAB 10: PRINT ": • , • DO
TS , , , 10"
6060 PRINT: PRINT "REa: THE NU"
BER OF THE" WHICH YOU "UST":
PRINT TAB( 141"EAT PER BIIA
RD"
6065 PRINT
6070 PRINT TAB( 71j: FLASH: PRINT
"INITIALIZATION 1M 'PROGRESS"
;: NORItAL : RETURN
€;
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APPLE™
Electric Duet
By Paul Lutus. From Insoft, 10175
Barbur Blvd., Suite 202B, Portland,
OR 97219. Requires an Apple II
with at least 32K RAM and DOS
3.3. Retail price: $29.95.
In the background as I write this I
hear strains of Bach, Mozart, and
Scott Joplin. Between each composition I hear the momentary whir
of a disk drive. Glancing over at my
monitor, I see highlighted the name
. of the piece being played inside a
screen border wrapped around with
the words "Apple II Electronic
Jukebox."
It's really not very unusual to
hear beeps, blasts, tones, and even
tunes emanating from Apples. The
Apple programs which appear in
SoftSide often contain sound and
musical enhancements, as do most
commercially-available programs
(especially of the arcade-game
genre). Last November's issue was
devoted almost exclusively to the
use of music in microcomputers
(and vice versa).
What IS quite unusual (unless
you've invested in some additional
hardware) is to hear two
simultaneous voices coming from an
Apple. A single musical voice is
nice. It lets you play perfectly
recognizable fanfares for winners
and dirges for losers, and even do a
respectable job accompanying flying bumblebees and other such
classic solo creatures. But after
awhile one really longs for some
good 01' fashioned harmony. Electric Duet makes it happen without any hardware additions
at all.
Electric Duet is a two-voice music
synthesizer/ editor which is a wellconceived and neatly-done software
package that goes a long way
toward making it easy to create
tunes in two-part harmony. Upon
booting the disk, the initial temptation (to which you should definitely give in) is to enter the "jukebox"
mode and listen to the 14 compositions already programmed and
saved on the disk. You can settle for

A review by Jon Voskuil
hearing these through your Apple's
built-in speaker, or opt for much
better sound by routing the program's output through your cassette
cable and into an external amplifier
and speaker. As you listen, you'll be
able to hear several of the six different tonal qualities which can be
programmed for each of the voices.
By the way, the word "voice"
sometimes refers simply to one of
the notes to be played, and
sometimes refers to the particular
sound quality of a played note
(whether it sounds like an oboe, a

violin, etc.). In the first sense, this is
a two-voice music synthesizer,
because you can play two different
notes simultaneously, in harmony
with one another. In the second
sense, the program gives you a
choice of six voices or sounds which
can be assigned to either of the two
notes being played.
After just listening for awhile,
you'll probably get a yen to do
something more creative. Switching
over to the "piano" mode, you have
the chance to play two-voice music
in real time on the Apple keyboard.
The screen display simulates a piano
SoftSide

keyboard, showing you which keys
to press to get the desired notes. The
two upper rows of keys play one
voice, the two lower rows the other
voice. Definitely not a mode for virtuoso performances, this nevertheless allows you to play around
with tunes and harmonies to see
how they might sound in an actual
composition .
Serious composing requires
switching over to the music editor,
which offers you two different
modes of note entry. The first
allows . keypunched input of values
for each note's duration and pitch,
in a very natural format. For example, a half-note C in the third octave
would be entered with the key sequence, "2,3C". Pressing ESC toggles to the other note to be entered,
and then RETURN moves you to
the next pair of notes. The notation
for the previously entered pair of
notes also remains on the input line;
this allows you to change only the
parts of the notation that need to be
changed, without having to re-enter
a duration or pitch which remains
the same.
The second method of entering
notes into the editor is to play them
on the keyboard just as you do in
the piano mode. Whatever "piano"
key you press will play the note and
cause the correct notation to be
displayed on the input line; and
pressing RETURN will enter that
note and move on to the next one.
You can set the duration of each
note as you go, or (more easily)
enter a series of notes and then go
back to correct the durations. The
documentation suggests playing
notes in one voice for awhile, then
going back to play notes in the accompanying voice for awhile. This
procedure works quite nicely.
In addition to the ability to scroll
backward and forward through a
file of notes (listening to each one if
you choose) to make changes in any
given line, you can also easily delete
or insert lines in any position. The
procedure is to scroll to the desired
line, "open" the file at that point
with a couple of keystrokes, delete
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or insert the line(s), and then close
the file with a couple more
keystrokes. In addition to adding
forgotten notes, inserting voice
changes at various places would be
another common application for
this ability. And, the same procedure allows you to insert into your
file a series of notes previously
saved onto disk - a natural for
entering musical refrains and other
repetitive material.
The editor also enables you to
make limited or universal changes to
the notes in your note file, using the
"transpose" function. You can
transpose the pitch of any group of
notes, up or down, any chosen
number of half-steps. You can do
the same with their duration,
shortening or lengthening them by
any number of increments (e.g.,
from eighth to dotted eighth to
quarter to dotted quarter ... ). Since

this function acts on only one of the
two' voices at a time, you can independently manipulate the relative
pitch of the two voices .
One of the best things about Electric Duet is that you can freely
transplant the music you create with
it into your own programs. (The
publisher asks only that you include
an acknowledgement of the Electric
Duet program a perfectly
reasonable request.) The music files
themselves are saved in binary form
onto any 16-sector disk . The only
other thing required is the Machine
Language routine to play them,
which can also be written from the
Electric Duet program onto a normal disk . This routine can be adjusted to play music either through
the Apple's speaker or through its
cassette port, and can be located at
any convenient place in memory
(such as 300 hex). Once the player

program and the music file(s) are on
your disk, all you need to do is a
couple of BLOADs, two POKEs,
and a CALL, and your very own
program is playing two-part
harmony.
I find it pretty hard to fault Electric Duet. Its commands and procedures are logical and simple, easily learned but versatile enough to do
the job. Prompt lines and menus
combine to let you know what the
computer is expecting as input, and
errors are well trapped. Accidentally

"One of the best things
about Electric Duet is that
you can freely transplant the
music you create with it into
your own programs."

• 7Wo-lmlceMus/c5yntheslzer
The only tw;"volce music synthesizer
for the Apple computer that dlles not
require additonaJ hardware.

OnIYSZ9.95
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pressing RESET causes no problem;
you're simply returned to the main
menu with no damage to anything in
memory. The documentation (a
17-page booklet plus a page of errata) is not dressed up in a fancy
wrapper, but is clear and adequate.
The single copy-protected disk supplied is double-sided, providing a
backup of sorts if one side becomes
defective. (I say "of sorts," because
dogs, magnets, and other such perils
seldom damage only one side of a
disk.)
The one thing I do find truly objectionable is that, once booted,
there is no way to exit the program
short of turning off the power
switch. There ought to be a more
graceful finale than that.
In spite of that one annoyance, I
have no hesitation recommending
Electric Duet. It's a good program
at a reasonable price, and should be
very useful - both in its own right
as a creative program, and in providing good musical enhancements
€i
to other programs.

APPLE™
A Fix For The Apple Microtext Tape Problem
Note from the author of Microtext:

Oear SoftSide;
Representing the 10% of Apple owners that do not have a disk drive, there is a serious problem
with the tape save and load function of your Microtext 1.1. The STORE and RECALL in Applesoft
are only for real and integer arrays. String arrays must be converted to an integer array using the ASC
function in order to be stored (Applesoft Reference Manual, page 63). Unfortunately an array would
have to be dimensioned 1000 by 37. Each variable takes two bytes of memory. So 1000 times 37 times
2 equals 74K bytes of storage. As it stands now, if you save a letter to cassette, then turn off your Apple, and then power up and try to recall your letter off cassette, all you will get is garbage. What
follows explains why this occurs, and how to fix it.

To understand this we must examine how Applesoft maps its a ys in memory. Applesoft pro- .
grams are stored from $800 up. Locations $69,$6A point to the end of the BASIC program, and the
start of simple variable space (nondimensioned variables) . The memory from the end of the Applesoft program to $COOO (in a 48K Apple, without disk) or $9600 (with disk) is used for variables.
$6B and $6C point to the end of simple variables, and to the start of array variables. $60 and $6E
point to the end of variable storage . If X were dimensioned as X(3,3) Apple would look at $60,$6E
and store as in Fig).ue lA, and change $60,$6E to the end of X(3,3) storage. Figure lB shows X
.
dimensioned as X%(3 ,5).
Now we come to the string array. Figure 1C shows X$(7,3). For real and integer variables the data
blocks are the variable's actual value. But for string arrays, the data blocks are more like a look-up
table for string variables; because with string variables , the data blocks are pointing to string storage
data. The string storage is from HIMEM ($COOO or $96(0) down . The point is that a STORE X$
command stores only this look-up table, not the actual string data.

Well, I had the same problem with my mailing list of 200 possible names. There would have to be
N%(200,40) for the names, A 0/0(200,40) for the addresses, and C%(200,40) for the city, state, and
zip. A total of 200 times 40 times 2 times 3, or 48K bytes worth of storage. I could only use one integer variable array to store three string arrays. It went like this: Convert to integer, start tape, save to
tape, stop tape; convert to integer, start tape, save to tape, stop tape; etc. Very wasteful; but about
the only answer.
continued on next paae
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Then I saw your problem. What had to be done was to save the "look-up table," the start and
finish addresses of the string storage, and the string storage data itself. A machine language
subroutine was needed for this solution.
To write to tape: After you have STOREd all your string variables ("look-up table"), you must
CALL 768 to save the string storage and HIMEM pointers , and the string data itself. Listing 1 is an
example.
To read from tape: After using RECALL to retrieve all string variable "look-up tables," CALL
800 to place the string storage at an unused area in memory below string storage already in use. The
problem arose, that a 48K cassette-only Apple's string storage area was from $COOO down, and the
same Apple using DOS had string storage from $9600 down. If the cassette Apple transferred its
string storage to a disk Apple, it would bomb the DOS. Some tricks had to be done. We now look at
$6F,$70 (end of string storage) and load down .
The FIX subroutine: Now the RECALLed string addresses are still pointing to their old location
(maybe in DOS), so an offset must be added to each address. They will then point to the string
storage at its new location. A <fix routine must be used for each string "look-up table" recalled.
Listing 2 shows how to recall A$, B$, and C$. The fix routine simply finds the difference between the
old string storage pointer and the new string storage pointer; then starts at the bottom of the array
(X$(O,O,O», and changes all active string variable addresses to the new location.
This may all be a lot of work, but this is the only way I can think of solving the problem. Listing 3
is all the changes to be made to Microtext 1.1 to be a 1.1.1 version. (This letter is on cassette using the
new Microtext 1.1.1).
One danger with this Machine Language program (if used with other programs) is that strings
MUST be made either by inputting characters or by calculation. If the statement A$(O) = "HI" were
used instead of the statement A$(O) = "H" + "I", the string look-up table would point to the program instead of the string storage area. When later RECALLed, with the added offset, it would point
elsewhere in the program . Listing 1 contains such examples.
References: Applesoft Reference Manual, page 140; Softalk, February 1982, page 120.

Sincerely,

~(()VL f~
Tom Pollard

Listing 1
50 FOR Z = 768 TO 932: READ A: POKE
Z,A: NEXT
100 01" AS(100}
110 01" B$(100,2)
120 01" CS(100,2,1)
125 RE" STRINGS "UST BE "ADE
EITHER BY INPUTTING CHARACTERS OR B~ CALCULATION. IF
AS(O)='HI' WERE USED THE
STRING 'LOOK-UP TABLE' WOULD
POINT TO THE PROGRA" INSTEAD
OF THE STRING STORAGE.
129 RE" WHEN LATER RECALLED WITH
THE ADDED OFFSET (FIX), IT
WOULD POINT ELSEWHERE IN THE
PROGRA".
130 AS(O) = 'HI,' + ' ': RE" CAL
CULATlON
56
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135 INPUT 'YOUR NA"E PLEASE ';AS
(1): RE" INPUTTING
140 AS(IOO) =. BY THE WAY. ' +
, ,
B$(I,I) = '"yo + ' •
8S(50,2) = 'CASSETTE' + ' ,
CS(l,l,l) = 'LOAD IS' + ' ,
CS(70,2,li = "FASTER THAN' +
,
190 C$(85,0,0) = 'DISK' + • ~
200 CS(100, 1,0) = 'LOAD!!!' + ' I
150
160
170
180

.

300 RE" SAVE TO TAPE
310 Z = FRE (0): RE" TO CONDENSE
STRING STORA6E
_
320 PRINT 'PRESS RETURN WHEN REA
DY': 6ET ZS: STORE AS: STORE
B$: STORE C$: CALL 7aB
400 END
30000 DATA 160,111,162,0,132,60,
134,61,160,116,32,25,3,164,1
SoltSide

11,166,112,132,60,134,61,164
,115,166,116,132,62,134,63,7
6,205,254,160,24,162,0,132,6
0, 134,61, 160,29, 132,a2, 134,6
3,32,253,254,165,28,56,229,2
4,133,8,165
30010 DATA 29,229,25,133,9,160,2
,162,0,56,181,111,149,62,245
,8,149,111,149,60,232,136,20
8,242,165,24,56,229,111,133,
6,165,25,229,112,133,7,76,25
3,254,32,190,222,32,123,221,
32,108,221,160,2,165,155,24,
113,155,133
30020 DATA 8,200,165,156,113,155
,133,9,160,0,177,160',240,15,
200,177,160,56,229,6,145,160
,200,177,160,229,7,145,160,1
69,3,14,101,160,133,160,144,
2,230,161,197,8,208,220,165,
9,197,161,208,214,96

APPLE™
Listing 2

Listing 3

50 FOR Z = 768 TO 932: READ A: POKE
Z,A: NEXT
100 DIl'l A$ i 100)
110 DIK 8$(100,2)
120 DII'! C$(100,2,1)
125 60SUB 300
130 PRINT A$(O);
135 PRINT AS(I)
140 PRINT A$(100);
150 PR INT B$ (1, 1) ;
160 PRINT 8$(50,2);
170 PRINT C$(I,I,I);
180 PRINT C$(70,2,1);
190 PRINT C$(85,O,O);
200 PRINT C$(100,1,0);: END
300 REK LOAD FROI'! TAPE
310 Z = FRE (0): REI'! TO CONDENSE
STRIN6 STORAGE
320 PRINT 'PRESS RETURN WHEN REA
DV ": GET I$: RECALL AS: RECALL
BS: RECALL C$: CALL 800: CALL
865,C$(0,0,0): CALL 865,A.(0
): CALL 865,B$(0,0)
330 RETURN
400 END
30000 DATA 160,111,162,0, 132,60,
134,61,160,116,32,25,3,164,1
11,166,112,132,60,134,61,164
,115,166,116,132,62,134,63,7
6, 205,254,160,24,162 ,0,132,6
0,134,61,160,29,132 ,62,134,6
3,32,253,254,165,28,56,229,2
4,133,8,165
30010 DATA 29,229,25,133,9,160,2
,162,0,56,181,111,149,62,245
,8,149,111,149,60,232,136,20
8,242,165,24,56,229,111,133,
6,165,25,229,112,133,7,76,25
3,254,32,190,222,32,123,221,
32,108,221 , 160,2,165,155,24,
113,155,133
30020 DATA 8,200,165,156,113,155
,133,9,160,0,177,160,240,15,
200,177,160,56,229,6,145,160
,200,177,160,229,7,145,160,1
69,3,24,101,160,133,160,144,
2,230,161,197,8,208,220,165,
9,197,161,208,214,96

45 WTAPE = 768:RETAPE = 800,FIX z ·
865
SO FOR Z = 768 TO 932: READ A: POKE
Z,A: NEXT: FOR Z = 1 TO 200
0: NEXT Z: 60TO 100
4190 Z = FRE (0): INPUT 'START R
ECORDER AND PRESS RETURN ";X
$

4215 CALL WTAPE
5210 FOR Z = TO 1000:LS(Z) = •
": NEXT :Z = FRE (0): ' INPUT
"START RECORDER AND PRESS RE
TURN R; IS
5235 CALL RET APE
5238 CALL FIX,L$(O)
5239 Z = FRE (0)
20010 IF E = OR E ) 15 THEN TEXT
: PRINT "ERROR .";E;" IN LIN
E "; PEEK (218) + PEEK (219
) • 256: STOP

°

°

30000 DATA 160,111,162,0,132,60,
134,61,160,116,32,25,3,164,1
11,166,112,132,60,134,61,164
,115,166,116,132,62,134,63,7
6,205,254,160,24,162,0,132,6
0,134,61,160,29,132,62,134,6
3,32,253,254,165,28,56,229,2
4,133,8,165
30010 DATA 29,229,25,133,9,160,2
,162,0,56,181,111,149,62,245
,8,149,111,149,60,232,136,20
8,242,165,24,56,229,111,133,
6,165,25,229,112,133,7,76,25
3,254,32,190,222,32,123,221,
32,108,221,160,2,165,155;24,
113,155,133
30020 DATA 8,200,165,156,113,155
,133,9,160,0,177,160,240,15,
200,177,160,56,229,6,145,160
,200,177,160,229,7,145,160,1
69,3,24,101,160,133,160,144,
2,230,161,197,8,208,220,165,
9,197,161,208,214,96 ' e

Protect
Your
Investment
With

..5OfE5fae..
Vinyl Binders
See page 16 fo r ord ering in formation.

Protect your SoftSide back issues (combined editions)
with these sturdy binders. Covered with durable wood·
grain vinyl , each 8% x 11 inch binder has an inside
pocket and clear sleeve on the spine which you can label
for easy identification. Each binder holds 12 issues.
8% x11 ... ... . . .. . ...... ... . ... .... . .. . . .. .. . .... . . . $7.95
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by Randy W. Massey

Robot Battle is an arcade-type
game for an AT ARI®with 32K
RAM, one joystick, BASIC
language cartridge, and one 810 disk
drive. It is included as a bonus program on this month's ATARI®DV.
An alien race, the Organians,
have declared war against Earth.
They have penetrated the Earth's
Orbiting Space Station and have
stolen the cloaking device. Without
this device, the Earth is defenseless
against enemy invasion. Your
orders are to penetrate the Organian
spaceship, retrieve the cloaking
device, and return to Earth.
The alien spacecraft has five
rooms and you must pass through
each in order to get to the cloaking
device. The device itself is surrounded by a pulsating energy field .
Contact with the field is instantly
fatal. Numerous barriers are positioned throughout the alien ship and
running into one may cause you to
lose one of your moves. However,
you may find the barriers useful in
avoiding the aliens' laser fire .
Within the alien ship are
marauding robots, programmed to
destroy any intruders. There is also
a strange spider-like creature that,
when wounded, mutates into an extremely dangerous and aggressive
form. This new creature possesses

an unknown incredible power
source that can destroy the surrounding robots or any barriers in
their way. Avoid it if you can.
To play Robot Battle, plug a
joystick into slot number one and
type from BASIC, RUN"D :
ROBOT". Or simply choose the
program ROBOT as listed in the
ATARI® disk cover program. After
Robot Battle loads into computer
memory, the title screen is displayed
and you then enter your game
options.
Before beginning to play, the
computer asks you to select a skill
level. Novice is the easiest, having
four moves per turn. There are
fewer attacking aliens and your
shields are able to absorb more of
the enemy laser fire. Intermediate
allows three turns per move and has
more aliens and weaker shields.
The expert level is only for persons who have played this game a
great many times. You're allowed
two moves per turn, and the number
of aliens and the strength of their
weapons are formidable. Anyone
who can succeed at this level is a
master game player.
After making your selection,
press the START key to begin. During the game, prompts are given to
inform you of your next move. The
game starts with the player's move
first. You are limited to ten seconds
to complete your turn .

Your weapon consists of a highpower laser that is capable of incinerating anything in its path. To
fire it, simply press the joystick button, then aim the joystick in the
direction you want to fire. Each firing of your laser counts as one turn .
Should you be fired upon, your
shields will be reduced from the initial amount of 1000/0 to a lower
value based on the distance of the
alien and the skill level you selected.
Hits from close up are particularly
dangerous ..
Destroying spiders always takes at
least two shots because their hard
chitinous shells are able to absorb
several hits. When wounded, a
spider will shed its shell and
metamorphose into an octopuslike creature. This creature can fire
up to three shots and will even
destroy the surrounding robots
should they get in its way.
The robots are easier to destroy
than the spiders, but some will take
more than one shot. If damaged,
they change color and lose the ability to move; however, they can still
fire.
Quick thinking is needed to determine the best path to the exit door
which is located on the perimeter of
the room. To leave a room, simply
place yourself at this door. Barriers
are located throughout the rooms.
If you accidentally bump into one,
you may lose one of your moves due
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to the time required to pick yourself up.
Your display at the bottom of the
screen consists of four items of information. The most important of
these is about your shields, since if
you lose your shields you will certainly be destroyed. Also shown is
the current room number, the
number of robots, and finally the
number of spiders.
During the game you have one
chance to escape from a dangerous
situation. To use the PANIC BUTTON, press any key and you can
take as many as ten quick moves.
You must be quick, as you are still
limited to ten seconds.
Suggested Strategy

1. Use the barriers to your advan-

tage. Remember that the robots cannot destroy them, but the spiders
can.
2. Put the wounded spiders to
work for you. When wounded, they
destroy some of the other attacking
aliens, making your job easier.
3. Sometimes an alien will place
itself between you and another
alien. This will effectively block the
first alien's shot. The more aliens on
either side of the line of fire, the
greater the chance that shots will be
blocked by another alien who happens to move into the line of fire.
4. If you make it to the fifth room
and your shields are low, you can

escape through the exit door
without the cloaking device. At least
you ' ll be alive to fight another day.
5. Save your quick turn until you
really need it. To get the most
distance, take one turn less than the
maximum number allowed (e.g.,
three in the novice level) before you
press a key. This will give you a total
of 13 moves in only one turn. Those
extra three moves may make all the
difference.
Programs on the Disk

ROBOT: Loads display list interrupt and joystick Machine
Language routines into page 6 and
bumps lomem up 2K to make room
for two character sets, then loads
main program.
ROBOT.PT2: Main program.
ROBOT.PT3: First character set.
ROBOT.PT4: Second character set.

ATARr

K-Byters

Super-Snake
An AT ARI® K-Byter by Trevor
Porter, Sarasota, FL

The object of this game is to hit as
many of the white boxes as possible
with your "snake." The game ends
as soon as you run into a wall or
your own trail. To move, you can
use either a joystick or the arrow
keys on the keyboard. If you find
yourself in a tight spot, you can
either press the FIRE button or the
RETURN key to jump to a new
location on the screen .
Scoring is based on how many
boxes are hit and how long the game
is played. More points are scored
for hitting the edge of a box than for
going through its middle.
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10 GRAPHICS 9:POKE 710,0:IX=I:IY=O:X=4
0:Y=90:COLOR 10:PLOT O,O:DRANTO 79,0:D
RANTO 79,191:DRAWTO 0,191IDRANTO 0,0
20 A=RNDIO)a70+5:B=RNDIO)aI80+S:COLOR
15:PLOT A,B:DRAWTO A+2,B:DRAWTO A+2,B+
2:DRAWTO A,B+2:DRAWTO A,B
30 COLOR 5:LOCATE X,Y,I:IF Z=10 OR Z=5
THEN 100
40 PLOT X,Y:IF Z=15 THEN 110
50 S=STICK(0):P=PEEKI764):IF S=14 OR P
=14 THEN IX=O:IY=-1
60 IF S=13 OR P=15 THEN IX=O:IY=1
70 IF S=11 OR P=6 THEN IX=-I:IY=O
80 IF S=7 OR P=7 THEN ZX=l:ZY=O
85 IF P=12 OR STRI6(0)=0 THEN POKE 764
,255:X=RND(0)a70+5:Y=RND(0)aI80+5
90 X=X+ZX:Y=Y+ZY:SC=SC+l:60TO 30
100 6RAPHICS o:? "SCORE - "jSC:CLR :FO
R 1=0 TO 999:NEXT I:RUN
110 X=X+IX:Y=Y+ZY:SC=SC+I000:60TO 20 ~

ATARr
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by Luis Wuhl

R

, Refef':,e.n9,;is
roiram C ~q~iring8 .
disk system with optional printer.

o
S

available to the programmer. Some
of the' mpre valuable utilities are
progra~l
compressor, line
' renumb<!fer, line cross ' reference,
variable cross reference, and a program trace/ monitor.
The two most important of these
are the renumberer and the variable
,c ross r~ference. (L~st month's,
ATA'Rl®;fDV f;atured':a renumber ;::
utility.rA good variable refer~nce
utility should display a listing of all

S

R

\,~31~~:~fr~i~11:!~~~6~~~!~l!l'\iliI~;{
To use Cross Reference, first load

~~:~il~:~ihfk~~~~:~~~te:~ ~;,
;:;~:,;'READY;~~',

be sure. tlte{diskette has ":~:iL
enough free space on it and type:

E
R
E
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ATARr
$1$$I SSSSSSSt,S.S$$$$SS$$$$SS$
$

S

ATAF: !

BASIC

$

' AlARI Cross Referenc e' S
Author : Luis Wuhl

$

(c) 1':;82, SoftSide
SSS$$SS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$S$$

1,) DI MREG$·(140) ,POS$ il ,)i) l ,VAR$(51 20),
AH (20) :A=FRE ((;i iO.B:DIM SH IAI,PROGS (
30) :OPEN #2,4. 0,"K: "
20 GOSUB 7000
22 TOTVAR=O:CUEN= I
35 BOSUS 2000:REM READ
37 IF REG$="FIN" THEN BOSUS 15000;END
40 BOSUS IOOO:REM LOOK FOR BLANKS
50 LNUM=VAL (REG$ (I,N-I ) \
60 LAST=N+l
70 BOSUe IOOO:REM LOOK FOR TERMINATOR
75 IF FIN THEN 35:'REM END INSTRUCTION
77 IF LAST )N-I THEN 60
80 POS$=REG$ !LAST,N-I I
84 IF POS$="DATA" THEN 35
85 IF POS$= ' REM" THEN 35
86 GOSUB 5000:REM CHECK FOE A NUMBER
87 IF NUM THEN 60
11 0 GOSUB 4000:REM CHECK INSTRUCTION
120 IF NO THEN 60
130 GOSUB 13000
140 GOTO 60
999 REM SEARCH FOR BLANKS
1000 IF N } =lEN(REG~1 THEN FIN=I:60TO 1
020
1007 N=N+l:AS=ASC(REG$ (N,NI )
1008 IF ASCIREG$(LASTI'=34 THEN 60SUB
:,()40: GOTO I(lOt)
101 0 IF NOT IAS )=48 AND AS(=901 THEN
1015

1013 FOR G=58 TO 64:IF AS< >S THEN NEXT
6:60TO 1000
1014 POP
1015 IF REB$ IN,N)="?" THEN 1000
1020 RETURN
1999 REM INPUT PROGRAM LINE
2000 TRAP 2050
2012 FIN=O:N=O:LAST=I
2020 INPUT il,RE6$
2022 REG$(LENIREG$)+II=' "
2030 SENT=SENT+l
2040 TRAP 40000:RETURN
2050 RES$="FINu:RETURN
2999 REM CHECK FOR COMMAS
3000 NO=1
3010 FOR H=1 TO 'LENIPOS$)
3020 IF ASC(POSS(H,H))=34 THEN 3040
3030 NEXT H:NO=O:RETURN
62
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3039 REM CHECK FOR COMMAS
3040 N=Ntl
3050 N=N+l: IF liSC ( REGH~ , NI )< >34 THEN
3050

3060 N=N+I:LAST= N+I: RETURN
3999 REM CHECK FOR INSTRUCTION
400u NO=I
4100 IF POSS= ' ABS' THEN RETURN
4101 IF POS$= "ADR " THEN RETURN
41 02 IF POSS="AND' THENRETURN
4103 IF POS$= ' ASC" THEN RETUR N
4104 IF POS$= ' ATN" THEN RETURN
4105 IF POS$="BYE" THEN RETURN
41 06 IF POS$='CLOAO' THEN RETURN
4107 IF POS$='CHR$" THEN RETURN
4108 IF POSS='CLOS' THEN RETURN
4109 IF POS$='ClOSE ' THEN RETURN
411 0 IF POS$='CLR' THEN RETURN
4111 IF PDS$= ' CDLDR' THEN RETURN
411 2 IF POS$='CDM' THEN RETURN
411 3 IF POS$='CONT' THEN RETURN
4114 IF POS$='COS' THEN RETURN
4115 IF POS$='CSAVE" THEN RETURN
4116 IF POS$="DES' THEN RETURN
4117 IF POS$='OIM" THEN RETURN
4118 IF POS$='OOS' THEN RETURN
4119 IF POS$="DRAWTO" THEN RETURN
4120 IF POS$='END ' THEN RETURN
4121 IF POS$="ENTER' THEN RETURN
4122 IF POS$='EXP' THEN RETURN
4123 IF POS$="FOR' THEN RETURN
4124 IF POSS='FRE' THEN RETURN
4125 IF POS$="GET" THEN RETURN
4L26 IF POS$='GOSUB" THEN RETURN
4127 IF POS$='GOTO' THEN RETURN
4128 IF POS$='GO TO" THEN RETURN
4129 IF POS$='GRAPHICS' THEN RETURN
4130 IF POS$='IF" THEN RETURN
4131 IF POS$='INPUT" THEN RETURN
4132 IF POS$="INT' THEN RETURN
4133 IF POS$="LEN" THEN RETURN
4134 IF POS$="lET' THEN RETURN
4135 IF POS$='LIST' THEN RETURN
4136 IF POSS='LOAD" THEN RETURN
4137 IF POS$="LOCATE" THEN RETURN
4138 IF POS$='LOG' THEN RETURN
4139 IF PClS$="LPRINT' THEN RETURN
4140 IF POS$='NEW· THEN RETURN
4141 IF POS$='NEXT' THEN RETURN
4142 IF POS$='NOT' THEN RETURN
4143 IF POS$="NOTE' THEN RETURN
4144 IF POS$='ON' THEN RETURN '
4145 IF POS$='OPEN' THEN RETURN
4146 IF POS$='DR' THEN RETURN
4147 IF POS$='PADDLE" THEN RETURN
SoftSide

4148 IF POS$= ' PEEK" THEN RETURN
4149 IF POS$="PLOT" THEN RETURN
4150 IF POS$='POINT" THEN RETURN
4151 IF POS$="POKE" THEN RETURN
4152 IF POS$="POP ' THEN RETURN
4153 IF POS$="POSITION " THEN RETURN
4154 IF POS$='PRINT' THEN RETURN
41 55 IF POS$="PTRIG' THEN RETURN
4156 IF POS$='PUT' THEN RETURN
4157 IF POSS='RAD" THEN RETURN
4158 IF POS$="REAO" THEN RETURN
4159 IF POS$='RESTORE ' THEN RETURN
4160 IF POS$='RETURN" THEN RETURN
4161 IF POSS="RND' THEN RETURN
4162 IF POS$='RUN ' THEN RETURN
4163 IF POS$="SAVE" THEN RETURN
4164 IF POS$='SETCOLOR" THEN RETURN
4165 IF POS$="SGN" THEN RETURN
4166 IF POS$="SIN" THEN RETURN
4167 IF POS$="SOUND" THEN RETURN
4168 IF POS$= "SQR" THEN RETURN
4169 IF POS$='STATUS" THEN RETURN
41 70 IF POS$='STEP' THEN RETURN
4171 IF POS$="STICK' THEN RETURN
4172 IF POS$='STRIG' THEN RETURN
41 73 IF PDS$="STOP' THEN RETURN
41 14 IF POS$="STR$" THEN RETURN
41 75 IF POS$='THEN ' THEN RETURN
41 76 IF POS$="TO· THEN RETURN
4177 IF POSS='TRAP" THEN RETURN
4178 IF POS$="USR' THEN RETURN
4179 IF POS$="VAL" THEN RETURN
4180 IF POS$='XIO' THEN RETURN
4190 IF POS$="" THEN RETURN
4200 NO=O:RETURN
4999 REM CHECK FOR ANUMBER
5000 NUM=I
5020 IF POSSII, 1)< n (I' OR POSS II, 11 ;- "9"
THEN NUM=O
5030 RETUR~l
6999 REM INPUT PROS RAM NAME
7000

'j

'}'

7020 POSITION 2,10:' ' ENTER PRDSRAM NA
ME: IDn:Filespec,ExU'

7030
7040
7050
7060
7080

INPUT PROG$
TRAP 7200
OPEN 11;4,0,PROS$
TRAP 40000
RETURN
7200 CLOSE tl:60TO 7000
7999 REM CHECK FOR STRING OR ARRAV
8000 IF N=LEN(RES$) THEN 8100
8020 IF RE~$(N,NI="(' OR REGS(N,N):'S"
THEN POSSILENIPOS$)+I)=REGS(N,NI
8100 RETURN

ATARr
12999 REM STORE VARIABLES
13000 BOSUS 8000
13010 60SUB 14000
13015 ST$ICUEN,CUEN+S)="
13020ST$(CUEN,CUEN)=CHRSINVAR):ST$!CUi
EN+l,CUEN t 5)=STR$(LNUH ):CUEN=CUEN+b
13040 RETURN
13999 REM CHECK REPEAT OF VARIABLE
14000 IF LEN(POS$) (40 THEN POS$ILENIPO
5$)+1)=" ":60TO 14000
14040 NVAR=O
14045 IF LEN(UAR$)=O THEN 14090
14050 FOR T=1 TO LENIVAR$) STEP 40
14060 NVAR=NVAR+l
14070 IF POS$=VAR$IT,T+39) THEN POP :6
OTO 14100
14080 NEXT T
14090 TOTVAR=TOTVAR+I:NVAR=NVAR+l:VAR$
ILEN IVARSI+I)=POS$
14100 RETURN
14999 REM PRINT VARIABLS AND LINE #'5
15000 POKE 752,1:' 'OUTPUT TO WHICH DE
VICE' (EfP/R)':GET 12,AZ:AZ$=CHR$IAZ)
15002 IF AZ$="P' THEN TRAP 15100:LPRIN
T

H

"

15003 OPEN 15,B,0,AIS:TRAP 40000
15004? 15;"CROSS REFERENCES OF "jPROS
$:' 15j"==============================
=====':' 35;
15005 NVAR=O
15010 FOR T=1 TO LEN IVAR$) STEP 40
15020 NVAR=NVAR+l
15025 ? '5;VAR$(T,T+39);":"
15030 FOR 6=1 TO LENISTSI STEP 6
15040 IF ASCIST$(G,S))=NVAR THEN' 15;
VALIST$16+1,6+S))j", ";
15050 NEXT 6:7 15;"DONE'
15055 , 15;" -------------------------- - - ______ 11

15060 NEXT T:? 15
15065 ? 15;" NUMBER OF PROGRAM LINES"
jSENT
15067 ? 15:' 15;' NUMBER OF VARIABLES
DEFINED "jTOTVAR
15070 CLOSE 15:RETURN
15100 POSITION 3,6:' ·}PRINTER NOT REAl
DY} •

15110 POSITION 3,7:? "PRESS RETURN WHE!
NREADY "j: INPUT POS$:60TO 15000 e i

Th e aliens haw sw('pt und('fea ted across the galaxy.
You art' an ('nt('rprising star ship captain-the final
defender o i spac ('.
As the alit'ns attack , yo u laun c h a deadly barrage of
mi ss il (:'s. Flankers swoo p down on your position .
Man euvering to avoid the counterattack, you
disintegrate thl'ir ships with your magnetic repellers .
As your skill improvps , the attackers in c rease their
sp eed . And as a last reso rt, th e aliens us e their
invi sibl e ray to slow the speed of your missile
laun che r.
GALACTIC CHASE provid es Atari owners with the
most chall enging one or two p e rson game in the
galaxy.

JI\.®
AlAR I
Atari 400/800 16k. Wril1en in machine language . Requires joysticks.
Payment : Personal Checks-allow thr ee weeks to clear.
American Express , Visa , & Master Charge-i nclude all numbers o n ca rd . Please include phone

number with all o rders . 24.95 for casselle o r 29.95 for disk plus 2.00 shipping. Michigan
residen ts add 4%.
Check th e dealer in yo ur local galaxy. Dealer inquiries encouraged .

Galactic Chase

© 1981 Stedek Software .

SPECTRUM
COMPUTERS
SoftSide

Dept S.
26618 Southfield
Lathrup Village, MI. 48076
(313) 559-5252
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by Skeet Nevil
Word Search is a word game program for a 16K AT ARI® with one
joystick.

In this version of word search,
words are randomly written up,
down, forward, backward, or on a
diagonal. Two different words may
share the same letter. At levels 1 and
3, five words are randomly selected
from a list of fifty easy words and
placed in a 10 by 10 square. At levels
2 and 4, ten words are selected from
a list of fifty computer-related
words and placed in a 20 by 20
square. The remaining positions in
the square are filled with randomly
selected letters . Levels 3 and 4 are
the same as 1 and 2 respectively, except that the letters are invisible.
One of the hidden words will be
displayed at the bottom of the
screen. Use the joystick (plugged into controller slot #1) to find the first
letter of the word. Then press the
trigger. If you are right, the word
will be· highlighted and the next one
dispiayed. A warning message will
be displayed if you are wrong. Three
64
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misses will terminate the game.
Press the space bar to · view the
next word at the bottom of the
screen. Only words not found yet
will be displayed . The list will start
over again after viewing all words.
When you find a word, make sure it
is displayed at the bottom before
pressing the trigger . Failure to do so
will result in a miss.
Press "c" to get a clue for a
word . The clue will tell the direction
in which the word is written . For example, "NW TO SE" means that
the word starts in the northwest
direction and is written toward the
southeast. To give up on a word,
press "G". The word will then be
displayed.
At the bottom, "REMAINING"
is the number of words left,
"VALUE" is the point value of the
current word, and "SCORE" is
your current score. Words are worth
twenty points for the first minute of
the game and decrease in value by
two· points every minute. After nine
minutes, the value will remain at
two points. Requesting a clue will
SoftSide

cut the point value in half for that
word. No points will be awarded for
a word that was given up .
Variables
C(lO) : Stores" 1" if a clue was requested for that word.
D(lO): Stores the direction of each
word.
L(IO): Stores the length of each
word.
M: The number of misses.
MN: Minimum X and Y values.
MX: Maximum X and Y values.
NW: Number of words.
R: Number of words remaining .
S: The score.
T( 19,19): Stores the AT ASCII
codes of the letters of each selected
. word .
V: Value of the current word.
W$: Contains all the selected
words. Twelve bytes are reserved
for each word. The end of a word
is denoted by "*".
X(IO),Y(1O): Store the starting X
and Y coordinates of each selected
word.

ATARr
SS$$SS$$$$$$$$$$S$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$
Atari BASIC
$
$
' WORD SEARCH'
$
$
Author: Skeet Nevil
$
$
(e) 1982, SoftSide
$
SS$$SSSSSS$S$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
10 60TO 500
Subroutine to find the change in X and
Y depending on the direction (0) of the
word.

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
30

60TO 20+D
Xl=I:Yl=0:60TO 30
Xl=I:Yl=I:60TO 30
Xl=0:Yl=I:60TO 30
XI=-I:Yl=I:60TO 30
Xl=-I:Yl=O~60TO 30
Xl=-I:Yl=-1:60TO 30
Xl=0:Yl=-1:60TO 30
Xl=I:Yl=-1:60TO 30
RETURN

Subroutine to detennine if the word can.
be displayed. If so, it is stored In the T

table.

40 X2=X:Y2=Y:E=0
50 FOR J=1 TO LEN(TS)
60 IF X2 < ~N OR X2 )~X OR Y2<"N OR Y2>"X
THEN E=I:POP :60TO 120
70 IF T(X2,Y2)=0 THEN 80
75 IF ASC(TS(J,J))( )T(X2,Y2) THEN E=I:
POP :60TO 120
80 X2=X2+Xl:Y2=Y2+Yl:NEXT J
100 FOR J=1 TO LEN(TS):T(X,Y)=ASC(TS(J
,J) )

110 X=X+Xl:Y=Y+Yl:NEXT J
120 RETURN
Subroutine to place the chosen words on
the screen and fill the rest of the screen
with random letters.

130 FOR Y="N TO "X:P=I00:FOR X=~N TO ~
X:SOUND 0,P,IO,IO:P=P-4
140 POSITION X,V:IF T(X,Y)()O THEN PRI
NT 10;CHR$(T(X,Y)):60TO 100
150 PRINT 16;CHR$(INT(RND(O)t26)+6S)
160 NEXT X:NEXT Y
170 SOUND O,O,O,O:RETURN
Subroutine to print the number of
remaining words (180), value of a word
(190), and score (200).

180 POSITION 11,22:T$=STR$(R):60TO 210
190 POSITION 7,23:T$=STR$(V):60TO 210

200 POSITION 17,23:T$=STR$(S):60TO 210
210 FOR 1=1 TO LEN(TS):PRINT 16;CHRS(A
SC(T$(I,I))+90)j:NEXT I:IF 1=2 THEN PR
INTI6;" ,
220 RETURN
Subroutine to print the word that starts
at X(W), Y(W), in direction O(W) for a
length of L(W).

230 X2=X(W):Y2=Y(W):D=D(W):60SUB 20
240 FOR 1=1 TO L(W)
242 IF T(X2,Y2)192 THEN 2SS
243 IF T!X2,Y2)}96 AND A=128 THEN Al=9
6:60TO 248
240 IF T(X2,Y2)9b AND A=32 THEN 255
247 Al=A
248 T(X2,Y2)=T(X2,Y2)+Al
249 IF X=X2 AND Y=Y2 THEN C=C+Al:60TO
2SS
2S0 POSITION X2,Y2:PRINT 10;CHRS(T(X2,
Y2) )
2SS X2=X2+Xl:Y2=Y2+Yl
200 NEXT 1
270 P=12*W-ll:W$(P,P)='"
280 R=R-1:605UB 180
290 RETURN
Subroutine to print the clue.

300 POSITION 3,20:PRINT 16j'CLUE:';
310 ON D(W) 60TO 311,312,313,314,31S,3
16,317,318
311 T$='W TO E':6010 320
312 T$='NW TO SE":60TO 320
313 T$='~':60TO 320
SoftSide

314 T$='NE TO SW':60TO 320
31S T$='E TO W':60TO 320
316 T$='SE TO NW':60TO 320
317 T$='5 TO N":60TO 320
318 TS="SW TO NE":60TO 320
320 PRINT 16;1$
330 C(W)=I:V=V/2:60SUB 190
340 FOR 1=1 TO 6:FOR P=121 TO 96 STEP
-1:S0UND 0,P,10,10:NEXT P
345 FOR P=96 TO 121:S0UND 0,P,10,10:ME
XT P:NEXT I:SOUND 0,0,0,0
3S0 POSITION 3,20:PRINT 16;'

.

360 RETURN
Subroutine to play the word·found tune.

370 RESTORE 430:FOR 1=1 TO o:READ P,D:
FOR J=1 TO D:SOUND 0,P,10,10:NEXT J:NE
XT I:SOUND O,O,O,O:RETURN
Subroutine to make the miss sound.

380 LO=S7:HI=45:NT=HI:FOR T=O TO 6:S0U
ND 0,NT,10,14
381 FOR 1=1 TO 120:NEXT I
382 NT=LO:LO=HI:HI=NT:NEXT T
383 SOUND O,O,O,O:RETURN
Subroutine for the press·key sound.

390 FOR 1=1 TO 30:S0UND 0,29,10,10:NEX
T I:SOUND O,O,O,O:RETURN
Subroutine for the give·up sound.

39S FOR P=60 TO 121:S0UND 0,P,10,10:ME
XT P:SOUND O,O,O,O:RETURN
Oata for the title screen.
)I~
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DATA JIHHVAPL"HOK,-CwonIK IOSPCR, FLT
VPDsWTRZH, NYNNXPOeKNWI,GIRULPADaHLS, NW
IUYSCZQrPU
401 DATA BHXSRCHRHFcL,BDybIHVXJHTh,"ZK
"DF6RWTLP,DHDUskeetBXE,PHOHVOneviIA,NI
WOPAJNUCDD
400

Words for levels 1 and 3.

410 DATA TREEt,HOUSEt,BOATt,BOVt,6IRLt
,BI6t,STOREt,PRETTYt,HELPt,FOOD'
411 DATA BROWNt,HIDEt,WATERl,CATt,APPL
Et,6RASSt,SKYt,BOOKt,DISHt,FAST'
412 DATA PLAVt,CUPt,EATt,RADIOt,6lADt,
STONEt,BIKEt,TOYt,SWINGt,RIVERt
413 DATA BAllt,FORKt,SPOONt,SAIDt,FLOW
ERt,BEEt,lEAVEt,SORRYt,PLEASEt, THANK.
414 DATA BIRTHDAVt,HOHEt,CARt,WAGONl,H
ILKt,COOKIEt,DESERTt,SANDt,HAVBEt,VESt
Words for levels 2 and 4.

420 DATA ATARI',COHPUTERi,BVTEt,DEBUGi
,FlOWCHARTt,BASICt,PR06RA"',SUBROUTINE
t,ADDRESSt,HEHORVt
421 DATA BINARVt,HEXADECIHALt,l06ICt,C
OBOlt,FORTRANt, DATAt, ASSEHBLERt,COHPIL
Et,ERRORt,JUHPt
422 DATA 60TOt,CURSORt,DISPLAVt,DISKt,
TAPEt,ARITHHETICt,FILEt,FUNCTIONt,LIBR
ARYl, PEEKt
423 DATA POKEt,60SUBt,RETURNt,6RAPHICS
t,INPUTt,OUTPUTt,KEYBOARDt,LOOPt,MATRI
U,STRIN6t
424 DATA VARIABlEt,RANDOM*,PIXELt,COOR
DINATEt,STACKt,PRINTERt,RESTOREt,MODE'
,POSITION',EXECUTEt
Data for the word-found tune.

430 DATA 121,15,96,15,81,15,60,40,81,1
5,60,40
Initialization.

500 DIM W$(120),T$112),TI19,19),X(10),
V(10),DII0),L(10),C(10)

510 6RAPH ICS 17:SElCOLOR-- 0,0,4: SETCOLO -R 1,0,4:SETCOLOR 4,0,4
Display the title screen.

520 FOR 1=4 TO 15:READ T$:POSITION 4,1
:PRINT 16jT$:NEXT I
530 60SUB 390:SETCOLOR O,O,O:SETCOLOR
1,0,0:FOR 1=1 TO 500:NEXT I:GOSUB 390:
SETCOLOR 1,12,10
540 POSITION 1,22:PRINT 16j"instructio
ns ';CHR$(8)j Y"jCHR$(13)j"n"jCHR$(9)
I

Detennine if instructions are requested
or not.

550 POKE 764,255
560 IF PEEK(764)=255 THEN 560
570 KEY=PEEKI7b4):IF KEY=35 THEN 60SUB
390:60TO 710
580 IF KEY<>43 THEN 550
585 60SUB 390
Print instructions.

590 6RAPHICS O:PRINT
Words will b
e randolly placed on":PRINT 'the scree
n, They lay be spelled fore-"
600 PRINT "ward, backwards, up, down,
or on a':PRINT "diagonal,":PRINT :PRIN
T'
Use the joystick to find the"
610 PRINT "first letter of a word and
press the':PRINT "trigger, You will be
allowed only two"
620 PRINT 'Iisses, The gale will end 0
n the":PRINT 'third liss,":PRINT
630 PRINT
Use the SPACE B~ to Ii
st the":PRINT 'hidden words, Press 'C'
for a clue'
640 PRINT "or '§' to give up on a word
,":PRINT :PRINT
Words are worth 2
o points for the"
650 PRINT 'first linute ind decrease i
n value by":PRINT "2 points for each a
dditional linute,"
660 PRINT "After 9 linutes, words will

montinental
AdVentures

I

I

I

4975 Brookdale Dept. 07
Bloomfield Hills, Mich. 48013
(313) 645-2140

Continental Adventures presents three adventures and one graphics game
for the Atari 400 and 800 computer owner
The Ghost Tower - Combat with diabolical demons, 16K ..... .. .... $16.95
Town of Derango - Avenging the death of a father, 8K ....... . ...... $16.95
Talisman of Power - A search for the four keys of Gremlock, 16K .... $18.95
Super Shape Builder - A graphics game for creating your own pictures.
Joysticks reqd. 8K ...... .. .......... . .. . ... $14.95
Disk Versions available for all programs $4.00 extra
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retain at":PRINT "2 points each. A c1
ue will cut the"
670 PRINT "point value in half for tha
t word, A":PRINT "word that was given
up is worth zero,"
680 PRINT :PRINT
Press any key t
a conti nue, 'j
I

Continue if any key is pressed.

690 POKE 764,255
700 IF PEEK(764)=255 THEN 700
705 60SUB 390
Print screen to allow .choice of level.

710 6RAPHICS 17:SETCOLOR 0,12,10:SETCO
LOR 4,0,4
720 POSITION O,2:PRINT 16j"l: FIVE EAS
YWORDS":POSITION 3,3:PRINT 16j'I00 LE
HERS
725 POSITION 0,5:PRINT '6j"2: TEN CO"P
UTER":POSITION 3,6:PRINT Ib,'RELATED W
ORDS"
730 POSITION 3,7:PRINT 16j"400 LETTERS
':POSITION O,9:PRINT 16;"3: SAME AS 1
EXCEPT"
735 POSITION 3,10:PRINT 16j"INVISIBLE
LETTERS":POSITION 0,12:PRINT 16j"4: SA
HE AS 2 EXCEPT"
740 POSITION 3, 13:PRINT .bj"INVISIBlE
LETTERS":POSITION 5,lb:PRINT 16j"LEVEL
(1-4)
750 POKE 764,255
I

I

Determine the level.

760 KEV=PEEK(764):IF KEY=31 OR KEV=2b
THEN HX=14:HN=5:NW=5:60TO 790
770 IF KEY=30 OR KEV=24 THEN "X=19:HN=
O:NW=IO:GOTD 790
780 60TO 760
790 60SUS 390: IF KEY=31 OR KEY=30 THEN
INVSBL=0:6DTO 830
800 INVSBL=1:60TO 830
Clear the screen, print message, and
Initialize the word table.

830 GRAPHICS 17:SETCOLOR 4,0,4:SETCOLO
R 1,2,8:SETCOlOR 0, 12,10:SETCOLOR 2,12
,10
835 POSITION 0,7:PRINT .6j"ONE "OHENT
PLEASE." '
840 FOR I=HN TO HX:FOR J=HN TO MX:T!I,
J)=O:NEXT J:NEXT I
Pick a word, Its starting position (X,y),
and direction (D). The direction can be
1 thru 8. In a clockwise direction, 1 is
west to east, 2 Is northwest to southeast,
etc. If a word can fit In the table, store
it. Otherwise, pick another word.

ATARr
850 FOR 1=1 TO NW
BbO R1=INT(RND(0)'5)+I:R2=INT(RND(0)'1
0)+1
8b5 IF NW=5 THEN RESTORE Rl+409:60TO 8
80
870 RESTORE Rl+419
8BO FOR J=1 TO R2:READ T$:NEXT J
890 W$(12'I-ll)=TS
900 IF I~1 THEN 930
910 FOR J=1 TO I-l:IF W$(12.J-11,12iJ+
LEN(TS)-12)=T$ THEN POP :60ro 8bO
920 NEXT J
930 1$=' .: J=1
940 P=12ll-12+J:IF W$(P,P'=".· THEN 9b

o

950 T$(J,J)=WS(P,P):J=J+l:60TO 940
960 X=INT(RND(O)i(HX-HN+l))+HN:Y=INT(R
ND(0)'(HX-HN+1))+HN
970 D=INT(RND(0)i8)+I:X(I)=X:Y(I'=Y:D(
1)=D:L(I'=LEN(TS):60SUB 20:605UB 40
980 IF E=1 THEN 860
990 C(I)=O:NEXT I
Print thank·you message. Then fill the
screen with the selected words along
with randomly chosen letters.

1000 60SUB 390:POSITION 4,9:PRINT 16j"
THANK YOU.'
1010 FOR 1=1 TO 400:NEXT I
1020 POSITION 0,7:PRINT 16;·
':POSITION 4,9:PRINT 16j'
1030 SETCOLOR 0,0,0
1040 60SUB 130
1050 IF INYSBL=1 THEN FOR 1=1 TO 400:N
EXT I:SOSUB 390:SETCOLOR 0,0,4
Print the headings for the bottom 3
lines.

1140 POSITION 0,21:PRINT IOj'word'jCHR
$ (26)
1150 POSITION 0,22:PRINT Ibj'relaining
'jCHR$(26)
IlbO POSITION 0,23:PRINT 16j'value"jCH
R$(26):POSITION 10,23:PRINT 16j'score'
jCHR$(26)
Initialize and print the number of words
remaining (R), value (V), and score (5).

1170 R=NW:Y=20:S=0:W=S:H=S:X=9:Y=X:POK
E 18,S:POKE 19,5:POKE 20,S
1180 LOCATE X,Y,C:POSITION X,Y:PRINT I
6jCHR$(C+160)
1190 60SUB 180:60SUB 190:60SUB 200

If no words are left, go to the end·of·
game routine.

1200 IF R=O THEN 60TO 1590
1205 IF W=O THEN 1210
Print the next word that has not been
found.

120b IF C(W)=1 THEN V=V'2:605UB 190
1210 W=W+l:IF W>NW THEN W=I
1220 P=12'W-ll:IF W$(P,P)='.· THEN 121

o
1230 POSITION 6,21:PRINT 16j'
': POSITION 6,21
1240 IF W$(P,P)='." THEN 1255
1250 PRINT 16jCHRS(ASC(W$(P,P))+160)j:
P=ptl:GOTO 1240
1255 IF C(W)=1 THEN 605US 300
Clear register containing the last key
pressed.

1260 POKE 764,255
1270 IF (C(W)=1 AND V=IJ OR (C(W)=O AN
D V=2) THEN 1310
Reduce the point value if one minute
has elapsed. Location 20 Is incremented
by 1 every 1160 of a second. When it
gets to 255, location 19 is incremented
by 1.

1280 IF 256.PEEKfl9)+PEEK(20'(3600 THE
N 1310
1290 60SUB 390:POKE 19,0:POKE 20,0
1300 IF C(W)=1 THEN V=V-I:60TO 1305
1302 V=V-2
1305 60SUB 190
If the space bar is pressed (KEY = 33),
find the next word. If "G" is pressed
(KEY = 61), do the glve·up routine. If
"C" Is pressed (KEY =18), print a clue
and cut the point value In half.

1310 KEY=PEEK(764)
1320 IF KEV=33 THEN FOR 1=1 TO 30:S0UN
D 0,121,12,10:NEXT I:SOUND 0,0,0,0:60T
o 1200
1330 IF KEY=61 THEN A=32:60SUB 395:60S
UB 230:60TO 1200
1335 IF KEY=18 THEN POKE 764,255:IF C(
W)()1 THEN 60SUB 300
If the trigger is pressed, check to see if it
Is a hit or a miss. For a miss, print the
message and end the game on the third
miss (lines 1370·1420). For a hit,
highlight the word and adjust the score
(line 1440).

1340 IF STRI6(0) (}0 THEN 1460
1350 IF X(W)=X AND Y(W)=Y THEN 1440
1370 H=H+l:POSITIDN 3,20:PRINT 16j'HIS
S NUHBER 'jCHRS(ASC(STRS(H))+128) --SoftSide

.

1380 60SUB 380:POSITION 3,20:PRINT t6;
,
1390 IF 11}2 THEN A=32:60TO 1590
1400 POSITION 3,20:PRINT 16j'
I

1410
1420
1440
OSUB
1450

IF STRI6(0)=0 THEN 1410
60TO 1270
60SUS 370:A=128:60SUB 230:5=S+V:6
200
6010 1200

Move the cursor in the direction
indicated by the joystick.

1460 ST=STICK(O):IF ST=15 THEN 1270
1470 IF ST(8 THEN Xl=I:Yl=ST-7:60TO 15
00
1480 IF ST(12 THEN Xl=-I:YI=ST-ll:60TO
1500
1490 Xl=0:Yl=ST-15
1500 IF YI=-2 THEN Yl=1
1510 IF X+Xl(I1N OR 1+ll)~X OR Y+Yl(MN
OR Y+YI >I1X THEN 1270
1520 POSITION X, Y:PRINT 16jCHR$(C)
1530 X=XtXI:Y=YtYl:LOCATE X,Y,C
1540 IF C(91 THEN D=C+160:60TO 1570
1550 IF C(123 THEN D=CtI28:BOTO 1570
1560 D=C+32:60TO 1570
1570 POSITION X,Y:PRINT .6jCHR$(D)
1580 SO TO 1270
Highlight words not found.

1590 FOR W=I TO NW
1600 P=12'W-l1:IF W$(P,Pl='" THEN 162

o

1610 60SUB 395:60SUB 230
1620 NEXT iii
Display flashing letters and play·
again message. If yes (KEY =43),
return to the level selection routine.
If no (KEY = 35), display the final
message and end.

1625 POSITION 2,20:PRINI 16j'PLAY A6AI
764,255
1630 POSITION X, Y:PRINT 16jCHRS(C) :C=O
1640 IF C=2 THEN C=O:L=0:60TO 1655
1650 C=2:L=8
1655 BOSUB 390:SETCOLOR O,C,L
1660 FOR 1=1 TO 200
1665 KEY=PEEU764): IF KEV=43 THEN POP
:GOSUB 390:60TO 710
1670 IF KEY035 THEN NEXT 1:6010 1640
1680 POP :60SUB 390
1690 6RAPHICS 17:5ETCOLOR 4,O,4:SETCOL
OR 0,12,10
1700 POSITION 0,10:PRINT 16j "THANKS FO
R THE 6AHE.·
1710 FOR 1=1 TO 400:NEXT I:POKE 764,25
5:60SUB 390

~·:POKE
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ATARr Software
Ghost Hunter
from Arcado PLUS. 16K,
cassette, $29.

A review by Bruce Chapman

GHOST HUNTER

Crush, Crumble and Chomp
from Epyx. 32K, disk, $32 .

,;

Space Chase
from Swifty Software. 16K,
cassette, $15.

.

-

Outdoor Games
from Sensational Software. 32K,
cassette, $12.
Of these four programs, two are
outstanding values - Ghost Hunter
and Crush, Crumble and Chomp
(from here on referred to as CC&C).
Ghost Hunter, an excellent version of Pac-Man, is definitely worth
its $29 suggested retail price. It has
excellent color graphics, great
sounds, incredible action, and many
variations including head-to-head
playing, player handicapping, and
different mazes. The tape version
loads in only three minutes with a
front screen (which loads in a few
seconds) being displayed while the
remainder of the program is loaded.
The program will auto-start once
loaded by scrolling up the first maze
from the bottom of the screen while
playing a fanfare of some pretty
good sounding four-part music.
You then can select a maze, choose
any options you want, enter your
initials, and start play.
The one-player game is at least as
fast-paced and difficult as the arcade game, with a few differences.
Most important, if you know any
"patterns" on Pac-Man, you'll
have to learn some new ones for this
game; the 16 different mazes make
it almost impossible to become so
good that the game is boring.
Because the joysticks have eight
positions rather than the four on the
Pac-Man machine, it is not as simple as the arcade game. Once in a
while you may misguide your
"hunter." To facilitate use of the
joysticks, I either put a large book
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on my lap with the joystick on top
of it or put the joystick directly on a
desk . This also lessens the tension
on the hands . During a game, play
may be suspended by the touch of
any key. If a key is held down long,
play will continue more slowly
(because of the repeat key feature
built into the AT ARI® OS) .
Other unique features of Ghost
Hunter are: the passageway where
you can go off the top or bottom instead of the sides; the "fruit" which
is not fruit, but pieces of another
"hunter" which, when hit, count as
extra points worth one-sixth of a
new hunter; a "hide" feature which
is sometimes helpful; and the
sounds/ graphics which, although
not exactly like those of Pac-Man,
are excellent.
The two-player head-to-head option is definitely the feature which
puts this game far ahead of most
others; two people can control
hunters roaming the mazes, helping,
tricking, or ignoring each other.
Epyx's CC&C is also a very good

So!tSide
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game - especially in di sk. The
cassette version, unfortunately, may
take up to 15 minutes to load (needs
32K RAM,) and then only loads in
stages, thereby requiring your attention to the loading. If your patience
is good, the game itself is worth the
wait.
CC&C redefines the 'c haracter set
which makes the buildings, cars,
tanks, bridges, etc., show up on the
screen. Although the graphics are
excellent, when objects are moved it
looks rather awkward. The monster
(you can select from six or design
one yourself) is a quadruple-width
player /missile character, and looks
fairly realistic. But then, who's to
say what a "realistic" monster is?
The documentation included is
excellent and the most extensive I've
had for any software package. It
starts by telling you to "Let loose
the beast within you!" and describes
modes of play and objectives very
well. While the program is running,
it shows a small section of one of
four cities which you have previous-

ATARr
ly selected, and draws the other portions of the city as you reach them.
This program is a good strategy
builder, and the strategy used must
be quite different for different
monsters, as each has certain
features and limitations.
The only major complaint is that
the input of moves takes some getting used to. CC&C is a great game
for those interested in planning and
executing a wave of destruction, and
definitely worth the $32 if you have
a disk drive. If not, patience is
recommended.
Swifty Software's Space Chase,
on the other hand, is not as welldesigned . The basic idea behind the
game is good. It would be a popular
game provided the program itself
were of better quality. You control a
spaceship' with which you attempt to
"cloak" all planets (boxy-looking
circles) on the screen while avoiding
one to three enemy craft after you.
This could be a fast-action arcade
game, but somehow the speed and
good graphics were left out. The

spaceships are simply redefined
characters, which jump from one
position to the next in a somewhat
jerky manner. The only use of
player I missile graphics is in the
enemy bases, which don't move.
The graphics are flashy, but not
very smooth or impressive . Joystick
control is jerky. One option which
allows you to plant mines in the
paths of enemies is almosts fruitless,
as is the option to have shields . This
game may very well hold your interest for awhile but lacks longtime
intrigue. The 16K tape costs $15,
which isn't a bad price, but I would
not highly recommend this
program.

and II are somewhat of a challenge,
but their graphics aren't very good.
A map of an island is randomly
drawn, with four "guardians" and
one blinking treasure. You are to
find your way to the treasure by
observing around you, searching for
useful items (i .e., a compass, some
food), and evading the guardians.
Unfortunately you 'can't see your
position on the screen, but must
deduce your position through examining surrounding terrain.
Here the idea of the program is
good, as is the case with Treasure
Island II, but the graphics, speed,
and input are only fair. The last program on the tape, Forest Fire, puts
you in control of a helicopter (a
white dot) so that you may extinguish the fires displayed on the
screen. The graphics are not bad (a
modified graphics 10 screen is used),
but the game is, not very impressive.
You might learn from looking at the
listing of the program, but aside
from this the program is of little
G
value.

Another cassette, I would not
recommend Outdoor Games. The
cassette contains three programs
with one variation to one of them.
The first program, Fishing Trip, is
not well executed or designed. It is
quite slow, uninteresting with poor
graphics (in mode 3), plus it takes
too long to load. Treasure Island I

ATARI* 800* OWNERS!

PLUG IN AND GO
The Axlon RAMO ISK Memory System provides 12BK of RAM
memory which can be utilized as an additional disk device or
bank selectable RAM memory! The 0 OS supplied with the
system allows you to utilize the RAMDISK Memory System
as a disk device in conjunction with your Atari Bl0* . The
system is up to 20 times faster than the Atari BID and is compatible with existing Atari BOO software. As user memory, the
RAMDISK Memory System is organized as eight (B) 16K
banks. The system is installed with two 16K RAM modules
giving you a 160K Atari BOO system . Drop by your local computer store for a demonstration or contact Axlon, Inc. for
more information.
* I ndicates Trademark of Atari, Inc .
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Plug-in Compatibility
12BK Bytes of RAM Memory
Compatible with existing Atari 800 Software
Can be utilized as an additional disk - function for
function, up to 20 times faster than the Atari BOO
Includes DOS Memory Management Software
Can be utilized as Bank Selectable User Memory
Gold Plated Contacts
90 Day Warranty
170 N, Wolfe Road
CA 94086
(408) 730-0216

Sunnyvale,
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ANTIC -

Exploring
the ATARI®
Frontier
ANTIC and the

Display List: Part 1
by Alan J. Zett
Note: It is not recommended that
beginners attempt to read this article
without first having a thorough
understanding of BASIC programming. Some books to read that will
give you sufficient background include: ATARI® BASIC Manual,
Introduction to Programming
(Schlaum's Outline Series). It is also
recommended that the following
book should be read: 6502
Assembly Language Programming
(McGraw-Hill).
The Shape of Things to Come
The aim of this series of tutorials
is to cover all aspects of
ATARI® graphics capabilities in
minute detail so those with the inspiration can learn. Advanced
graphics will be the central theme,
with occasional excursions into the
realm of Machine Language. As
more of you learn the secrets',
everyone will benefit from the improvements in the quality of
AT ARI® software.
If you have the knowledge, experience, and ability, the
AT ARI® will produce far superior
games in BASIC than the TRS80® or Apple . However, the
AT ARI® is a bit slow and the
features that make it superior are, at
best, well hidden. Making superior games will not be easy for
beginners.
Generally
speaking,
the
AT ARI® is comparable to the TRS80® and the Apple. I believe that the
70
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Apple has a distinct advantage in
writing good games full of color and
detail with simple BASIC coding
techniques. The number of colors
available in Hi-Res when teamed up
with shape tables and the ampersand vector make for amazing
displays. The TRS-80® is best for
games not requiring sharp graphics
and color. Big Five Software and
Adventure International have had a
lot of success with their lines of arcade and adventure games.
If I had to give a rating to all three
computers, it would be as follows:
TRS-80®: Excellent for business.
Good for games.
Apple: Very good for business. Very
good for games.
ATARI ®: Good for business.
Potentially excellent for games.
If a programmer knows all of the
features the AT ARI® is capable of
and how to use them, the
AT ARI® is an ideal game computer.
But learning these "undocumented
features" can be extremely difficult.
Even the most concise manual can
be confusing at times. Sometimes,
the concepts get totally beyond me.
That's usually when I decide to call
Atari, Inc.
Atari has done more customer
support for their computer than any
other company in the business. By
providing detailed manuals for users
and having a toll-free technical hot
line, anyone with the inspiration can
become a master at the AT ARI® .
So/tSide

What is it?

will begin this month by introducing you to ANTIC: the
AT ARI ®'s graphics nerv e center.
ANTIC is just one of the four
special-purpose microproce ssors
contained within the ATARI ®. A
microprocessor is an integrated circuit that has the capability to make
simple logical decisions. Almost all
of the capabilities of the
AT ARI® are handled by custommade integrated circuits that control
literally every aspect of its operation. Most of you are already
familiar
with
the
6502
microprocessor. The 6502 is the
Central Processing Unit (CPU) of
the AT ARI® computer. You can
think of it as large time-sharing
computer. It can do nothing useful
by itself, but it can process and
channel the flow of information to
and from other computer circuits in
many uSeful ways. One of the most
common methods of communication to a microprocessor is by using
a set of predefined instructions .
Each instruction directs the CPU
how to react in a given situation. In
this way, groups of instructions
(called a program) can be combined
to perform a complicated (multistage) function called a task.
The BASIC language is an example of a large task. The instructions
contained in BASIC explain to the
CPU what BASIC is and describe
how it works. The CPU follows
these instructions and tells other circuits what to do and/ or listens to
what they have to say.
The 6502 microprocessor has a
hundred or so instruction s it
understands. In addition, some of
these instructions require extra information to further explain to the
CPU what is to be done . The reason
for so many instructions is that the
CPU is responsible for communicating to all other circuits in
the computer. It must be able to talk
to any circuit in the system, no matter how complicated. In this sense,
the CPU is a universal translator
between all of the components in a
computer. But only under the direction of a program can it know how
to translate.
When the CPU needs to communicate with the outside world, it
contacts other circuitry in the com-
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puter that has been designed for that
purpose. When the CPU is told via
the program to get data from the
operator, it requests information be
input from the keyboard. When it is
told to talk to the operator , it sends
information in computer form to an
area of memory called "screen
memory". ANTIC's main responsibility is to translate and encode
this CPU data to a form that can be
understood by the video processing
circuits.
In a less versatile computer, this
information could only be displayed
in a fixed, unchangeable manner.
This is because most computers contain single-purpose circuits for converting screen data into letters
and l or graphics on a video screen.
In the ATARI ®, the circuitry
responsible for this type of work is a
microprocessor called CTIA.
ANTIC, on the other hand, is a
special-purpose processor for
displaying visual information. Its
duty is to act as a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). ANTlC sends
CTlA display information based on
data in screen memory according to
a short "program" written in ANTIC's own language called the "Display List" or the "DL." The GPU
program must be able to tell ANTIC
where screen memory is, and how to
display it.
To further clarify the di fferences
between the 6502, ANTIC, and
CTlA, use this analogy . A company
that designs buildings is going to
build a house for a client. First the
client talks to the owner of the company and comes to an agreement on
what type of house should be built.
The owner then tells the architect to
design a house based on the client's
description. The architect lays out
the design of the house and hires
some workers to build it. The
workers know how to build, but
without directions from the architect, what they build will have no
relation to what the client wants. In
this sense, the computer is the company which .builds houses, the 6502
is the owner of the company, the
display list is the client who wants a
house to be built, ANTIC is the architect who designs houses, and
CTlA is the group of workers who
build the house according to ANTIC . The house is the video signal
which is shown on the video display.

CTIA will be covered in more
detail when the subject of
Player IMissile graphics is discussed
later in the series.
A TV displays a picture by forcing a beam of electrons in straight
lines across a screen lined with
pho~phor. Each horizontal line of
phosphor glowing with electrons is
known as a "scan line." A picture is
formed by tracing many scan lines
beneath one another to form a complete image. On the ATARI ® video
display, there are 192 scan lines.
Note that there are many other scan
lines above and below the visible
video display. These are to make
sure that the display information
will not be written too high or too
low on the picture tube to be seen.
ANTlC works with sets of scan
lines called "mode lines." Mode
lines can be any number of scan

lines between one and 16. Any
number of mode lines may be combined, as long as their total comes
out to be 192.
BASIC already has a set of nine
preprogrammed display lists
available to the programmer. These
are more commonly known as
GRAPHICS 0 to 8. GRAPHICS 0
to 2 are text modes; 3 to 8 are color
graphics modes . To better understand what a display list does, we
will be dissecting the display list that
BASIC generates when you type
GRAPHICS O.
ANTIC has only four types of instructions: graphics mode, character
mode, blank mode line, and jump
instructions.
Graphics mode instructions tell
ANTlC to display a line of screen
data as color graphics. Character
mode instructions display single or
multi-color text. Blank mode line instructions tell ANTIC to skip a
number of lines on the screen
without printing. Jump instructions
are used to continue execution of a
SojtSide

display list at the specified memory
location.
In addition to these modes, there
are four special options that may
also be specified in any text or
graphics mode: Display List Interrupts (DLI), Load Memory Scan
(LMS), Vertical Scroll, and
Horizontal Scroll. For the purpose
of discussing the GRAPHICS 0
display list, the general use of the
LMS option will need explanation .
All of the options will be covered
more extensively in future discussions of display lists, but for now
we'll stick to basics.
A Sample Display

BASIC's GRAPHICS 0 consists
of 24 screen lines of ANTIC mode
2. Each mode line consists of eight
individual scan lines. If we multiply
the number of scan lines by the
number of screen lines, we come up
with a total of 192 scan lines. Figure
1 is the list of all ANTlC text and
graphics mode instructions with
other relevant information. There
are many other forms of these instructions that do not pertain to this
month's column and have been left
out. You may notice that there are
certain ANTlC modes that have no
corresponding BASIC GRAPHIC
mode. This is because ANTIC has
three text modes and two graphics
modes which are unused in BASIC.
However, this does not mean they
cannot be used as we'll see in
the future.
First of all, we have to know
where to find the display list. This is
conveniently provided in memory
locations 560 and 561. Every time a
GRAPHICS command is executed,
the Operating System (OS) cartridge
builds a display list in memory and
puts its address in these locations.
From then on, this is where ANTlC
will look to find the display list. To
find the actual memory location,
use this formula: DL = PEEK(560)
+ PEEK(561) * 256. The variable
DL will then hold the starting
location .
Now that we know where to find
the display list, lets have a look at it.
Figure 2 is a listing of a standard
GRAPHICS 0 display list. Keep in
mind that what you are looking at is
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actually a Machine program written
in ANTIC Machine Language.
Starting from the top of the display
list and working down, we first see
three bytes of 112. (A byte is
roughly one number with a value in
the range of 0 to 255 .) Each of these
bytes is of a special class known as
blank mode lines. Figure 3 is a table
of blank mode line codes .
This type of ANTIC instruction is
responsible for skipping a number
of scan lines on the video display .
One of its main uses is in bringing
the start of the video display down
far enough so that the top is clearly

'ii'
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visible on the video screen. The
blank mode line's other main use is
to separate sections of the display
without using up screen data. That
is, to insert blank lines without having to provide blank screen data .
The blank mode instruction 112
causes eight scan lines to be skiped.
Three 112 codes will cause the top of
the video display to start 24 scan
lines down from the top of the video
screen. (The video screen starts at
the top of the picture tube.) In
almost every case, a display list
should start with three 112
instructions.

'

Figure t: ANTIC Text and Graphics Mode Instructions

ANTIC DL
Mode ,No.

ATARl® BASIC

No. Scan ,Lines

.. Graphics Mode

o

Screen Bytes

No. of

Type of

Per Mode Line

Colors

l\:Iode Lin.e

(see Figure 3)

Blank

:Jump
2

o

8

40

2

Text

3

n/ a

10

40

2

Text

4

n/ a

8

40

4

Text

5

nl a

16

40

4

Text

8

20

5

Text

6

72

7

2

16

20

5

Text

8

3

8

10

4

'GraphIcs

9

4

4

10

2

Graphics

10

5

4

20

4

Graphics

11

6

2

20

2

Graphics

12

n/ a

20

2

Graphics

13

7

40

4

Graphics

14

n/ a

40

4

Graphics

15

8

40

2

Graphics
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After this, the fourth byte we find
is a 66 instruction. This one is a little
tricky. The byte we see is actually
the ANTIC mode line 2 instruction
(GRAPHICS 0 line) with 64 added
to it. Whenever you take a text or
graphics mode line value and add 64
to it, you are telling ANTIC that
you are using the Load Memory
Scan (LMS) option. What the 66
byte is actually telling ANTIC is
this: The first line of the display is a
GRAPHIC 0 text line and the two
bytes which follow it are the
memory location of the start of
screen memory . ANTIC then uses
this address as the start of computer
data to be interpreted. The first text
or graphics mode instruction should
always contain the LMS option .
Bytes 5 and 6 are the screen
memory address in Least Significant
Byte (LSB) I Most Significant Byte
(MSB) order. If either of these terms
is unfamiliar to you, I suggest you
visit your local computer store or
library and pick up a book on the
computer numbering system. But
for now let it suffice that the MSB is
the integer portion of any number in
the range of 0 to 65535 which is
divided by 256 «MSB = INT(nl
256». The LSB is the remainder
after the MSB * 256 is subtracted
from the original number . I hope
this explanation is helpful because
the concepts of byte s and
LSB I MSBs are essential to
understanding any computer on its
own level (the machine level) i.e .,
Machine Language.
Bytes 7 through 29 tell ANTIC
that there are 23 more lines of mode
2 (GRAPHICS 0) to follow . These
mode 2 bytes along with the first
mode 2 byte (with the LMS option)
combine to form the 24 text lines of
GRAPHICS O.
Byte 30 is a special form of the
jump mode. Normally if a mode line
1 instruction is specified, ANTIC
does the equivalent of a BASIC
GOTO command. This is necessary
because, like any other program, the
last instruction in the display list
must either jump somewhere to continue or end execution. Since the
video display is in use almost constantly , the display list should form
an endless loop . However, if the
display list were to continue executing itself immediately after the
last instruction, the first line of the
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next screen display would appear
directly BELOW the last line of the
previous display. When ANTIC
tries to continue this program,
CTIA will get confused and the
video screen will begin to flip very
fast. This would happen because the
TV set or video monitor would be
trying to write information out of
syncronization with the standard
video signal sequence . In other
words, video data would be confused with positioning data in the
composite video signal coming from
CTIA. To make sure that the
display starts at the top of the screen
in the same place as before, the Wait
for Vertical Blank (WVB) option
for jump commands is used.
If you add 64 to a jump instruction (mode line 1), ANTIC will halt
execution of the display li st until the
video has started a new picture. This
type of instruction is always required at the very end of a display
list.
The last two bytes, 31 and 32 are
the LSB/ MSB of the start of the
display list in memory. Well, that
certainly was a workout, but from
the ATARI®'s point of view, we've
only just begun.
The real versatility of ANTIC
starts to shine through when we
combine different modes in the
same display list. Take GRAPHICS
5, for example . There are 40 lines of
graphics followed by 4 lines of text.

The Display Mix Twist
Figure 4 is a display list for
GRAPHICS 5. As usual, there are
three blank mode line instructions at
the start for lowering the top of the
video display. Following this is a
graphics mode 10 byte with the LMS
option specified (10 plus 64) . The
chart in Figure I shows that mode
10 is the same as GRAPHICS 5 so
we're on the right track. Bytes 5 and
6 are the start of screen memory address that go with the LMS option
of byte 4. Bytes 7 to 45 are the other
39 graphics mode lines we would expect to find.
Now look at byte 46. If you
remember, a 66 in the GRAPHICS
o display list represented a mode 2
line with the LMS option. Here is
where ANTIC splits the video
display .
According to Figure 1, each line

! ,.

-
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Figure 2: A GRAPHICS Zero Display List
;

DL BYTE NO.

BYTE VALUE

MODE TYPE

1

112
112
112
66

Blank
Blank
Blank
Text wi LMS option
Least significant byte of screen memory
Most significantQyte ~.f sereeq _memorY
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Jump w/ WVB optiml
Least significant byte of DL
Most significant byte of DL

2
3
~ 4

5

nn
nn

6

2
2
2
2
2

7

8
9
10

11

12

2
2

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
65
nn
nn

~

.

i

Figure 3: ANTIC Blank Mode
Instructions

,.

ANTIC DL
Mode Byte

No. of Blank
Scan Lines

o

1
2
3.
4
5

16
32
48
64
80

96

1i 2

SoftSide

6
7
8

.
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EXPLANATION OF
ATARI® LINE LlSTINGS

ATARr

SoftSide uses the following conventions in representing unprintabl e
characters in ATARI® Ii he listings,
unless otherwise noted:

Characters (including blank spaces)
which are underlined should be typed in
inverse video.
When graphics or control characters
are to be included in a string (between
quotation marks), that fact will be noted
in a nearby REMark. In such cases,
graphics characters are represented by
the corresponding lower-case letter, and
control characters are represented by the
corresponding unshifted key symbol.
For example: The lower-case letter s
represents a graphics cross, entered by
holding down the CTRL key and then
pressing the S key. The symbol =
represents a control-down -arro w,
entered by first pressing and releasing
the ESC key, then holding down the
CTRL key and pressing the = key . (See
Appendix F, and the back cover, of the
ATARI® BASIC Reference Manual.)
The one regular exception to the
above is that a clear-screen character
(ESC CTRL- ) is represented in listings
by a right-hand brace, which looks like
this: #
A shifted = is represented in the
listings by a vertical line with a small gap
in it.
€j

Figure 4: A GRAPHICS 5 Display List

I~

DL BYTE NO.

BYTE VALUE

MODE TYPE

1
2

112
112

Blank
Blank

3
4

112
74

Blank

5

nn

6
7

fin
10

8

10

9

10

43

10

44

10

307 West Main Street
Maple Shade. NJ 08052

Graphics
Graphics ,

Graphics
Graphics

45

10

Graphics

46
47

66
nn
nn

Text wiLMS option.
Least significant byte of screen memory

48
49

duplicating service

Graphics wiLMS option
Least significant byte of screen memory
Most significant byte of screen memory
Graphics

2
2
2

50
51
52

6S
nn

S3
54

nn

~ost

significant byte of screen memory
Text
Text
Text
Jump w/WVB option
Least significant byte of DL
Most significa nt byte of DL

(609) 667·1667
• AMP "Data-sette" blank
cassettes for digital use
• Cassette Storage Boxes
• Cassette Labels Custom printing & blank
• Custom Record Album
production from your tapes
• Stereo and Spoken Word
cassette duplication
Call or write to:

for mora Information.

All cassette work at
AMP R. & D. is custom work
to fit your needs.
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of GRAPHICS 5 takes up '20 bytes
of screen memory . When ANTIC
comes to byte 46, it reloads the
screen memory pointer to start at
the address contained in bytes 47
and 48. As long as the data here are
text data, A NTI C will set up the
next video mode line to be in
GRAPHICS O. The next 40 bytes of
data at the locatio n specified in
bytes 47 a nd 48 will be displayed as
one line of text.
Bytes 49 to 51 tell ANTIC that the
next three lines are also GRAPHICS
O. No other LMS instruction was
used since the last LMS option was
specified, therefore ANTIC will
continue to look at the data following' the first GRAPHICS 0 line .
SoftSide

Bytes 52 to 54 perform the same
function as bytes 30 to 32 in
Figure 2.
Now, yo u might be asking
yourself why there are only four
GRAPHICS 0 lines after the
GRAPHICS 5 lines. If you recall,
earlier I mentioned that each video
display must be a maxi mum of 192
scan lines long. If yo u look at Fig ure
I, yo u w ill see that each
GRAPHICS 5 mode line requires
four sc an lin es while each
GRAPHICS 0 requires eight. If you
multiply 4 text lines times 8 scan
lines, then add 40 graphics lines
times 4 scan lines, the answer comes
out to 192 scan lines and ANTIC is
satisfied.

ATARr
The Catch!

Figure 5: A GRAPHICS 8 Display List
Well , as you might have figured,
there is one small problem to be
overcome when writing display lists.
ANTlC can only look at consecutive
screen memory as long as it is 4K
bytes long or less. (Beginners skip
this next sentence.) This is because
ANTlC's program counter is only
12 bits wide, which means 4K is its
incrementing limit. (Welcome back
beginners.) However, the memory
requirement for GRAPHICS 8 is
7.5K. So (the intrepid beginner
asks), how then does ANTIC
display 7.5K of data when 4K is
its limit?
I'm glad you asked that! It shows
you're thinking . Refer now to
Figure 5 where you will find a
GRAPHICS 8 display list. The
bytes from I to 99 should be
familiar to you by now. But look at
bytes 100 through 102. Haven't we
seen them somewhere before?
Look at bytes 3 to 5. They both
start with the same mode byte.
What bytes 100 to 102 do is tell ANTlC that in order to finish with the
display, it must continue looking for
screen data at the address contained
in bytes 101 and 102. By literally
hopping over the 4K boundary, ANTlC can display data as long as
desired. Byte 100 is simply a
GRAPHICS 8 mode line byte with
the LMS option specified. All other
bytes from 103 to 176 have been explained before.
Well, that covers most of the
basics. In my next installment, I'll
be covering the text and graphics
mode line options in more detail as
well as making a few custom display
lists. In the meantime, experiment
with the program in Figure 6. It will
allow you to look at the display list
of any BASIC GRAPHICS mode
from 0 to 56. If you work at it, by
the next column you should be
able to recognize any NORMAL
display list.
In the interest of aiding all
AT ARI® users, reader input will be
passed on whenever possible. Any
comments, ideas , corrections
(knock on wood), or information
that will help me to convey a correct
and simple explanation of the
AT ARI ® graphics features will
be welcome.
ts;

DL BYTE NO.

BYTE VALUE

MODE TYPE

1
2
3
4

8
9

112
112
112
79
nn
nn
15
15
15

Blank
Blank
Blank
Graphics wi LMS option
Least significant byte of screen memory
Most significant byte of screen memory
Graphics
Draphics
Graphics

97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105

15
15
15
79
nn
nn
15
15
15

Graphics
Graphics
Graphics
Graphics wiLMS option
Least significanf byte of screen memory
M.ost significant byte. of sCreen memory
Graphics
Graphics
Graphics

165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176

15
15
15
66
nn
nn
2
2
2
65
nn
nn

. .
Graphics
Graphics
Graphics
Text wiLMS option.
Least significant 'byte of screen memory
Most significant byte of screen memory
Text
Text
Text
Jump w/WVB option '
Least significant byte of DL
Most signIficant byte of DL

5

6
7

Figure 6: A Display List Dumping Program
10 GRAPHICS 0: C).,R: DIM A(202)
20 POSITlON 2,11: TRAP 10
30? "WHAT GRAPHICS MODE ";
40 INPUT A
50 GRAPHICS A: FLAG = 0

60 Dl:. = PEIlK(560) "tcr PEEK(561) * 256
70 FOR X = 0 TO 202
80 P = PEEK(X +DL)
90 IF P = 65 AND FLAG
0 THEN
FLAG'= X +2
100 A(X) ,= P: NRXT X: G~APHICS 0
110 ? , "USE 'CTRL l' TO FREEZE."
170?: ?: FOR X =<,· 01;.0 FLAG
130 ? , "DL BYTE ";X + 1;"
";A(X)
140 NEXT X
,C
150 ?: ?: ?: GOTO 30
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Press "2" and the paddle will maintain its normal size throughout the
game.
Reset Display
This controls the action taken
when the last target has been hit.
Press 1" or ENTER and a new
rack of targets will appear after the
ball clears the target zone. Press
"2" and the rack is reset immediately after the last target has been hit.
I I

Speed Display
The speed of the ball is chosen
here. Press" 1" or ENTER for fast
speed, "2" for slow speed (approximately 25070 slower), and "3" for
variable speed.
Target Display
by Larry Meister

Breakthru is a Machine Language
arcade game for the TRS-80® Model
I or III. Optional sound is available
for an external amplifier through
the AUX cable of the cassette port.
The object of this game is to
achieve as high a score as possible
by hitting as many targets as possible. You maneuver the paddle
toward the ball so that it intercepts
the ball and deflects it back to the
target area.
Each target set consists of 140
targets, arranged as ten columns of
fourteen blocks each. A block's
value is determined by its column .
These values are:
Column
First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh
Eighth
Ninth
Tenth

standard options set to their default
values. Defaults are:
1 - Paddle will shrink if ball hits
back wall.
2 - Rack is reset when ball is outside
target area.
3 - Speed of ball is fast.
4 - Target is solid block.
Setting Game Options
When the program asks "# Balls
Per Game (1-8)?", you can press
any number from 1 to 8 to signify
the number of balls per game you
want, and begin play. The following
options are available from the title
display:

Points
1
2
4
7
11
16
22
29
37
46

"H" - Go to Help display.
"P" - Go to Paddle display.
"R" - Go to Reset display .
"s" - Go to Speed display.
"T" - Go to Target display.
Help Display

This is used to pick your target.
Press ENTER for the standard full
brick, or type 129 through 191 for a
custom target rack. The number
chosen corresponds to the standard
TRS-80® block graphic codes. (A
big favorite here at So!tSide is a
target character of 149. Try a few
games and you'll see why.)
Play Display
To serve the ball - press "S".
To move the paddle up - hold down

" >"
To move the paddle down - hold
down < "
II

When the program asks
"Another Game?", you may:
Press "Y" - Start another game with
the same options.
Press "N" - Return to the Title
Screen.
Cassette Owners!

Title Display

Paddle Display

The author wishes to inform
everyone that a cassette version of
Breakthru is available directly from ·
him for $14.00. The tape will run on
either Model I or Model III (on the
low speed cassette load) and requires 16K. This is handy for
readers of So!tSide who do not own
a disk system. The address for
ordering is:

After the program loads, it will
display the the title "BREAKTHRU
4.1 with sound". At this point, you
can type the number of balls you
want per game, and run with all the

This controls the action taken
when the ball hits the back wall.
Press 1" or ENTER and, for the
duration of that ball, the paddle will
shrink if the ball hits the back wall.

Interactive Computer Development
38 Linden ·Street
Arlington, MA 02174
a
(617) 646-8063

This gives a possible total of
2450 points per rack .

This command lists all available
options ; Press any letter shown in
parentheses to go to the corresponding display , or press any number
from 1 to 8 to specify the number of
balls per game and begin play.

I I

TRS-80®

K-Byter
Mini-Invaders
A TRS-80@K-Byter by V. A.
DeGiorgio, Orlando, FL

This is a fast, real-time graphics
game consisting of a Machine
Language program which is POKEd
into memory by a lK BASIC loader
routine. As you type in the program,
pay very close attention to th~ DATA
statements since they are in an unusual
format. Be sure to SAVE the program
before RUNning it, since there is no
provision for returning. to BASIC.
When you RUN the program there
will be a delay of about fifteen seconds
while the Machine Language routine is
initialized. (A message such as "Initializing ... " could be added, but then
the program would exceed 1024 bytes .)
Once the game begins, the upper lefthand corner of the screen will display a
graphic representation of the number
of bases remaining (including the c! !rrent one): solid blocks on a Model I, or
graphic symbols on a Model II I. Your
score, one point for each invader
destroyed, is displayed at the upper
right.
Use the arrow keys to move your
base left and right, and the spacebar to
fire. Only one missile may be on the
screen at a time, so aim your shots.
When all four of your bases are
destroyed, the game is' over; you may
restart by pressing the BREAK key.
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o CLS:CLEAR300:DEFSTRS:ONERROR60TOb:A=3E4:IFPEEK(16396)=20lTHENP
OKEl652b, 48: POKE16527, 117ELSEDEFUSR=A
1 READS:FORI=ITOLEN(S)STEP2:POKEA, (ASC(~ID$(S,I,I))-48).16+ASC(K
10$(5,1+1,1) H8:A=A+l:NEXT:60TOl
3 DATA"3 >3 006042100757023 ( =j776210575:~0606 < =j7763 <0 624 ( =j7763 ) 2
0322'7506042j7 ( ;520'jl0 79060: (53 >802100507711015001"O3 )=j02:077
5114050=7300321400011 <077192207753>8?772127753:4038477 >< ;6828043
=280135 ( j702805'}3=280134( ;78280 71108751:j720083)53121;7 )( 6(012
4 DATA '2146503:0675856 7110j750 )040609(51:;7)52825=511 « 76(=; (76=
l( j412819:?3208751206042104757 )3(' )3:28037718063 )30772j10'1 >1060
623107=13(110(j064:23 10 7=0=20(12:09757(j7281 ( 110054='380321( 1'71
13'OO I93:0575( j47280223232209753 >j(77210175113(500 )04 )=j021j'53
5 DATA"3:2 7?5472310?= ll=076(=; (76(521 7?5311 ??3?0 10004 >=j8 );23110
075 1:473 )7'(=j776(1<;41 ( 12811 )j35200:3:4038')042079(33075(34j750
5(25;75210j750124003)01>=jl (23(752106757)2j<;462805110106180311?
??: ; : 2005347 j )=445723-7 >83773: 0: 75; 7<25975 )=5?472141523 >802 j j )28
6 X=USR(0):DATA" ( 10':114050='380711400019220975(359757723107« 9
0104047 )7)8020020= 1:77231310'4(98 )9;9;84j:jO;5; <
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TRS-80®
Joystick
Modification
for the
TRS-80®
By Tigre Wenrich

Save money by attaching an
ATARI®joystick to your TRS80®yourself.
Here's how:

Figure 1

wire color "

brown
green
orange
white
blue
black

terminal post

right arrow, positive
left arrow, positive
spacebar, positive
up arrow, positive
down arrow, positive
any negative post
(I used down arrow for convenience)

One advantage that the Apple and
AT ARI® computers have over the
TRS-80® is their game playing
capabilities. Part of this is due to the
lack of a joystick for the TRS-8Q®
Recently a few companies have
come out with joysticks using an interface that connects to the computer's expansion port, but these are
expensive (about $40). Not only
that, but they make use of the INP
instruction so programs must be
modified or custom-made to make
use of the joystick .
I have found that it is not too difficult to attach an AT ARI® joystick
(the same kind used by other companies with their interfaces) to the
TRS-80® keyboard. The joystick is
sold by ~tari, Inc. as a replacement
part for their home video games and
costs about $10. I attached it to take
the place of the up , down, right, and
left arrow keys and the spacebar.
This way the joystick can be used
with any game that would have used
these keys (all but one of the excellent games by Big Five Software
work excellently!). BASIC programs can kJ~iIQr~_d to !,lse these
keys as well. (Titan from the
December issue of SoftSide is a
good example. Just change
statements which use the ENTER
key to use the spacebar). The
keyboard's operation will not be effected by the joystick in any way. I
have found that programs using the
INKEY$ statement work slightly
better than those using PEEK ..
The Juicy Part

..

Figure 2

up arrow

~

numeric keypad

.+ • •

I-+ ••.negativ~

• • ••

-. -.

•

+- +.

-

1· ·
down arrow

•
•

•• ••
• •••

••••

•
•

11

left arrow

•• •• ••
• • •
••
••

•
•
••

--

•••
••

right arrow

A generalized layout of the underside of the Model III keyboard (The
Model I should look the same.)
So!tSide

You must start by taking apart
your computer case (just the CPU
case if you have a Model I). Flip the
keyboard over so you can access the
soldered terminal points . Clip the
plug from the joystick's cord and
feed the wire through a space used
by one of the expansion cards (it
may be necessary to add some extra
wire to allow a longer cord for playing). Now solder each of the six
wires to the keyboard as shown in
Figure I .
I have done this to my TRS80® Model III and love the results. I
would think that the Model I
modification would be no different.6

U
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·-The Adventure is
April Adventure of the Month
Witches' Brew Adventure
You find yourself in an enchanted
forest. You must find your way to the
castle and rescue the Princess who is
chained inside its dungeon . A tightlywoven blend of fantasy, horror, and
science fiction, this complex adventure will , Ghallenge your wits and
ingenuity. '

March Adventure of the Month
James Brand Adventure
The President's life is in danger. As
James Brand , you must save his life
and destroy the evil Dr. Death . Your life
is constantly on the line; each move
you make could be you r last. " Your
assignment, Mr. Brand .. .. "

February Adventure of the Month
Klondike Adventure

January Adventure of the Month
Windsloe Mansion Adventure

December Adventure of the Month
Black Hole Adventure

,Snow, ice, and bitter cold surround
you . Your search for fame and fortune
in the northern country will lead you
through many perils, but you may also
see some familiar faces along the way.

A famous prisoner lies in the
dungeon of an old mansion. An
underground passage connects with
the Blair house, whose owners will
help you to ' rescue the prisoner. Can
you overcome the human and supernatural creatures who inhabit Windsloe Mansion?

The crew of an interstellar craft
discovers the long-lost Deep-Space
Probe One, the Cygnus, at the edge of
the vortex surrounding an immense
black hole. See if you can foil the plans
of Dr. Hans Reinhardt.

November Adventure of the Month
Around the World in Eighty Days
Adventure

October Adventure of the Month
Crime Adventure

September Adventure of the Month
Jack The Ripper Adventure

Test your skills as a detective by sifting through hundreds of clues. You
may have to become the new Sherlock
Holmes to solve this one! Look,for the
strange, but don't overlook the obvious , as you try to find Mrs. Fenwick
and return her to where she belongs.

Jack the Ripper is running rampant
in London and you must stop him!
Scotland Yard demands that you take
action , and the only answer is to set
yourself up as a decoy. Be careful how
you plan your costume, or dear Jack
will laugh hysterically and leave you in
the dust!

Try to repeat the feat of the classic
novel , complete with a balloon and
, other exciting features of the original
adventure. Are you ready to take the
challenge? Bon voyage!

August Adventure of the Month
Treasure Island Adventure

July Adventure of the Month
Alien Adventure

June Adventure of the Month
Arabian Adventure

You are a hardy adventurer in search
of fame, fortune, and whatever else you
can get. You find yourself on an island
where there is rumor of pirate's
treasure. But watch out for the evi I
magician and the underground torture
chamber! You may end up in a spot
wh~re all roads coming into it are
paved with good intentions ...

You are the sole survivor of a crew
on a mission to deliver a cargo of oil to
Earth . A crash landing has left you
stranded on a small planet, harshly
alien but rich in lead , gold and
platinum . You must find provisions and
a means of 'leaving th e planet. But
beware of the THING th at massacred
your crew!

As Sinbad , the mightiest sailor in ancient Arabia, your mission is to rescue
Princess Jasmine from the clutches of
the Wizard of Darkness. You will cross
the Seven Seas to the deadly Cyc lops
Mountain , and do battle with
skeletons, a one-eyed beast , a hairy
tarantula and more monsters who try
to thwart your noble purs!Jit .
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SoltSide

aiting for You ...
Subscribe to Adventure
of the Month
How would you like to go back in time to
19th century London to rnatch wits with
Jack the Ripper? Out into space to brave
the swirling vorte x of a black hole? Into the
depths of the ocean , or on a quest to
rescue a beautiful princess frorn the
clutches of evil rnonsters?
You never know where SoftSide Magazine's Adventure of the Month rnight take
you . But you can be sure that each rnonth
you will experience new delights and new
challenges as you receive an original
adventure on tape or disk , ready to load into your cornputer.
The cost? A six-rnonth rnernbership is
just $29 for the tape ($4.83 per adventure)
or $49 for the disk ($8.16 per adventure). If
you 're not sure that you can take six full
rnonths of exciternent , you can order a
single tape for $7 or a disk for $10. Or, if
you 're especially adventuresome, we're
offering disks , packed with three great
adventures , for only $26 per disk.
Please use the coupon below (or the
bind-in card in this issue) to order.

MAY ADVENTURE OF THE MONTH
TITANIC

Adventure of the Month

You are the Captain of the Titanic on her maiden voyage. Suddenly a large white object comes into view through the window. Can you avoid the historic collision? If not, can you save
the lives of your passengers and crew?

6 South Street, Milford NH 03055

r----------------------------------------------------------,

Yes, I'm ready to start! Send me Adventures •
•

Six month subscription:

o
o

Please specify which computer:
d Apple (req. 24K for tape , 32K for disk)
o ATARI ® (req . 32K for tape, 40K for disk)
o TRS-80® (req. 16K for tape, 32K for disk)

Cassette - $29
Disk - $49

Individual adventures (please specify)

Name

II
I
I
I
I
I

Address
Cit y/State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zi p_ _ __ _

o
o
•

Cassette - $7 each
Disk - $10 each

Three adventures on one super disk ($26 each):

o

Arabian , Alien , & Treasure Island Ad ve ntures

o

Black Hole, Windsloe Mansion , & Klondike Adventures

o Jack the Ripper, Crime, & Around the World Adv entures

o

Payment enclosed

o

MasterCard 0 VISA Name of Cardholder _ _ _ _ _ __

MC# and Interbank#/vISA#
Exp. Date _ _ _ _ Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Pri ces subjec t to change w it hout noti ce. Apple. ATAR I ' and TR S·80· are registered
trademark s o f The Apple Compu ter Company. Warner Communications and The Tan dy
Corpora ti o n respectively.

-----------------------------------------------------------~
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LADDERS

by Rik Pierce

Ladders is an original board game for a TRS-80® Model I or III with 16K RAM
minimum. DV subscribers will receive an enhanced version with packed graphics
and additional sound.

This is a highly challenging
game for two, three, or four
players. The object is to be the
first player to "capture" any
three of the eleven ladders
displayed on the screen.
Play begins with each player
first rolling two dice; whoever
gets the highest roll will start.
After the first player has been
chosen, he begins his turn by
rolling four dice. He must group
the rolled dice into two pairs, the
sum of each pair denoting a particular ladder on the board. The
computer places a marker on the
lowest rung of the ladders
pointed to by the dice. The
player may then roll again, pairing the dice as before, either to
advance an existing marker one
more rung up a ladder or to place
another marker on a different
ladder. The player may place up
to three new markers on the
board during his turn.
After each roll, the player is
offered the choice to stop his
turn or to continue rolling. If the
player continues rolling, and
comes up with a combination of
dice which will not allow him
either to place a new marker on
the board or to advance an existing one, he loses his turn, and
any progression up the ladder is
erased.
To "capture" a ladder, the
player must reach the top of the
ladder and cover the value at the
top with his marker. When a
player quits his turn, all markers
are updated to show their new
positions, and any markers at the
top will cause the ladder to be
filled in, thus wiping out anyone
else on the ladder at that time.
To adjust for the fact that
some numbers come up more
often than others, each ladder is
a different height, corresponding
to the chance of that number being rolled. This means that ladder seven is the longest, and ladders two and twelve are the
shortest.
Careful planning of which ladders to climb and how long to
play your turn will decide the
outcome of Ladders. Good luck!

TRS-80®
SSSSSS'$"'$S$""$$$$"'$$'$'
$ TRS-80 Mod I1111 BASIC •
$
'LADDERS'
$
$
Author: Rik Pierce
$
•
(c) 1982, SoftSide
$
$S""'$""$$$SS'$S"$$$$$$',

Reserve high memory according to amount
available for Machine Language subroutines.

1 CLEAR:POKElb5bl,111:POKElb5b2,127-b4t(PEEK(lb562)127)
Determine if program is running on a Model I or
III.

2 CLEAR1000:TRS=1:IFPEEK (293)=73THENTRS=3
tDStCHRS(143)tCHRS(140)tSTRINS$(2,143)tCHRS(140)tCHR$(143)
4BO DS(5)=CHRS(191)tCHR$(179)tCHRS(159)tCHR$(17S)tCHR$(179)tCHR$
(191)tDStCHR$ (143)tCHRS(140)+STRINSS(2,143)+CHRS(140)tCHR$(143)
500 DS (6) =CHRS(191)tCHR$(179)+CHRS(183)+CHRS(lB7)tCHR$(179)tCHR$
!191)tDStCHRS(143)tCHRS(140)+CHRS(141)tCHR'(142)tCHRS(140)tCHR$(
143)
520 GDSUBbl40
540 CC=STRIN6$ (3 ,9S):CB=STRINSS(3,191):TS(S)=CHR$(140)tCHR$(191)
tCHR$(140)
560 B$=CHR$(149)tSTRINS$ (3,95)

Test for lower·case.

3 POKEIS3bO,97:IFTRS=30RPEEK(153bO) {>97THENIO
POKE in lower·case driver.

4 READA$:IFAS( )'HHH'THEN4ELSEE=PEEK(lb5b2)'25b+255
5 E=E t b5536'(E )327b7):FORI=E-40TOE:READB:POKEI,B:NEXT
7 POKEI6414,215:POKE16415,PEEK(16562):RESTORE
POKE in sound routine.

PRINT introduction.

10 CLS
20 PRINTi386,CHRS(23 ) 'Plug in aux cable for sound'
25 READAS:IFAS () 'M"~"THEN25ELSEE=PEEK(16562)t256+255
30 E=Et65536t(E )32767):FORI=E-131TOE-68:READB:POKEI,B:NEXT

570 PRINTiO,CS
580 PRlNT~390,'Get ready for the gale of ... "
bOO S$=PSS:B=USR(O):PRINT~O,CS
620 FORX=PLTOPLt384STEPb4
b40 PRINT~X,BS;CHRS(149);

Adjust sound routine to look at S$ for notes to
play.

6bO NEXT

40 S$=":V=VARPTR(S$)
50 Q3= INT(V!256):Q4=V-Q3t256:QO=E-131
70 Q3=Q3-256'(Q3(O) :POKEQOt l, Q4:POKEQO+3, Q3
Set up USR call for tape or disk.

BO IFPEEK(16396)=201THENAI=QO-6553b'(QO(0) :POKEI6527, INT (A1 / 256 )
:POKEI6526.AI-PEEK(16527)'25b:60T0200
90 DEFUSR=QO:CMD'T':POKEI4308, 0:RESTORE

680
700
720
740
760
7BO
BOO
820
840

FORX=7T01STEP-1
FORY=7TOISTEP-l
READA$:PRINT,PN+(7-Y)lb4-(7-X)lb4,A$;
NEXTY:RESTORE
SS=' 'tCHR$(74tX+Y):B=USRI0)
NOH

Rik Pierce'
DATA L.A,D,D,E,R,S
5S=SI$

PRINT~P~tlI6, ' by

Define graphic strings and variables, dimension
arrays.

Offer instructions.

200 DEFINTA-D,F-I:DEFSTRC
220 CS=CHR$(31):QS=CHRS(34)
300 PD=121:PO=B96:PB=30 :PL=282:PW=PLt388
340 NI=B:N2=7:Z=2:Z1=43
360 DII1R(13 ), RI (13) , L(4, 13, 13) ,P(13, 14 ), IV(13) ,V(13)
400 DS=CHRS (26)+STRIN6$(b, 24):D$(1)=STRIN6$(2,191 )tCHR$(159)tCHR
$(175)tSTRINSS(2,191)tD$tSTRINSS(6,143)
420 D$(2)=STRlNSS(4,191)+CHR$(179)tCHRS(191)tD.tCHR$(143)tCHRS(l
40 )tSTRIMSS (4,143 )
44Q O$ (3) =STR INS$(2,191)tCHR'(lS9)+CHR$(17S)+CHR$(179 )tCHR$(191)
tDStCHR$(143)tCHR$(140)tSTRINSS(4,143)
460 O$(4)=CHR$(191)tCHR$(179)tSTRINSS(2,191)+CHR$(179)tCHR$(191)

860 FORTIM=lT07S0:NEXT:PRlNT,PO,CS ' Need instructions 7 ':B=USR(O):
SOSUB3440:IFAS="Y' THEN F5=5:S0SUB4920:GOT04020
BBO '
Enter number of players and their names.

900 S$=S2$:PRINT~PO,CS"How lany players 7 ':B=USR (O)
920 SOSU83440:TP=VAL(AS):IFTP<20RTP >4THEN920
940 FORX=lTOTP
960 lFS$=SISTHENS$=S2$ELSES$=Sl$
9BO PRINT~PO,CS;"Na.e of player'I;:B=USR(O ):INPUT NS(I)
1000 NEXT

SoftSide
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TRS-80®
1020 FORX=1TOTP
1040 TSIX)=LEFTSIN$IX),3)
1060 IFLENIT$IX»=ITHENTSIX)=CHR$195)tTSIX)tCHR$195)
lOBO IFLENITSIX;)=2THENTSIX)=T$IX)tCHRSI95)
1100 HEXTX
1120 IFF5=OTHENGOSUB4920

18BO '
1900 1$=INKEY$:IFIS="THENI900ELSEV=VALIIS):IFV<lORV)4THEHl900
1920 PRINTCHRSI27)D$IDTIV» j' AND 'jCHRS(27)j
1960 IS=INr.EYS:IFIS="'THENI960ELSEVI=VALIIS):IFVI ( IORVI)40RVl=VT
HENI960
1980 PRINTD$IDTIVI»j
2020 SII)=DTIV1)+DTIV)
2040 IFVISIl»)ITHENGOSUB3020:60TOIB60

Roll dice to see who goes first.

1160 FORB= !TOTP
IIBO PRINT'PO,CS;NSIB)', your roll to see who goes first. ';
1200 FORY=ITOI6:FORX=PD t I2BTOPD t 256STEPI28:PRINT.X,D$IRNDI6»;:N
EXTX:NEXTY
1220 FORX=IT02:DTIX)=RNDI6):PRINT.PD t I28'X,D$IDTIX»;:NEXT
1240 TTIB)=DTII)+DTI2)
1260 PRINT'PO,CS,N$IB)', you got"TTIB); ·
12BO IFTTIB»HSTHENHS=TTIBI:ST=B
1300 FORTIM=ITOI500:NEXT
1320 NEllB
1340 NP=ST-I
1360 '

Gets the value of the second pair of dice.

20BO V2=VtVl: IFV2=3THENS(2) =DT(3)tDTI4)ElSEIFV2=4THENSI2)=D T(2)+
OT(4)ELSEIFV2=6THENSI2)=DTII)tDTI3)ELSEIFV2=7THENSI2)=DTIIltDTI2
2100 IFV2=5THENIFVI=10RVl=4THENS(2)=DTI2)+DTI3IELSESI2):OTII)+DT
(4)

2120 FL=(i
2140 FORZ=lT02
2160 IFVISIZ» )ITHEN2420
PRINT players marker on ladders.

Start main game loop.

2200 FORU=RIISIZ»TOISTEP-I
2220 IFVISIZ»)ITHEN2320
2240 IFFL=ZTHEN2320
2260 IFLINP,SIZ),U»OTHENPRINT~PISIZI,U+I), T$(5)j:FL=FL+I:lINP,S
IZ),U+l)=5:GOSUB3260ELSE2320
22BO IFR1IS(Z»=UtITHENVISIZ»=2
2300 IFLINP,SIZ),U)=5THENLINP,SIZ),U)=OELSE"="+II"I")=SIZ):IFVIS
(Z» C2THENVISIZ»=1
2320 NEnU
2340 IFFL<) ZTHENPRINT'PISIZ),I),T$15)j:LINP,SIZ),I)=5:"="+1:"1"1
=SIZ):Fl=Fl+l:VISIZ»=I:NZ=PIS(Z),1)/64:S$='I'+CHR$INZt3):K=USRI

13BO NP=NP+I:IFNP )TPTHENNP=1
1400 PRINTfPO,CS,NSINP)"S TURN. .';
1420 S$='IJI71+(S!tIS':K=USRIO)
1440 M=O:Fl=0:FORX=lT03:"IX)=0:NEXT X
1460 FORX=2T012
14BO IFVIX)=ITHENVIX)=O
1500 IFVIX»ITHENI5BO
1520 FORY=RIIX)TOISTEP-l
1540IFLINP,X,Y)=NPTHENPRINTaPIX,Y),T$INP);
1560 NEXlV
1580 NEm
1600 '

0)

2360 IF"C3THEN2420

Roll four dice.

1620 Fl=O
1640 FORY=ITOI6:FORX=PDTOPD+384STEPI2B:PRINTaX,DSIRNO(6»;:NEXTX
: NEXlY
1660 FORX=OT03:0TIX t l)=RNDI6):PRINT.PO-3 t I28*X,X+I;OSIOTIX+I»;:
NEXT

1700 DSll)=DTII)tDTI2):DSI2)=DTII)+DTI3):OSI3)=DTII)+OTI4)
1720 05(4)=OTI2)+OTI3):OSI5)=OTI2)+DTI4):0516)=OTI3)+DTI4)
1740 F"=O
Find possible ladders for dice

~olled.

FORX=!T06
IFVI05IX» (2THENF"=1
HEm
IFF"=OTHEN3460

Accept a move.

IB60 PRINT'PO,CS;'
'NSIHP)', choose a pair of dice -) 'j
84
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FORX=2TOI2:IFV(X)=OTHENVIX)=2
NEm
NEXTZ
IFFL=OTHEN60SUB3020:GOTOI860

Offer chance to quit while ahead.

2460 PRINT~PO,CS,N$INP)', do you want to continue?':60SUB3440
24BO IFA$="Y' THEN 1600
2500 IFA$ <) 'N THEN2460
2520 SS="C'E'CIWCR('+CHRSI19B):K=USR(0):60SUB4860
2540 PRINT~PO,CSj
2560 FORX =lT03
2580 FORY=RII"(X»TOISTEP-I
2600 IFLINP,"IX),RII"IX»)=NPTHENPRINTfPI"IX),Y),CBj:VI"(X))=3:5
$= ' I'+CHR$150-3tY):K=U5RIO):GOT02660
2620 IFLINP,"IX),Y)=5THENLINP,"IX),Y)=NP:PRINT~PIMIX),Y),T$INP);
:60T02660
2640 IFLINP,MIX),Y)=NPTHENLINP,"IX),Y)=O:PRINT'PI"IX),Y)-l,BtjCH
R$(149) ;
2660 HEm
26BO IFLINP,"IX),RII"IX»)=NPTHENNINP)=NINP)+1
2700 NEXT X
2720 IFN INP»2THEN2BOO
2740 FORX=2TOI2:IFVIX)=2THENVIX)=O
ft

Check if legal.

17b0
17BO
1800
IB20

2380
2400
2420
2440

.u
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TRS-80®
2760 NOH
2780 60TOl360
A player has won.

2800 PRINTfPO,CS'
I H NE R'

WIN NE R •••

'NS(NP)'

•••

Play winning music.

2810 FORK=IT05:SS=AZ$(K):FORU=ITOIO:AZ=USR(0):NEXT:NEXT
Prompt for next game.

2990 PRINT'HEY, THAT WAS FUN' ';:FORTI"=ITOIOOO:NEXT:PRINT'WANT
TO DO IT A6AIN?';
29921$=INKEYS:IFIS="THEN2992ELSEIFIS="Y'THENRUN
2995 60SUB3160:CLS:CLEAR50:END
Program logic and control subroutines.

3020 PS=POS(0)-17:FORX=IT06

PRINTfPO,CHRS(19I t PS);:PRINT'PO,·
FORTIM=IT0200:NEXT
PRINT.PO,CHRS(191 t PS);
FORTI"=IT0200:NEXT
3120 NEXTX
3140 RETURN
3160 SS='(C(W(W(R(W':K=USR(O)
3180 FORTI~=lT0300:NEXT
3220 RETURN
3260 '
3040
3060
3080
3100

ILLEGAL CHOICE",

What to PRINT after token.

3300 NZ=P(S(Z),U) /b4:S$='('tCHRS(NZl3):K=USR(O)

3320
3340
3360
3380

PRINT'(P(S(Z),U)-I),BS;CHRS(149),
FORN=ITOTP
IFL (W, S(Z),U»OANDL(W,S (Z), U) {5THENPRINT'P(S( Z), U),TS(N),
HEm
3400 RETURN
3440 AS=INKEYS:IFA$="'THEN3440ELSERETURN
3460 '

Player blew it.

3480 PRINT.PO,CS,'

You blew it, 'N$(NP)"!!'

W

3500 60SUB3160
3550 60SUB4B60
3560 FORX=IT03
35BO FORY=RI(H(X»T01STEP-I
3600 IFL(NP," (X),Y)=5THENL (NP,H(X),Y)=O:V(M(X»=0:60T03640
3620 60T03880
3640 '
3660 F4=0:IFRI(H(X»=YTHENF4=Y
3680 PA=P (H (X) , Y) : CI =CHR$ (130) : C2=CHR' (12,) : C3=CHR$ (132): C4=CHRS
(136)
3700 FORXl=IT07
3720 PRINT.PA,' ' CI;:PRINTfPA, ' ·C2;:PRINT.PA, ' 'CI' ",:PRINT'
PA,' 'C2' ';:PRINT'PA,Cl' ';:PRINT.PA,C2' ';:PRINT~PA,C3,:PRIN
TiPA,C4;:PRINT.PA,' 'C3,:PRINT'PA,' 'C4;:PRINT.PA,' 'C3,IPRINT'
PA,' 'C4;
3760 NEml
3780 IFF4 )O THENPRINTfP(H(X),Y),~(X);ELSEPRINTfP("(X),Y),STRINS$(
3,95);
3820 FORN=ITOTP
3840 IFL(W,~(X),Y)OANDL(W , H(X),Y )( 5THENPRINTfP(H(X),Y), T$(L(W,H
(l), Y»;
3860 NEXTW
38BO NEXTY
3900 NEm
3920 FORX=2TOI2:IFV (X)=2THENV(X)=0
3940 NEm
3960 60T01360
4020 '
Instructions.

4040 PRINTfPO,CS,QS'LADDERS"QS' is a dice gile played by 2 to 4
people ,
OBJECT: to reach the top of any three ladders,',:SOSUB48BO

4080 PRINT' To start your turn, roll all four dice, Split the ro
11 in half
in any way you wish, and add the two dice in each half to create
i pair of nUlbers,'j:GOSUB4880
4100 PRINT'EXAMPLE: With this roll, you can create any of the p
airs:
• 6 - 10: 11+5) and 14+6 ) * * 5 - II: 11+4) and 15+6) •
* 9 - 7: 15+4 ) and 11+6 )';
4120 FORTI~=IT0500:NE X T
4140 PRINT~PD,D$IIJ;:PRINT'PD+128,D$15Jj:PRINT.PD+ 2 56 , D$(4);:PRI
NT,PD t 384 , D$16J;:GOSUB4BBO
4160 PRINT' The pair of numbers you choose to create represents
the two
ladders onto whi ch you ~ust nON place one of your 3 available
mar kers, Sa y you choose as a pair 6 and IO'j:GOSUB4BBO
4180 PRINT"
You lust now place a larker onto the botto. rung of ladders
' QS ' 6' Q$' and " QS'IO ~Q$','j:60SUB4900:PRINT'RI6J,T$ 1 5 J;: PRINT'R I
10), TSI5 Jj:60SUB4880
4200 PRINT" In this gale you lay roll more than once on a singl
e turn,
On each addit ional roll, you al so create a pair of nutbers in
the sale Na y,' j:60SUB4880
4220 PRINT ' Let's say you roll again and create a pair that inclu
des a
number you 've alread y chosen, When this happens, the larker
loves up one rung on that nUlber's ladder,'j:GOSUB4880
4240 PRINT"Let ' s say you roll again and decide to create a pair
Nith a NEW
nUlber, If you have another larker left , you MUST place it onto
the new larker ' s ladder,' j:GOSUB4880
4260 PRINT ' EXAMPLE: Rolling on your sale turn say you get this:
",

42BO GOSUB48bO
4300 FORTIM=ITOIOOO:NEXT:PRINTfPD,D$12 J; :PRINT.PD+12B,DSI4Jj:PRI
NT'PD t 256,DS I3 Jj:PRINTfPD+384,DSI5Jj:FORTI"=ITOIOOO:NEXT
4320 PRINT,PO,'lf you choose 6 and B as your pair, the larker on
ladder 'QS'b'QS'
loves up one rung and the last Marker goes on "OS'B'QS',',
4340 GOSUB4900:PRINT'RI6J,CCj:PRINTfRlb J-b4, T$ISJj:FORTIM=IT0750
:NEXT:PRINTfRIBJ,T$ISJj:GOSUB4880
4360 PRINT'lf , instead, you choose to create 5 and 9 as your pai
r, you

lust place your last larker onto EtTHER of these ladders ind
ignore the other ladder,'j
4180 PRINT,RI6J-b4,CCj:PRINTfRI8J,CC;:PRINT~RI6J , TSI5Jj:PRINTfRI
8),CCj:60SUB4900
4400 FORX=IT03
4420 PRINT.R I5J, T$ISJj:PRINTfRI9J ,CC;
4440 FORTI"=ITOI250:NEXT:PRINTfRI9 J,TSI5J j:PRINT'RISJ,CC j
4460 FORTIM=ITOI2S0:NEXT
4480 NEXT X:PRINT~R(9J,CCj:60SUB48BO
4500 PRINT '
If you choose to create 7 and 7 as your pair, the last lar ker
l oves up two on the "Q$'7'Q$ ' ladder,'j:60SUB4900
4520 PRINT.R (7 ),T$ ISlj:FORTI"=IT0500:NEXT:PRINT_RI 7) -64, TS I5lj :P
R INT~R( 7 ),CCj

4540 PRINT. PO-b4 , 'You la y continue to roll as long as your last
roll alloNed you
either to place one of your three .ar~ers or to sove one up, If
you prefer , you MAY STOP WHENEVER YOU WISH ,' j:60SUB4880
4560 PRINT '
When you stop, your personal token will be substituted for the
l ar ker , and the dice pass to the nex t player,'j
4580 GOSUS4900:N$='NAM': PRINT'R I7 J-64 ,N$;:PRINT.RI6J,N$j:PRINT.R
IIOJ, N$j:GOSUB4880
4600 PRINT '
On preceeding turns, if you choose a ladder with one of your
tokens on it, the larker goes on the next rung up,'j:60SUB4BBO
4620 PRINT ' When your roll WILL NOT allow your either to place a
l arker or
to love one up, you've "Q$'SLOWN IT ' Q$'. Your MARKERS are relove
d and
your turn ends. Your NAME TOKENS relain, hOMever, ' j:60SUB4880
4640 PRINT '
You Nin a ladder if you end your turn with a nale token covering
the nulber at the top of the Iadder,';:GOSUB4900
4660 PA=RIIOl-320:PRINTfPA-64,NS;:FORTI~=IT07S0:NEXT
4080 FORX=PATORIIOJSTEPb4
4700 PRINT.X,CSj

TRS-80®
4720 5$='('+CHR$(70+X/64'31:K=USR(0)
4740 HEXTX
4700 60SUB4880
4780 PRINT'You lay not place a larker on a ladder that sOle one h
as already
Non - EVEN IF YOU'VE NON THAT LADDER YOURSELF, The "inner is
the first player to Min any three ladders,';:605UB4B80
4800 N~=STRIN6$(3,951:PRINT~R(61,N$j:PRINTaR(71-64,N$;
4820 PRINTiPA-64,' IO';:FORX=PATOR(IOISTEP64
4840 PRINT'X,N$j:NEXT:5$='(Z(H(ZP2P"':60SUB4B60:60TOB80
4860 FORX=PD-2TOPD+44bSTEP64:PRINTaX,'
',:NEXT:RETURN
4880 PRINT'IOI7,'"ore ?';:60SUB3440:PRINT'PO-b4,C5j:RETURN
4900 PRINT.IOI7,'"ore ?"j:605UB3440:RETURN
4920 '
PRINT game board.

4940 CLS:POKEE-I05,I:POKEE-91,2
4960 PRINT'PO,CS,'HERE IS THE 'US'LADDER BOARD'US,
4980 5T=-I:DD=2
5000 5T=ST+DD
5020 PB=PB+64-DD'2
5040 NI=NI-I:N2=N2+1
5060 IFDD>ITHENPRINTiPB-63,NI;:60T05100
5080 R(ZI=PB+I:R(14-ZI=PB+ZI-2:Z1=ZI-8:Z=Z+1
5100 PRINT'PB, j
5120 FORX=ITOST
5140 PRINTB$,
5160 NEXT
5180 PRINTCHR~(1491;:IFN2<13THENPRINTN2j
5200 IFST=IIANDDD}ITHENST=13:DD=-DD:PB=PB-4
5220 IFPB)768THEN5260
5240 60T05000
5200 DD=2: Z=3
5280 FORY=2TOI2
5300 PA=R (y)
5320 FORX=OTOZ
5340 P(Y,X+II=PA-X'64
5360 NEXTX
5380 Rl (YI=Z
5400 Z=Z+DD:IFZ=13THENDD=-DD
5420 NEm
5440 RETURN
54bO PQ=0:PU=5
5480 PRINT.O,'IV - L" - "Hj
5500 FORX=2TOI2
5520 IFV(XI=2THENPQ=PQ+b4:PRINT.PQ,Xj
5540 IFV(XI=ITHENPU=PU+64:PRINT.PU,Xj
5560 NEXT X
5580 PRINT.74,"j
5600 RETURN
5620 '
5640 READ 0
5660 FORX= !T06
5680 IFI >2THEN5720
5700 IFD=DS(XITHENI=I+I:S(I'=DS(XI
5720 NEXT X

57BO
5800
5820
5880
5900
5920
5940
5960
5970

DATA HHH, 221,110,3,221,102,4,218,154,4,221,126,'5,183
DATA 40,1,119,121,254,32,218,6,5,254,128,210,166,4
DATA 195,125,4,82,105,107,0,80,105,101,114,99,101,33
DATA """,46,115,3B,126,126,183,245,35,94,35,86,235
DATA 241,200,61,200,61,245,B6,30,1,29,35,78,35,62,9
DATA 211,255,65,27,122,179,40,2,16,249,40,229,62,11
DATA 211,255,65,27,122,179,40,2,16,249,32,228,24,213
DATA 211,255,65,27,122,179,16,251,201,NNW,50,100,200
DATA 50,120,180,60,120,180,30,60,90,25,50,100

Programmer's routine to test the sound
generator.

59BO PRINTAS' 'j
6000 AS=INKEY$:IFA~="THEN6000
6020 S~=' (' +A$
6040 K=USR!O)
6060 60T059BO
Another sound test routine.

60BO
blOO
6129
6140

INPUT'USER NU"BER',U
S$="'+CHR$(U):FORX=IT050:K=USR(UI:NEIT
60T06080
'

Set up sound strings.

6160 5IS='(W(P(NP":S2$='(W(P(WP'+CHRS(2IBI
6180 PS$='(J+7(+{S'+CHRS(201+'~(S<+'+CHRS(20)+'+(+(7(+(7PJ'
6720 READA$:IFAS()'WWW'THENb720ElSEFORAZ=IT05:AZ$(AZI=":FORU=IT
03:READK:AZS(AZI=AZ$(AZI+CHRS(71+CHR~(KI:NEXT:NEXT:RESTORE

b740

~

RETURN

WHEN YOU SPEND SO MUCH FOR A PRINTER,
YOU SHOULD HAVE ONE THAT YOU CAN USE--Introducing ....

THE IBM TOTAL PRINTER/TYPEWRITER

FEATURES:
10 and 12 Pit c h, Propo rti o na l Sp ace, Full Ty p ew rit er Use, Auto Correc ting,
So und Cove r, "S m art " K ey b oard

SPECIFICATIONS:
200 WPM Thro ughput , Eith er Se ri al O R Parell el, Se lf-Te st. Lo wes t On· Sit e
Maint enan ce, IBM Back ed Print er. Ca bl es sto c ked f o ' all Appl e, TR S[ I, I I,
III), RS-232 sys t em s.

5740 IFI{3THEN5640
5760 RETURN

GUARANTEE: 30 days on-site by IBM
CONTACT:

Data for lower-case (HHH), sound (MMM) and
winning music (WWW).

ICOM
SoltSide

11 N . Main , Lo mbard , Illinoi s &0148

(312)932.1766
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NEWDOS-80 ENHANCEMENTS TO SEQUENTIAL DATABASE
by Robert Jacobs
Users of some of the new
operating systems such as LDOS,
NEWDOS-80, and DOSPLUS
have the opportunity to use the
additional features of their
system to advantage in programs
like SoftSide's Database. The
BASIC enhancements of NEWDOS-80 particularly lend
themselves to such use. The
availability of low-memory
Machine Language sorting, access to the disk operating system,
and the new file types of
NEWDOS-80 offer greater flexibili ty and speed. Some
.enhancements of the SoftSide
Database for use with
NEWDOS-80 follow; note that
the sort routine requires Version 2.0.
Among the most important
developments of NEWDOS,
though least discussed in the
88
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literature thus far, are the five
new BASIC file types. One of
these, the "MU" file offers a
number of advantages to users
and developers of SoftSide's
Database. Unlike TRSDOS sequential files, the MU file can be
partially updated and randomly
accessed . It may be extended
without rewriting the entire file.
It also requires less disk space,
especially for numeric data, and
is more easily programmed once
its syntax is understood. This
suggests a whole new realm of
possibilities for database users .
Happily, the initial steps are
much simpler than the specifications of the NEWDOS-80
manual suggest. The conversion
to the MU file type requires that
only a few lines of the SoftSide
Database be altered; line
numbers given are valid for both
S oftSide

the original version of September
1980 and the present TRS-8Q®
translation.

10100PEN"I" , I,F$,"HU"
1020 6ET 1",NH,NI;
1140 FOR 1=0 TO NH:6ET 1",H$(I);:NEXT
1260 SET I!!, 1$ (I, J j ;

20500PEN"O",I,FS,"HU'
2060 PUT 1",NH,NI;2080 PUT 1", HS (I ) ;
2250 PUT 1", IS (I, J) ;

The database, enhanced · as
above, will read and write MU
files; routines to access these files
for partial record input and output can be written by using
NEWDOS-80's OPEN"R" or
OPEN"D" functions. For the
details of such use, Apparat's
manual should be consulted.
Existing data files may be very
easily converted to MU format

TRS-80®
by using the file conversion program contained in Figure 1.
This program reads in the whole file and then writes it
back out as a MU file under the same or a different
filename. If experimentation with this form of file interests
you, I recommend that you establish separate working
copies of the database and your data files, perhaps using
the extension I MU, until you are completely satisfied that
your program is doing what you want it to do .
FILECONV IBAS, as I call it, is quite straightforward .
It prompts you to enter the old and new filespecs and then
performs the conversion . If your TRS-80® has less than
48K you will have to reduce the amount of string space
cleared in line 10. Should you wish to place your MU files
on separate disks from your convential files, the following
line may be added to FILECONV I BAS:

135 CLS:PRINT'"DUNT DESTINATION DISK AND PRESS (ENTER) WHEN READ
Y';:6DSUB 60000
Incidentally, this conversion program is readily adaptable to any sequential access file: Dimension your arrays,
read in the variables just as you did under TRSDOS, and
write them back out again in the MU file format. Thus you
will be able to take advantage of the new file structures
without lengthy retyping of data.
Figure 2 replaces the entire BASIC sort routine as it appears in the database. This program fragment allows one
to take advantage of the low-memory machine sort of
NEWDOS-80. New arrays are dimensioned in Line 7100.
QOJo(l) becomes an independent integer array which carries
the sorted order after either line 7110 or 7120, depending
on whether the sort is ascending or descending. This array
is used in turn to establish a three-dimensional array,
V%(l,1,2), carrying sorted VARPTR information for the
main data array.
Then, in lines 7160 to 7168, the variable pointers are
POKEd back into memory, thus rearranging the data
without actually moving strings. There is no garbage collection, and consequently no long sorting delay. With the
modified database I have sorted an array involving 70 long
string items, seven headings deep, in less than three
minutes.
Note the use of CMD"F= ERASE" in line 7170. This
entirely clears out the temporary arrays QOJo(I) and
VOJo(l,l,K) which may help the remainder of the program
to operate a little faster, although if sorting is to be done
there must still be enough non-string space to permit the
establishment of these temporary arrays. The erasure also
prevents redimension errors if the sort is accessed again in
the same run of the program.

Variables
File Conversion Program:
A$: User answers.

Fl$ : Filename of file to be converted .
F2$: New file filespec.
H$O: Heading string array.
1,1: Loop counters.
NH : Number of headings
NI: Number of items
Figure 1: FILECONV IBAS

10 CLEAR24000:CLS:PRINT"FILE CONVERSION, SOFTDATA FORMAT TO NEWD
05-80 ' MU ' FORMAT'
20 PRINT:L1NEINPUT'NAME OF FILE TO BE CO~NERTED ';F!$
30 PRINT:LINEINPUTuNEW FILE NAME ';F2$:PRIHT
40 IFF2$=FI$ THENPRINT'OLD FILE WILL BE DESTROYED; PRESS (A) TO
APPROVE,
ANY OTHER KEY TO CHANGE OUTPUT FILENAME.':60SUB60000ELSE60
50 IFA$() 'A'THEN30
60 CLS:PRINT'CHECK DISKS ONCE MORE - THEN PRESS (ENTER ). ":60SUB6
0000
70 0PEN'I',I,FI$
80 INPUTtI, NH, NI
90 DIMH$(NH),I$(NI,NH)
100 FORJ=OTONH:INPUTtl ,H$(J):NEXT
110 FORI=OTONI:FORJ=OTONH
120 INPUTtl ,I$((, J): NEXTJ, I
130 CLOSE
140 CLS:PRINT'WRITIN6 NEW FILE'
150 OPEN'O',1,F2$, "MU '
160 PUT I",NH,NI;
170 FORJ=OTONH:PUT I",H$IJ);
175 NEXT
180 FORI=OTONI:FORJ=OTONH
190 PUT I",I$(I,J);
200 NEITJ,I:CLOSE
210 CLS:PRINT'CONVERSION COMPLETE . ANOTHER FILE (Y/N)":60SUB60
000
220 IFA$='Y"THENRUNELSEEND
60000 A$=INKEY$:IFA$="THEN60000ELSERETURN

Variables
Sort Routine for NEWDOS-80 2.0:
1,1, K: Loop counters for VARPTR array.
QOJo(I): Integer array; holds sorted order after line 7100
or 7200.
V07o(I,J ,2): VARPTR information for main data array.
Figure 2: SORT 80 ,

71 00 DIMV'l,(HX,NH,2),UZI"X):ONA60T07110,7120
7110 CHD'O',NI+I,'U%IO),I$IO,J1):60T07130
7120 CMD'O',NI+I,tQXIO) ,-I$IO,JI)
7130 FORI=OTONI:FORJ=OTONH:FORK=OT02
7140 V7.II,J,K)=PEEK(VARPTRII$(QIII)-(MI'JI)-JI,J))+K)
7150 NEXTK,J,I
7160 FOR I=OTONI:FORJ=OTONH:FORK=OT02
7165 POKE VARPTR(I$(I,J))+K,VZ(I,J,K)
71bB NEXTK,J, I
7170 CltD'F=ERASE', VI 10,0,0) ,QHO)
7200 SS=O:RETURN

So!tSide
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TRS-80®
Robot Attack

A review by Michael McKenna

From Big Five Software, P.O. Box
9078-185, Van Nuys, CA 91409. A
TRS-80® 16K cassette or 32K disk
program. Suggested retail price:
Cassette - $15.95, disk - $19.95.
The robots are getting closer and
closer. You're surrounded! You
shoot one and it's gone. There,
another one's destroyed! Wait! The
robot in front of you is shooting!
You quickly move down, but alas,
the robot's deadly laser blast has
vaporized your body.

III .. . Robot Attack is fun, challenging,
terribly frustrating, and WELL worth
the money."

A Long Time Ago . . .

All of the above takes place a long
time ago and in a galaxy far, far
away, as you attempt to invade arid
recover a space station that has been
taken over by robots . The robots
have taken over the space station
and use it to fuel and repair their
Jidyan Land Kruisers (sound
familiar, Super Nova owners?) . You
have been chosen for the secret mission to take the station. The mission's code name is Robot Attack.
Most of the preceding paragraph
is introduced to you at the beginning
of the program using big graphics
letters that slowly scroll up the
screen in a Micro Marquee-like
style~

Talking?

Yes. As the ad says, in addition to
excellent sound effects, Robot Attack talks! You need no special
hardware; the voice, along with the
sound effects, comes through the
cassette port. The voice effects
aren't voice synthesizer quality, but
it is very clear what it is being said.
The cassette version of Robot Attack announces its name, "player
one," "player two," "chicken,"
"lucky," "great score," and the
inevitable "game over." The disk
version says everything the cassette
version does but it replaces "lucky"
with "that was pure luck," and if
you get the highest score so far, it
90'
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spiels out, "You have achieved the
highest score so far. Enter your
initials carefully, so that we may be
able to save them permanently."
The disk version uses about twice as
much data and the quality of the
voice is improved quite a bit.
The Game
If you are familiar with the arcade
game Berzerk, then you can have a
good idea of what Robot Attack is
like. You are transformed into a little graphics character which is
placed inside a simple maze filled
with moving, graphics robots. There
are exits on the top, bottom, and
both sides. The object is to shoot all
of the robots in the room without
touching a robot, an electric wall, or
a laser shot, then leave through an
exit (although you can leave before
all robots have been destroyed).
You start with four humanoids, and
are awarded a new one with each
5000 points you get. The game ends
when you lose all of your
humanoids.
You can steer the humanoid
around the room by using the arrow
keys, the I, J, K, and M keys, or the
joystick available from Big Five or
Alpha Products Co. To shoot, hold
SoftSide

down the space bar (or the F key or
the button on the joystick) and then
press the arrow(s) that point in the
direction you want to shoot. You
can have up to three shots in the air
at one time.
If a robot is hit by a laser or runs
into a wall or another robot , it is
obliterated and you are awarded 50
points. If you want a bonus, make
sure all of the robots in the room are
destroyed, then leave the room by
going through an exit. You will hear
"lucky" or "that was pure luck,"
and you will be given a bonus of 40
to 110 points (10 points for each
robot that was in the room). If you
leave a room before all the robots
are destroyed, no bonus is awarded
and you are audibly punished with
"chicken." Once you exit the room,
you're placed in a new one and the
exit you used is sealed behind you .
It's not very smart to hang
around the room too long, because
if you do (drum roll, please) the
famous Flagship, which lives in
every Big Five game, appears to
bless you with its deadly touch! The
Flagship beams into the room exactly where you entered it. You are
warned that it is coming though,
because you can hear and see its
flashing transporter beam before it
appears.

TRS-80®
The Flagship is made from a new
"space metal" explains Big Five,
and is immune to your lasers, or
anything else for that matter! It
plows right through walls, robots,
and lasers on a collision course that
will end in the loss of a humanoid
unless you get out of the room. It
doesn't bounce like the smiling face
in Berzerk, however.
After traveling through about five
or six rooms, the robots are
equipped with lasers which are just
as deadly as yours. Now the game is
really hard. The robots are pretty
good shots, and it's hard to step out
of the laser's path in time.
Random Notes
As in all other Big Five games, the
top ten high scores, along with the
player's name or initials, are kept
during the game, and in the disk version, they are permanently saved.
You enter your initials or name
(whichever fits in four letters) at the
close of a game in the big graphics
letters used in the rest of the program. Three people's scores are
already entered in the high score
table, as a built-in feature of the
program.
The game can be aborted at any
time during play, except when voice
effects are going, by pressing
BREAK and CLEAR simultaneously. So when things are going bad,
just abort the game and forget the
whole horrifying experience.
Robot Attack is written in
Machine Language and is fast in
response time and animation. The
sound and graphic's qualities are excellent, as in all Big Five games.
Robot Attack is fun, challenging,
terribly frustrating, and WELL
worth the money.
A note to joystick users: Robot
Attack will not work with older versions of the Alpha Product Co.
joysticks. If PRINT 255-INP(0)
returns a 3 when the button is
pressed then Robot Attack is not
compatible with your joysticks. You
can either modify your joystick using instructions provided with the
game, or use the keyboard. If
PRINT 255-INP(O) returns a 16
while you press the button you're
OK.
6

Missile Attack
From Adventure International, Box
3435, Longwood, FL 32750. A
TRS-80® 16K cassette or 32K disk
program. Suggested ' retail price:
cassette - $14.95, single-density
disk - $20.95.

Missile Attack is a fast-paced
Machine Language game patterned
after Atari's Missile Command. The
game is written by Philip Oliver of
the Cornsoft Group, and is
distributed by Adventure International. In Missile A ttack you are in
control of two ABM (Anti Ballistic
Missile) launching bases with which
you must protect three cities from
an unnamed enemy's missiles.
Your two bases are on the bottom
left and right. The three cities are
evenly spaced between them. As the
game ' starts, the enemy's missiles
(represented by graphics lines) begin
to fall from the top of the screen.
They fall faster and faster as the
game progresses. As each missile appears, it adds in its own sound until
the onslaught is causing a small roar
to come from the speaker. Now it's
time to defend yourself.
In order to save your cities you
must launch ABMs to intercept the
falling missiles . This is done by
steering a "+" around the screen
using the arrows (or four other optional keys for the PMC-80). Once
the" + " is where you would like an
ABM to explode (preferably on top
of a missile), you press one of the
two launch keys. The left base fires
when the "@" key is pressed (or
another key to match the PMC-80
keys); the right fires when the
spacebar is pressed. Then you see
and hear your missile rush to the
" +" (or where the "+" was you can move it once the ABM is
launched) and explode when it gets
there. If the explosion is close
enough to the enemy's missile it will
detonate it too. For each missile
destroyed you get 10 points.
It doesn't pay to miss any missiles
because you only have 30 ABMs to
destroy each wave which averages
about 24 missiles. After each wave is
SoftSide
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destroyed, you get five points per
ABM remaining and 100 points per
city remaining. Once your cities are
destroyed, they cannot be rebuilt.
However, if your bases were
destroyed by the attack, they are
miraculously rebuilt and restocked
with missiles. Then a new wave
starts.
If you survive two waves, the
value of every point you earn is
doubled (i.e., all remaining missiles
are worth 10 points each). After two
more waves, all values are tripled
and so on until the eleventh and
twelfth waves, when all point values
are worth six times the norm. If you
are lucky or skillful enough to survive the twelfth wave of enemy
missiles (which are by now really
zooming down the screen), you've
won.
The game has several extra
features such as: keeping the high
score, a big graphic "END" when
you've been defeated, and a
graphics title. The game also has
some shortcomings, including running in a continuous loop, i.e., the
program goes from title to game to
"END" to title to game and so on,
with no break! Another problem is
that (very rarely) the game will produce an error by keeping some
graphics on the screen after a missile
has been destroyed. But at the
worst, this is only a little distracting.
I really enjoy Missile Attack, and
find it to be one of my favorite programs. I can win the game by staying alive, unlike many other games
that go on forever. Even though I
can win almost every time (I've been
playing for some time now), I still
enjoy it and am always tring for a
new high score. Missile Attack
works on the Model I, Model III
and PMC-80, and asks at the beginning which computer you are using.
Missile Command fans should be
warned that Missile A ttack does not
have the advanced features Missile
Command does, such as splitting
missile, planes, killer satellites, etc.,
but it is still a fun, challenging
game.
€)
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TRS-80®
Microworld
By Arti Haroutunian. From Med
Systems Software, P.O. Box 2674,
Chapel Hill, NC 27514. For· 16K
TRS-80® Models I and III. Suggested price: cassette - $19.95, disk
$22.95 . Advertised to be
available soon for AT ARI®.
You are in a white featureless
room. In a corner, you see a
familiar sight. There is a pocket
calculator on the floor. If you figure
out how to get to the corner to examine what's there, you find
yourself standing in front of a TRS80® computer. There is a voxbox
and a disk drive connected to the
computer. The disk drive is empty.
Nothing you do to the computer
seems to have any effect.
But, if you read the brief instruction manual which comes with the
game, you'll know that the
calculator is the key to starting the
adventure. The puzzle here is so off
the wall that only the "clue" (read,
explicit instructions) given in the
manual will enable you to enter the
Micro world. Once that's over,
you're on your own - more or less.
Microworld is a text adventure
game, without graphics. For those
who are really "into" the TRS-80®,
this is just the thing. Once you have
used the calculator to actually start
the adventure, you find yourself
literally inside a TRS-80®,
transformed into an "electroid,"
traveling through the circuits of the
computer. There are over 80 locations to be explored.
.
The game comes with simple
start-up instructions (it is selfloading), and a glossary of technical
and pseudo-technical terms, which
provide help in solving some of the
problems encountered.
For an extra dollar, you can get a
hint sheet, which provides help for
some of the more difficult problems. This is a good idea, especially
since there are few clues in the context of the game to tell you what is
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expected or what will happen next.
The hints are given in a simple
substitution cipher, so that you cannot read them accidentally. The
cipher key is given, and the
deciphering can be done in your
head.
The game is quite benign. There is
only one instance when the player
can be "killed." Usually the worst
that can happen is that you get lost
in one of the mazes (for which there
are no hints), or that the "Charactoid" will come and steal your
treasure, which consists of a number
of colored IC chips. Then you have
to find out where all of them are
hidden. There are some locations,
however, where by moving on, you
suddenly find yourself outside the
computer and the game is over.
There is so little hazard, that one
could spend hours just mapping,
without fear of being destroyed. In
fact, the first time I played, that's
alII did.
The location descriptions are
brief, and humorous: "You are in a
large room which looks like a
military drill field. But you realize
you must be in the regulator, since
all electrons are being turned into
responsible entities." "North
Ground Plane. Electrons are constantly falling out of the sky and
landing on their valences ." "You
are in the audio conditioning room.
. A drill sergeant is trying to get the
undisciplined electrons to straighten
out, but he is not being very successful." "You are in a 741 opamp.
There is a reception desk manned
(sic) by a bespectacled female electron. I think she's isotopian."
The problem is that it is unclear at
the beginning just what the objective is, and many of the puzzles are
indistinguishable from the
background environment. For example, in one place it is possible to
turn on the disk drives, but the consequences are not given, or even
hinted at. There seems to be no

SoftSide

change in the environment at all.
There are moments of illogic. One
cannot open the large refrigerator,
but one can pick it up and carry it
along.
However, there is an undeniable
educational quality, in that in the
course of play, one will become at
least superficially familiar with the
hardware of a TRS-80® computer.
Hobbyists who build their own
might find this dull, but for the
typical computer owner, and
especially for younger players, this
is a positive benefit. The intent is
not to teach, but the lessons come
through anyway.
.The puzzles are sometimes quite
tricky, especially since so few clues
are given in the context of the game.
The best strategy seems to be an application of common sense, or, failing that, typical human behavior. A
player who is too clever will fail to
find the answers to most of the
problems presented, but cleverness
helps. The instructions tell you that
the "Help" command is not strongly supported, and it is not. The
problems can be solved, and when
you quit, you are given a score out
of a possible 145 points. The game
may be saved on disk, so that you
can start again where you left off.
Exploration is fairly straightforward; you move by compass
points or up or down, typing single
letters only. Not all exits are given in
the location descriptions, of course.
My main problem was that when I
met something which looked like a
puzzle, I had no idea how to even
approach the problem. I'm an experienced Adventure player, and
this lack of clues bothered me.
However, there is little tension in
the game, and time passes quickly
while you are exploring the circuits
of the computer. I would especially
recommend this for younger
players, and for those who don't
like the idea of killing or getting
e
killed.

NEW PRODUCTS
CUESTA SYSTEMS, INC.
3440 Roberto Court
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

A power supply upgrade package for
Apple II and Apple II + microcomputers called APPLE-UPS lets users
take the systems just about anywhere.
With APPLE-UPS, the Apple computer
can be transformed into a portable information processing system.
The upgrade is available both to
sophisticated industrial OEMS and to
single users through a Cuesta Systems
factory service program. The procedure,
which takes about one week, creates a
wide and varied range of new applications for the micros, including use in
mobile, remote or off-site industrial
locations.
The upgrade process revolves around
the incorporation of a 12 VDC batterypowered inverter into a standard Apple
power supply. Modifications to a circuit
board, installation of the inverter
module and the addition of a rearmounted plug with a mating connector
are included. A "low-battery" buzzer in
the inverter warns when the battery
voltage needs recharging.
APPLE-UPS is available immediately, with a list price of $195. Units
upgraded by Cuesta Systems at the
firm's factory include a nominal shipping and handling charge. Cuesta
Systems provides a 9O-day warranty on
labor and materials supplied .in the
APPLE-UPS upgrade.

ADV ANCED OPERATING SYSTEMS
450 St. John Road
Michigan City, IN 46360
(219) 879-4693

Busicomp, a completely-integrated,
interactive business system designed to
handle the accounting needs of small
businesses, is designed for use on the
Apple or Apple II + computer systems
with 48K and at least one disk drive.
Six levels of security open up the 11
program sections which cover accounting functions, including accounts
receivable, accounts payable, inventory
control, general ledger, fixed assets and
payroll. All sections are interactive,

allowing simplified, time saving singlestep entry.
Busicomp incorporates an excellent
error-trapping, menu-driven, selfprompting design which enables the user
to begin using the program with limited
training.
Among the 41 reports generated by
Busicomp are aging and data on
receivables and payables, personnel,
payroll, inventory, expenses, revenue
and journal posting. Formats are designed to correspond to standard DSF
Forms available nationwide.
Busicomp is available through a select
group of retailers. It has a suggested
retail price of $1,500.

In an effort to inform our readers of new products, SoftSide welcomes your
company's input to this section. Send all information to:
SoftSide Publications 6 South Street Milford, NH 03055

ACORN SOFTWARE INC.
634 North Carolina Ave.,
S.E., Washington, D.C., 20003
(202) 544-4259

SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE
5221 120th Avenue S.E.
Bellevue, WA 98006
(206)226-3216
Over 100 highly-detailed pictures in
Warlock's Revenge guide you to
treasure as well as dangers in this adventure for a 40K AT ARI® . As you explore
caverns and castles you must use your
various skills to obtain the riches
therein, while eluding the pitfalls and
creatures that abound.
Warlock's Revenge is available on
disk for $34.95.

Acorn Software Products, Inc. announces the release of Astroball - pinball game with a space theme for the
TRS-8Q® Model I and III. The machine
language game, has even more of the
high quality sound and graphics
associated with its author John Allen. It
features space craft, flying saucers and
black holes which devour your ball
under certain conditions. If you destroy
enough meteors, you will get an extra
ball. Players are urged to send their high
scores to Acorn.
Available in a Model IIIII version on
16K tapes or disks for only $19.95 from
your software retailer or from Acorn
(add $2.00 shipping and handling.)
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VOLUMES FROM THE PAST
If you like what this issue of SoftSide has
to offer, you should see what's waiting for
you in SoftSide back issues! You may feel
that you've missed out on many of our
programs that appeared before you became a
subscriber. It's not too late to do something
about it. You won't have to miss a thing
because we still have back issues available to
complete your SoftSide library! But, order
now as some of our more popular issues are
already out of stock and others are dwindling
quickly.
Listed below are all of our past issues with
their FEATURE programs and the systems

they're for. For a more complete index of all
the programs and articles offered in each of
the back issues of SoftSide please refer to the
May, 1981, issue. Each issue costs $3.50 for
the magazine only. These issues are also
available with the programs on cassette for
$9.95 or on disk for $14.95 (except DV
issues).
The enhanced Disk Versions (DV) contain
an extra program for each system. The TRS8()® DV began with the September, 1981,
issue. The Apple DV began October, 1981,
and the AT ARI® DV started in November,
1981. Each enhanced DV costs $19.95.

October 1980
"Developing Data Base /I"
All Systems
"Moonlanding" - Apple
"World Series" - ATARl®
"Earth-Port /I" - TRS-SQ®

November 1980
"Developing Data Base Ill" All Systems
"Collision" - Apple
"Trench" - ATARI®
"Kriegspiel" - TRS-SQ®

December 1980
"Developing Data Base IV"
All Systems
"Baseball" - Apple
"Speedello" - AT ARI®
"Kidnapped" - TRS-SQ®

January 1981
"Developing Data Base V"
All Systems
"Convoy" - Apple
and TRS-SQ®
"Angle Cannon" - ATARI®
"Ship Destroyer" - TRS-SQ®

February 1981
"Developing Data Base VI"All System s
"Miner" - All Systems
"Mini-Golf" - ATARI ®
and TRS-SO®
"Long Distance" - TRS-SO®

March 1981
"Developing Data Base
VII" - All Systems
"Strategy Strike" - Apple
and TRS-SQ®
"Flags" - ATARI®
"Volcano" - TRS-SQ®

April 1981
"Battle At Sea" - Apple
"Convoy" - ATARI®·
"Dominoes" - TRS-S<r'

May 1981
"Galaxia" - Apple
"Dodge" - ATARI®
"Orienteering At Jacque's
Coulee" - TRS-SQ®

June 1981
"Old Glory" - All Systems
"Word-Search Puzzle
Generator" - All Systems
" Anallist" - TRS-SQ®

July 1981
"Chemistry Drill" All Systems
"Kidnapped" - Apple
and ATARI ®
"Magic Paper
Calculator" - TRS-SQ®

October 1981
"Leyte" - All Systems
"Developing Data Base"-Apple
"Character Generator" ATARI®
"EnvyrnTM" - TRS-SQ®
Enhanced Disk Versions
"Super Dairy Farming" - Apple
"Gameplay" - TRS-SQ®

November 1981
"Flight of the Bumblebee" All Systems
"Music Machine" - Apple
"Music Programmer"-ATARIi!l
"Music Editor" - TRS-SQI!l
Enhanced Disk Versions
"National Anthems" - Apple
"Volleyball" - ATARli!l
"Mean Checkers Machine" TRS-SQI!l

December 1981
"Titan" - All Systems
"Aircraft Commander" "Developing Data
Base" - ATARI®
" Electronics
Assistant" - TRS-SQ®
Enhanced Disk Versions
"Bobsledding" - Apple
"Survive" - A TARi®
"Konane' " - TRS-SQ®

January 1982
"Gambler" - All Systems
"Microtext 1.1" - All Systems
"Apple Capture" - Apple
"Piazza Hotel" - ATARI®
"TRS-Man" - TRS-SQ®
Enhanced Disk Versions
"Nuclear Submarine Adventure"Apple, TRS-SQ®
"Death Star" - ATARI®

February 1982
"Space Rescue" - All Systems
"Rubicube" - Apple
"Defense" - ATARI®
"Maze Sweep" - TRS-SQ®
Enhanced Disk Versions
"Andorra" - Apple
"Kismet II" - ATARI®
"Help Package" - TRS-SQ®

March 1982
"Hexapawn" - All Systems
"Magical Shape Machine" Apple
"Outer Space Attack" ATARIi!l
"Killer Cars" - TRS-SQI!l
Enhanced Disk Version
"PEEKER/POKER" - Apple
"Curse of the Pharaoh" ATARI®
"Warpath" - TRS-SQI!l

Apple

April 1982
"Microtext" - All Systems
"Poster Maker" - Apple
"A T ARI® Banner
Machine" - ATARli!l
"Database" - TRS-SQI!l
Enhanced Disk Versions
"Semaphore" - Apple
"Renumbering for the
ATARli!l " - ATARli!l
"Screen Print" - TRS-SQI!l

Use card provided in this issue to order or send a list of the back issues you'd like, with
payment of $3.50 per magazine (minimum order of 3 issues) to:
SoftSide Publications
515 Abbott Drive
Broomall, PA 19008
To order the magazine/media combinations, use the card provided or send $9.95 per
cassette and magazine, $14.95 per disk and magazine, or $19.95 per DV and magazine to:
SoftSide Publications
6 Soutb Street
Milford, NH 03055
Prices for USA orders only. For foreign orders, see page 16.
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Back Issue
of the
Month:
August 1980

A historic issue: We went to a full-size magazine format and
added the ATARI® to our lineup of systems.
The TRS-8Q® programs are in a sporting vein: Sailplane,
Pro-Tour 80, and Grand Prix will keep you soaring, putting,
and racing for many hours. Or, take your Apple Caribbean
Cruising, playa cool game of Concentration, and round off
the trip with a lesson in animating ROM the Robot. If you
prefer the company of an ATARI®, you can choose a relaxing
afternoon of Master's Golf, a tense Maze Search for lurking
demons, or a last-ditch effort to save earth in Stratoblaster
Outpost.
Article topics include sound generation and comparative
graphics on all three systems. There's even a full-page ad for a
year's subscription to SoftSide for $15.00, and for DV at $4.00
MORE than the current rate!
While our supply lasts, this classic issue is available for a
mere $3.50. See our Back Issues ad and page 16 in this issue for
ordering information.
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So!tSide

OUR PRICE

• Create excitement with your home TV. Sharpen
mental and physical coordination w ith a full library of
challenging, sophisticated video games . • Bright,
crisp color (on color TV). • Realistic sound effects
(through the TV speaker). • Interchangeable con trollers and cartridges to enjoy the full range of Video
Computer System games . • Difficulty option
switches so the games get harder as you get
better. • Special circuits to protect TV . • System
comes with Combat Cartridge, Joystick and Paddle
Controller, AC adaptor and TV switch box . • Similar
to coin operated games . • Used with player' s own
TV set.
SUGGESTED RETAIL $199.95
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asteroids
Warlords
Breakout
Superman
Home Ru n
Bowling
Canyon Bomber '
Backgammon
Championship Soccer
Casino

$179.99

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2/4/6 HOUR VIDEO TAPE

Space Invaders
• Missile Command
Video Pinball
• Othello
Adventure
• Basketbal l
Night Driver
• Game Cartridge Storage Unit
Circus Atari
• Indy 500
Maze Craze
• Video Chess
Football
• Video Olympics
Video Checkers
• Air·Sea Battle
Dodge 'Em
• Tic·Tac·Toe
Slot Racers
• Golf
• New 6·hour " Super Long Play" video tape recorder
with soft touch controls . • Switchable to "Long
Play" 4 hour and Standard 2 hour recording . • Compatible with other 2/4 and 2/4/6 hour VHS systems.
• Record pr0grams off the air or record home
movies with an optional TV camera . • Automatic
tape threading . • Hot pressed ferrite video
heads . • Direct drive video head cylinder motor.
• Azimuth recording system . • Built-in UHF and
VH F tuner allows recording one station while viewing
another. • Tracking control. • 10CY solid state inOUR PRICE
tegrated circuitry . • Pause mode; complete with
remote pause control.. Auto·digital memory
counter provides automat ic stop while rewind ing.
• Complete with all accessories for hookup to all
types of TV sets and antennas.

809.99

SUGGESTED RETAIL

$899 .95

INTELLIVISION

OUR PRICE

• The video television system which provid,es an
endless
variety
of
game
play
and
involvement. • Compatible with any color TV
set. • Utilizes a full selection of Mattei game and
learning cartridges . • Each cartridge comes with
overlays which fit directly over the two individual
hand controllers for easy game play decisions (no additional controllers) . • Includes Las Vegas
Poker/Blackjack cartridge . • Objects of the game
screen can be maneuvered in 16 different direction.s
by the object control disc . • 16-bit microprocessor
provides a full range of sound effects, music, color
and an extraordinary high level of resolution .

$279.99

SUGGESTED RETAIL $299.95
•
•
•
•

Astrosmash
Space Armada
NASL Soccer
Auto Racing

~

•
•
•
•

Adventure
Boxing
NHL Hockey
Herse Racing

• Space Battle
'-NFL Footbal l
• Tennis
• Las Vegas Roulette

•
•
•
•

Sea Battle
NBA Basketball
PGA Golf
Backgammon

14 South St., Milford, N.H. 03055 (603) 673-5144
FREE OUT·OF·STATE 1·800·258·1760

I ~ TOLL

•
.•
•
•

8 1

Armor Battle
Major League Baseball
U.S. Team Ski ing
Checkers

STOP TYPING!
Get Instant Enjoyment from SoftSide's programs with SoftSide's
Cassette Version (CV) and Disk Version (DV)!
Our media editions let you spend less time TYPING - and more time USING the
fine software that SoftSide brings you every month. And we let you choose the
ver sion you want.

Cassette Version (CV)

Disk Version (DV)

SoltSlde's Cassette Version (CV) offers you an inexpensive way
to enjoy our programs without hours of typing or hunting for
errors. All programs are tested and ready to go!

DV contains a BONUS program for your system on the disk in
addition to the other programs available that month . Only the
documentation for the bonus programs will appear in SoftSlde
magazine, NOT the code . The bonus programs will be of every
conceivable type - multiple and Machine Language programs,
modified languages, ongoing modular programs and software
so extensive , it would take an entire issue of SoftSide just to
print the code.

CV gives you the programs offered for your system each month
in SoftSld!' on a tape, plus the magazine itself 12 magazines and 12 tapes per year for just $75.

Feel like you 're missing something? You are. Don't wait to take
advantage of our offer - 12 magazines and 12 disks for just
$125 a year. For orders outside the U.S., add $50. For your
convenience we also offer an installment payment plan for
MasterCard and VISA holders: Pay just $32.50 per quarter (a
total of $130 which includes a $5 billing charge).
To order, use the card provided in this issue .
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